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Abstract

The creative use of indeterminacy (i.e. "chance") is an often overlooked design
opportunity despite the universality of chance in art, nature, science and life. How can
"chance", a seemingly capricious phenomenon be made to work for someone? One
controlled use of chance is through the Chinese I Ching "chance operations" method of
composer and artist John Cage (1912-1992). This thesis addresses the questions of how
one might approach using this method in landscape architectural design, what would be
the outcome of such an indeterminate design and whether or not it could lead to a
constructed landscape. In addition, this thesis will answer the question: what is the
relationship between the I Ching, John Cage and the constructed landscape, anyway?
The final product of this thesis will be a new redesign of an existing plaza using Cage's
techniques and a comparative evaluation among the new indeterminate concept and two
preexisting designs using the original plaza program objectives as a guide against which
the three designs can be judged for effectiveness.
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Introduction: Toward Non-intention
It was after I got to Boston that I went into the anechoic chamber at Harvard University.
Anybody who knows me knows this story; I am constantly telling it. Anyway, in that silent
room I heard two sounds: one high and one low. Afterward, I asked the engineer in
charge, "Why, if the room was so silent, I had heard two sounds?" He said, "Describe
them." I did. He said, "The high one was your nervous system in operation. The low one
was your blood in circulation" (Cage 1959, story number 5).

Thus related the composer, artist,

produced an impressive body of visual

writer, poet and lecturer John Cage

art also using indeterminate procedures.

(1912-1992) the single most pivotal

When I saw some of the prints from his

moment in his career when he realized

Déreau series through Kathan Brown's

that without his conscious intention, he

book John Cage Visual Art: to Sober

was creating sounds anyway. He decided

and Quiet the Mind (2000), I was struck

then and there that he could either follow

by the resemblance to landscape

the path of intention, as many European

architectural plans. Not only would it be

composers were doing (i.e. serialism), or

but a small step to "reinterpret" these

he could strike out on the path of non-

works as landscape concept designs, but

intention (i.e. indeterminacy). He chose

it seemed reasonable that the same

the latter.

procedures could also produce landscape
designs from scratch. How would one go

My own background as a

about doing this? What would be the

composer brought me into contact with

outcome? And more importantly for

the music of John Cage and knowledge

practical minded landscape architects,

of his use of indeterminacy, and

would it produce functional designs? In

specifically the Chinese Book of

addition, one could ask: Is there a

Changes, the I Ching, to create aleatory,

relationship between the I Ching, John

or "chance music". What I hadn't

Cage and landscape architectural design

realized until recently was that Cage also

anyway? It is the goal of this thesis to
7

answer these questions. To do so I will

example, only in this past century have

draw the line connecting our ancient

scientists begun to accept that the

notions about the natural world and its

universe may not be as mechanistic and

landscape to the shamanistic divination

predictable as thought for the previous

method of the I Ching, rooted in Taoism.

three hundred years. Werner

From there I will show the importance of

Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle

the I Ching in Cage's work, especially

(1927) upset the status quo by showing

his visual art which inspired my thinking

that at subatomic scales either a

about this whole process in the first

particle's velocity or its position could be

place. Finally, I will complete the circle

measured, but not both simultaneously

by demonstrating how a built landscape

with any certainty. The best physicists

can be designed using Cage's preferred

can do in such a situation is talk about a

approach to indeterminacy and will

particle's "probability". Nature and the

summarize with a comparative

landscape is particularly indeterministic

evaluation among two pre-existing

when seen in terms of the new

'deterministic' designs and the new

complexity science called "chaos": "The

"indeterministic" design of the same

essence of the earth's beauty lies in

space. But first, a brief explanation of

disorder, a peculiarly patterned disorder,

what is meant by 'indeterminacy'.

from the fierce tumult of rushing water
to the tangled filigrees of unbridled

What is Indeterminacy?

vegetation" (Gleick 1990, 3). Chaotic
systems such as fluid dynamics and

Indeterminacy, or "chance", is

meteorology have been especially

the state or condition of being

challenging for scientists eager to predict

unpredictable to some degree because of

and forecast with any certainty. In the

an indefinite number of possible

realm of human affairs, indeterminacy,

outcomes or solutions to any initial

or "luck", plays more of a role than most

starting condition or problem.

people are comfortable acknowledging:

Indeterminacy to different degrees is all
around us: in physics, the natural world,

Luck is the determiner of much of what

our lives, our art, and our beliefs. For

happens to us in this world. Be we

8

criminals or law-abiding citizens, we

Waltzes with the Help of Two Dice

are, all of us, at the mercy of

(1787), Charles Ives' synchronistic Three

unpredictable developments that make it

Places in New England, Mvt. II

a matter of mere luck how many of the

Putnam's Camp (1914) where two

crucial issues of our lives are resolved.

contrasting marching bands clash, and in

The fact is that most human enterprises

the electronic "circuit-bending" musical

are to some extent chancy (Rescher

inventions of Reed Ghazala (Ghazala

1995, 17).

2005). Finally, it will be noted, is the
role of indeterminacy in divination. The

Chance has been used as a

premier Taoist text called the I Ching,

creative tool in the arts since prehistory:

still in use after many centuries, relies on

the incorporation of cave wall contours

chance for its very power. It is this

into Ice Age landscape paintings

ancient Chinese work and the chance

(Jellicoe 1987), crackle patterns on

generating possibilities it provides that

Chinese T'ang Dynasty (618-960 A.D.)

gave John Cage his principle tool for

pottery (Bogle 2006), and the Dada art

creating indeterminacy. Part I begins

objects of Marcel Duchamp, 3

with a look at the world that produced

Stoppages,(1912), (Brown 2000). In

the I Ching and that world's view of

music, indeterminacy takes the form of

landscape.

Mozart's Instructions for Composing

Part One: The Foundations of Indeterminacy
Primal Man and the Landscape

creatures do, hunting, eating,
reproducing as necessity dictated,

In the days long before settled

without conscious thought as to why,

civilized man, primal, prehistoric man

and perhaps without possessing the

lived in harmony with nature. This is not

higher function of true consciousness,

a mere romantic notion, but to be taken

the ability to project an image of his

quite literally: humans lived as other

Self, as a being separate from nature:
9

This factor [the spirit] which produces

places in the landscape where people

and manipulates our inner images is

found themselves:

completely autonomous in primitive
man, but through the differentiation of

The earth was sacred, not because pious

consciousness it slowly comes closer to

people chose to regard it, but because it

consciousness, and therefore in contrast

was in fact ruled by spirit, by the

to primitives we say we do it in part. For

creative powers of the universe, manifest

instance, we often say we have a good

in all the phenomena of nature, shaping

idea or we invent something new. A

the features of the landscape, regulating

primitive man would never say that a

the seasons, the cycles of fertility, the

bow and arrow, for instance, were his

lives of animals and men (Michell 1975,

invention---he would say that the way to

4).

construct a bow and arrow was revealed
to him by the bow and arrow god… (von

The earth which was teeming

Franz 1980, 21).

with life, was seen in a very real way as
being part of the living world, a giver of

Humans were nature (Michell

life, a universal mother. This spiritual

1975). He followed the herds, was

view of Earth as being alive and imbued

intimate with the seasonal cycles, and

with a vital force was manifest in the

could read the land as clever animals do

Cult of the Earth Spirit, the oldest, most

who must find sustenance from the earth

primal and universal way of belief of all

and was awed by this relationship.

world peoples. Statuettes of female,

Places, (hills, groves, springs, and caves)

earth goddess figures (Figure 1), their

visited over the many generations of

feminine characteristics grotesquely

migration and used as seasonal camps

exaggerated, date from at least 20,000

became associated with the life forces of

years ago. An opposite, complimentary

food and water, security, birth and death.

force was also recognized in nature,

Recurrent, cyclical risings and settings

however, that being of the masculine

of the sun and moon, stars and planets

father sun. Thus from very ancient times

added significance to the associated

a dualism in nature was observed and
tacitly accepted, a dualism that together

10

created and sustained all life. "This

Settled Man and the Landscape

functions perfectly well without human
intervention, and the first men were

The earliest permanent

content to observe and accommodate

settlements date from around 8000 B.C.

themselves to the moods of the earth

in the Middle East and probably reflect

spirit as conditioned thereby" (Michell

changes of large game availability at the

1975, 5). This perfect existence, free of

end of the last Ice Age forcing people to

thoughts of guilt, good or evil, or any

chase less migratory game and develop

conscious attempts to manipulate

agriculture (Pregill 1999), defined as

landscape and exert man's will (for he

"the deliberate alteration of natural

probably didn't have any), was shattered

systems to promote the abundance of an

by a psychically traumatic turn of events

exploited species or set of species"

in human history: the invention of

(Colins 2001, 38). In China, agricultural

civilization.

settlements were well established in the
Yellow River valley by 6000 B.C.
(Collins 2003). As man continued to
become urbanized, he was forced to
change the land. By 3000 B.C. in
northern China, irrigation, drainage,
dikes and levees, walled towns and
artificial hills all imposed man's
awareness upon the earth.
This shift from the migratory
hunting life dependent on nature to one
of a settled agricultural life in which
man controlled nature represents a major
paradigm shift: one which left its scars
on the human psyche. This relatively
recent step in human cultural evolution

Figure 1 Female figurine. Primal peoples
recognized the regenerative "spirit" in the
earth. (Collins 2003, 75)

may actually be associated (cause or
effect?) with the surprisingly recent rise

11

of human consciousness, convincingly

rates around the world but they nearly

argued by psychologist Julian Jaynes

always were associated with cities and

(The Rise of Consciousness in the

the sublimation of the old maternalistic,

Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind

earth-worshipping societies. Our

1976). What would an increasingly self-

mythologies are the records of one way

aware human be thinking about as he or

of life being violently absorbed by

she broke the ground with stone and

another: the old gods being killed by the

metal tools, ripping open the "flesh" of

new gods, dragons and serpents

Mother Earth to plant seeds that used to

(symbols of the previous ways) subdued

come "naturally"? Would there be any

by heroes, and the rise of solar religions

guilt?

(Michel 1975). Despite attempts of
these new cultures to exert their

There is much to be gained materially by

dominance, traces of the older, "spirit of

this development [civilization], but the

place" and Cult of the

difficulty is that human nature has been

Mother Earth, persist: symbols of mother

formed, or at least deeply conditioned by

figures and virgin birth (signs of

millennia of existence dominated by the

fertility) in our religions, witches (once

rhythms of the earth goddess and the

associated with midwifery) and ghosts

heavenly bodies. Settlement involves loss

(primal ancestor worship) in popular

of contact with the divinities that had

culture and wishing wells, reverence for

ruled all previous time, removes from

old trees, and foundation stones (all as

life its deepest reality and certainty,

receptacles of earth spirit) in our

frustrates human nature (Michel 1975,

contemporary landscapes and

7).

architecture. Such is the power of
millennia of genetic memory that we still
One further consequence of

cling to prehistoric symbols and patterns

urbanization was the rise of the

of behavior (Michel 1975).

paternalistic and sun-worshiping cult,

As man's increasingly settled life

formerly in balance with its feminine but

drew him further from his natural

complimentary opposite. Male

condition, he relied more and more upon

dominated kingdoms arose at different

conscious attempts to divine the order of

12

the cosmos that he previously knew

Shamanism

intuitively. By the time of the first towns
(c. 8,000 B.C.) a Eurasian-wide belief

For millennia our ancestors

system, shamanism, had evolved from

wandered the earth following the herds

much earlier and simpler, organic

and living in accord with the natural

behaviors integral to the activities of

forces of life and death, the seasonal

daily life. Eventually in China

cycles, and an intuitive understanding of

shamanistic beliefs would form a

the duality of the cosmos by

philosophy known as Taoism, and

experiencing the vital interplay of

divination practices would evolve into

energy between the sun and earth. The

the sophisticated Taoist book of wisdom,

impression these forces must have made

the I Ching.

on primal man can be inferred from the
rock and cave paintings of glacial
Europe dating from 35,000 years ago.
The fact that much of this art work is
highly inaccessible to the public, being
located in deep caves, suggests that it
may have been created for special

Figure 2 Antler mask. Mesolithic hunters used
"props" to enhance hunting rituals. (Collins 2003,
85)

purposes (Collins 2003). Painted humanfigures apparently in animal skins
(Figures 2-3) and antlers suggest a mangame connection, possibly of spiritual
significance. As already mentioned,
female figurines, dating from at least
20,000 years ago are found in widely
diverse areas and likely represent a
fertility cult of the earth goddess (Collins
2003). These practices are strongly
indicative of a reverence and intimate
association with the land and natural

Figure 3 "Great Sorcerer" cave painting. Such
illustrations suggest an awareness of a hunter-prey
connection or of a hunter "spirit". (Walsh 1990, 43)

forces. By 8000 B.C., a form of belief

13

can be recognized to have been

knowledge in times of crisis.

crystallized and widely dispersed to

Oracle Bones

North America, Japan, China and Korea
from its apparent origins in Siberia

In 1928 it was discovered in An-

(Palmer 1995). Anthropologists call this

yang, Honan Province of China that the

belief system shamanism. Shamanism

"dragon bones" used for years as a local

held a belief in two worlds: the material

medicine were, in fact, ancient animal

world and the spiritual world. Shamans,

bones with inscribed prototype Chinese

originally women, could connect to the

characters. These ox shoulder blades and

invisible spirit world, through the

tortoise shells, numbering over 100,000,

medium of an animal guide, for the

were found in a heap near a major Shang

purpose of asking questions of their

Dynasty city, c. 1600-1028 B.C. In

ancestors. The answers would tell the

addition to the ancient writing, each

living if their intended actions would be

bone or shell fragment carried cracks in

viewed as favorable and thus in harmony

random patterns and burn marks. It

with the spirits. To be in sync with the

became clear that these objects had been

spirit world was good; to be at odds with

used for sacred oracle rites over a period

it was bad. Thus an oracle message from

of centuries. How this worked was thus:

the unseen world would be invaluable

a person such as a king, or even an
ordinary citizen, would ask the shaman
for assistance in answering a pressing
question. As part, no doubt, of a wider
ritual, the shaman would ponder or recite
the question to the spirit world while
applying a heated stick to the underside
of the bone (Figure 4) or shell (animals
had sacred connections to the earth and
so were used for the oracle). The heat
would cause cracks on the reverse side

Figure 4 Ox scapula oracle bone. Ox bones became
more common for divination only after turtle shells
became scarce. (Collins 2003, 135)

of an indeterminate nature and these
patterns would be "read" or interpreted

14

as an answer or advice from the beyond.

success, he invaded and overthrew the

This kind of practice continued for

Shang Dynasty.

centuries and the refuse accumulated in

The I Ching, or "Book of

the dragon bone heaps (Palmer 1995).

Changes", (known at the time as the

Often, the oracle, the female

Chou I, or "Changes of Chou") is

shaman, would be associated with a

ascribed to King Wu, the conqueror of

sacred element of the landscape: in the

the Shang, who compiled 64 oracle

West especially, a cave, or cleft, symbol

readings and associated them for the first

of the female earth goddess as at Delphi

time with patterns of six whole and

(Michell 1975), or in China with the

broken lines called hexagrams

sacred mountain Ch'i Shan of the Chou

(themselves assembled originally from

people, originators of the I Ching.

eight older three line patterns called
trigrams). Out of hundreds of possible

Origin of the I Ching

oracles given over time why were these
oracles chosen and preserved for 800

In 1325 B.C. the Chou people of

years as the "Changes of Chou"?

northwest China, being pressured by

Because it was, according to researcher

other tribes, consulted their oracles as to

Martin Palmer, these very oracles that

where to settle. The answer it gave sent

were used by King Wu granting him

them to the border of the Shang kingdom

favor to invade and conquer the Shang.

at the base of the sacred Mt. Ch'i (Ch'i

They were likely recited at yearly

Shan) where they lived relatively

victory celebrations on Mt. Ch'i and

peacefully with the Shang for some time.

preserved as text for their propitious

However, by the 11th century B.C.,

content. As for the hexagrams, this was

relations had obviously degenerated to

an innovation probably designed to

the point where the Chou rose in arms

separate and distinguish the more

against the Shang. As was the custom

"progressive" Chou from their defeated,

before any great undertaking, the Chou

decadent foe. The origin of the trigrams,

leader, King Wu, consulted the oracle on

progenitors of the hexagrams, is not

Mt. Ch'i. When the divination portended

known as historical fact, but attributed to
a mythological, Prometheus type

15

character named Fu Xi, a tribal shaman

remained highly regarded, well studied

who supposedly brought agriculture to

and had layers of new texts and

the Chinese in 3000 B.C. The eight

commentaries added which only

trigrams are written of as having been

increased the depth of its revelations.

discovered on the back of a sacred turtle
(Palmer 1995) which emerged from the

The Contemporary I Ching

Yellow River during a flood, and
historically shown to have been divined

The I Ching consists of a chart of

with yarrow stalks, which the Chou

64 hexagrams: symbols made up of six

cultivated, thus linking the trigrams and

horizontal lines stacked from low to

resultant hexagrams with the natural

high, each line being either solid (yang)

world. In any case, neither written

or broken (yin), producing the 64

symbology was apparently known

possible combinations (Figure 5). The

among the Shang.

terms yang and yin, incidentally,

As urbanism increased, female

meaning "light" and "shade", originally

shaman positions were taken over by

were used to describe the presence and

men, reaching a height of official power

absence of sunlight on mountain slopes,

with the Shang, then gradually phased

another example of a landscape

out as oracle texts such as the Chou I

association (Wong 1997). Each

became more accessible to people

hexagram is associated with a title or

without the need of a shaman after the

name such as "Disagreement" or "The

conquest by the Chou. However, despite

Sacrifice" and a short, mystical "oracle"

Confucius' interest in the 6th century

text such as "Walking cautiously on the

B.C., the Chou I had become generally

tiger's tail, the man is not bitten. This is

labeled as too shamanistic and old

auspicious" (Hexagram 10 "Walking

fashioned and therefore not seriously

Cautiously"--Palmer 1995, 83).

regarded by Taoist writers like Lao Tzu

With the nature of Chinese

or Chuang Tzu. Then in 207 A.D. during

symbology being what it is, it is not

the Han Dynasty, the Chou I suddenly

surprising that the hexagrams in and of

became one of the five "classics" and

themselves have "meaning". For

renamed the I Ching. Thereafter it

example, Diana ffarington Hook in The
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Figure 5 The 64 hexagrams of the I Ching. Each hexagram combines
two of eight trigrams in every possible configuration. (Palmer 1995, 29)

I Ching and You (1973) elaborates on

story to tell and should be considered as

how one can further deepen a reading by

modifying the main oracle reading.

considering the positions of the trigrams

These line texts were probably added

within the chosen hexagram and the

during the Chou Dynasty (1123-256

trigrams' relationships to Chinese

B.C.) and may be other readings or folk

number symbology. Helmut Wilhelm in

sayings designed to give further insight

Change (1960) delves into further

into what was probably seen as a record

metaphorical relationships between each

of historical events. Over the centuries

trigram and natural and spiritual

other layers of commentary have been

elements.

added such as the "wings" ascribed to

A second layer of text exists for

the Taoist philosopher Confucius (551-

each hexagram line which has its own

479 B.C.), and writings from the Han
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Dynasty (202 B.C.-220 A.D.). All of

The I Ching stands against all that and

these layers, which should be considered

exposes the limitations of such attempts

to be transparent and influential on each

to control the changes of the world. It

other when considered together in a

asks us to abandon any attempt at

reading, provide great depth of

control or reasoning, and instead to let

experience and potential meaning, which

go and flow with the flow of Nature, of

is exactly the I Ching's power to

the Tao, of God, of the spirit world, in

transcend time and culture and still be

other words, with that which is beyond

today so universally applicable: "It's real

us. By simply relying upon chance, we

value lies in its comprehensiveness and

allow entrance to that which we cannot

many sidedness" (Wilhelm 1960, 38).

usually hear because we are too busy

Why the I Ching seems to work

thinking or plotting or reasoning

for many people is because it does not

(Palmer 1995, 40).

try to provide answers to questions but
rather a new way of looking at solutions.

The purpose of divination is to

Its "irrational" approach to problem

"catalyze" one's own unconscious

solving cuts through the entanglements

knowledge. The unconscious knows

of logic and frees the mind to reflect on

things and the diviner draws on this

what it already knows. In more mystical

absolute knowledge (von Franz 1980).

terms, "…the I Ching offers you, from

Chaotic patterns (e.g. coin tosses,

the storehouse of human experience,

Rorschach ink blots, etc.) "confuse" the

enlightened by the interplay between the

conscious mind and allow our ego-

material and spiritual worlds of the

suppressed unconscious to shine

shamans, and the Voice of the oracle, a

through. Ever since its creation by King

way of listening to a Greater Voice"

Wu, the I Ching has been used to help

(Palmer 1995, 39). For "rational"

people solve great problems by allowing

Westerners, that "Greater Voice" is our

the element of chance to free the user

own intuition or innate knowledge, too

from the constraints of rational thought

often lost in the shuffle of modern life

and the pressures of feeling the need to

and the curse of thinking too much:

control every event. This is why we
often awake after a good night's sleep
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with the answer to a prolonged question

determine a broken "yin" line and two or

foremost in our thoughts. When one has

three "tails" determines a solid "yang"

an important decision to make and

line. Furthermore, an all heads toss or an

cannot rationally decide, the question is

all tails toss represents a "changing line"

asked of the I Ching while determining

which may be flipped to its opposite,

through a "chance operation" which of

thereby evolving the hexagram into a

the 64 hexagram oracles to consult. This

different hexagram which should be

procedure can take many forms: the

consulted for additional relevance. In

dividing of yarrow stalks, and eight coin

this way the user builds the hexagram

toss method with the eight trigrams (i.e.

from the bottom up, line by line, all the

the Pa Ch'ien system), or even pointing a

while keeping his question in mind while

finger onto a randomly turned page for a

throwing the three coins six times, once

"thought of the day". The system that

for each line.

Cage used in his chance operations, until
a time-saving computer program in 1984
came along, was the three coin toss
method.

Three Coin Toss Method

In this method while asking the
question, the user tosses 3 coins
(traditional Chinese coins were circular
representing "Heaven" with a square
hole representing "Earth" with the name
of the dynasty and ruling Emperor

Figure 6 Three coin toss system. Each toss results in
one of four possible combinations and either a yin or
yang line. All "heads" or all "tails" results in a line
that "changes" to its opposite for a new hexagram.
(Palmer 1995, 43)

inscribed on one side for "heads"; "tails"
is left blank) six times: each toss
determines each line of the hexagram,
which is built from the bottom up
(Figure 6). Two or three "heads"
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The hexagram, now formed (one

migratory with opposite forces working

of the 64 possible configurations), is

together in the universe. Nature had a

located in a book (every edition is

rhythmic harmony to it expressed in the

somewhat different due to differences in

earliest writings as "flow". Around 500

translations, interpretations, etc.) and its

B.C. the early I Ching and the Greek

text(s) consulted. Because of the unique

Heraclitus were contemporaries.

characteristics of the questioner's state of

Hereclitus said that life was movement,

mind at the time of divination and the

that "everything flows" and comes about

unique chance arrangements of the

through a conflict of opposites; the

tossed coins, the divination can only be

harmonious world order or "logos"

performed once: whatever the result, the

shapes this chaos (Wilhelm 1960). The

user must accept and apply to his/her

earliest Taoist writings also speak of

current situation. For this reason the I

flow and of opposites harmonizing in the

Ching should never be used as a party

"Tao". Modern, civilized people also

game or for frivolous inquires and it

recognize the inevitability of change.

should only be consulted after all

"Reflection on the simple fundamental

previous avenues of rational problem

facts of our own experience brings

solving have first been exhausted

immediate recognition of constant

(Palmer 1995).

change" (Wilhelm 1960, 17). Change is

In the end, because the I Ching

not chaotic, but has its own rhythms and

does not tell one what to do but merely

order. It is dependable and comforting

provides a new perspective, the

(Ibid, 23).

questioner must still decide.

All things, in the ancient Chinese
thinking, are subject to the law of

Change: Why the Book of "Changes"?

change, but this is merely a tendency:
one can oppose it, but this going against

In primal man's world everything

nature. Man can even influence change,

was recognized as being in constant

but it is easiest to go with the flow of

change, though of a regular cycle: the

change and not fight the current. This is

seasons, life and death, famine and

why it is so important to divine the

bounty, and human existence was

wishes of the Tao and discern right
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action in accord with the cosmos. The

uncertainty as lived by King Wu, the

oracles of the I Ching record the changes

"Changes of the Chou" become the

in the Chou people of the 11th century

gamut of changes available to everyone,

B.C. Because they are rooted in the

of all cultures and times (Palmer 1995).

universal human experience of decision
making, risk taking, victory and

Part Two: A Specific Model for Design:
John Cage's Approach to Indeterminacy
mycologist was born in 1912 in Los
Angeles, California to an inventor father
and a piano playing mother, who along
with her sister, introduced John, Jr. to
the pleasures of music. His early
composition teachers were Henry
Cowell (1897-1965) and Arnold
Schoenberg (1874-1951), both giants of
new music at the time: Cowell taught
Cage in 1934 the adventure of exploring
new sounds, such as playing directly on
the piano strings; Schoenberg taught

Figure 7 John Cage. Indeterminacy permeated
all of his endeavors. (www. nonsolobiografie.it,
2006)

Cage between the years 1935-36 about
musical structure, that there existed only

I: A Short Biography of John

repetition and variation, and

Cage (1912-1992)

Schoenberg's own "Method of

John Milton Cage, Jr., (Figure 7)

Composing with Twelve Tones Which

American composer, philosopher, writer,

are Related Only to One Another"(1921)

poet, lecturer, artist and amateur
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which for Cage were limitations. He

(e.g. The Transformation of Nature in

would later rebel against these notions:

Art by Ananda Coomaraswamy), China
(e.g. the writings of Chuang Tzu) and

There can be, there must be, several

Japan. In 1952 at Columbia University

events which unfold at once, or else

Cage took seminars in Zen with Dr.

successively, without connection. If you

Daisetz Suzuki, a Japanese scholar on

accept this point of view, then you are no

East Asian philosophy. Cage had

longer involved with either repetition or

numerous anecdotes and his own Zen-

variation. (Cage 1981, 45)

like stories to tell (e.g. Indeterminacy,
sound recordings, 1959), but it is

In the 1930s Cage worked with

doubtful that there was any direct

percussion groups in New York City and

influence on his music. (Cage cannot be

at the Cornish School in Seattle

regarded as an Asian-influenced

accompanying dancers. For one dance

composer the way Lou Harrison and

performance in 1940 ("Bacchanale" by

Colin McPhee are, for Cage never

Syvilla Fort) he was asked to write a

deliberately used Asian instruments,

percussion piece but there was no room

textures or forms). Asian thought also

on stage for such a group. The piano,

never significantly entered his personal

being inappropriate for the African

life and habits (he never practiced zazen

flavored dance, forced Cage to change

seated meditation and the actual oracle

the piano's sounds. By placing

texts of the I Ching largely went

household objects on or between the

unused). Instead, Cage appropriated

strings of the piano he had in effect

terminology and concepts quite

created a percussion ensemble at the

frequently in his writings and lectures

control of one performer at a keyboard.

and used them for titles of pieces and as

Cage had, through necessity invented the

metaphors and support for musical and

"prepared piano", a technique Cage often

artistic concepts he had already been

used throughout the 1940s.

developing. Far from abandoning his

In 1945, Cage, by now relocated

Western heritage and becoming an ersatz

to New York City, began a self-study of

Asian, or adopting Zen affectation as

the philosophies and writings of India

was the fad with the 1950s New York
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"Beat Generation" (Nichols 2002), Cage

to move toward non-intention in

was already a kindred spirit with Eastern

composing music, and although Cage

thought: he merely used it selectively,

was aware of his friend Marcel

and not always in its original meaning,

Duchamp's (whom he met in 1942) use

to illustrate his own thinking (Nichols

of chance in art ("3 Stoppages" 1912, the

2002). However, it is without a doubt

year of Cage's birth), Cage was probably

that Cage's associations with other

at least as much reacting against the

artists, composers and students at this

Abstract Expressionists, with whom he

time had more concrete influences.

had been associating with in the Artists'

While much about Cage's

Club:

innovations and development as an artist
can be attributed to his originality (e.g.

I was with de Kooning once in a

invention of the prepared piano), other

restaurant. He said, 'If I put a frame

creative people have contributed to his

around these breadcrumbs, that isn't

thinking (e.g. Schoenberg's 12-tone

art.' And what I'm saying is that it is. He

system) either directly or indirectly. That

was saying that it wasn't, because he

said, there is also much to be credited to

connects art with his activity---he

"synchronicity": ideas already "in the

connects with himself as an artist,

air", shared independently by diverse

whereas I would want art to slip out of

people at the same time. It is sometimes

us into the world in which we live

difficult to place credit on one person or

(Nichols 2002, 110-111).

event. In the 1940s, partly based on
personal issues of the time, Cage began

For Cage, art and life should be

to grapple with the idea that music might

lived close together, which was how he

not really be an effective vehicle for

saw Marcel Duchamp's life and art.

expressing one's emotions (at least his)

Cage's associates, Merce Cunningham

and this would eventually lead to a

(choreographer), Jasper Johns and

complete withdrawal of the ego, or

Robert Rauschenberg (artists) agreed.

"intent" of the composer from his music

Together nearly every day, they

(an idea only coincidently in sync with

mutually supported and influenced each

Zen). By 1950, Cage had already begun

other. "The four-way exchanges were
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quite marvelous. It was the climate of

was fertile grounds for ideas already

being together that would suggest work

present in Cage's mind. In 1951, Cage

to be done for each of us" (Nichols 2002,

completed his Music of Changes for

111). Together, in 1952, they created the

piano, a piece utilizing for the first time

first "happening" at Black Mountain

complete indeterminacy aided by charts

College where multiple artists activated

in the I Ching which was given to him as

a common space with non-coordinated

a gift by his student and colleague

performances, allowing for chance

Christian Wolff. During the 1950s and

coincidences of material for any

1960s Cage wrote music incorporating

"meaning". The same year, Cage was

electro-acoustic sound sources (e.g.

inspired by Rauschenberg's "white

radios, televisions, oscillators, and

canvas" to commit to paper his all-silent

amplified plant materials), pre-recorded

ambient piece 4'33" consisting entirely

electronic tape, graphic notation and

of whatever environmental sounds

greater amounts of theatricality. Always

happened during that time frame: (again,

using chance to create various degrees of

a very Zen-like concept, but directly

indeterminacy, he even conceived of his

inspired from a different angle, also Zen-

pieces as being able to be performed

like). Chance and silence would pervade

simultaneously (use of synchronicity) in

Cage's music for the next forty years.

any combination.

In 1950, Cage had befriended

Cage was also a sought-out

fellow experimental composer Morton

lecturer and poet, often writing and

Feldman, who later the same year,

performing both genres using chance

invented graphic notation, which leaves

operations, sometimes delivering them

much of the performance to the

simultaneously with performances of his

"interpretation" of the performer, one

music.

aspect of chance. Composer Earl Brown,

In 1977 John Cage was invited

who associated with artists Jackson

by Kathan Brown at Crown Point Press

Pollack and Alexander Calder, joined

in Oakland, California to create etchings.

their group, himself later creating

He did so for a week or two every year

musical "mobiles" (a term of Calder's) of

until his death. He of course used

indeterminate form. This artistic culture

various chance operations to design his
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work, but relied on technicians to realize

composing means using I Ching chance

them. In all, Cage produced 27 groups of

operations, making my responsibility

667 prints there. In 1983 Cage began

that of asking questions instead of

drawing at home and produced all told

making choices. Cage (1969) as

150 drawings using chance operations.

appearing in Kostelanetz (1993 241-

Cage was also invited by Mountain Lake

242).

Workshop in Virginia to try watercolor,

The single "experiment" that

which he did at workshops there,

Cage was referring to was his discovery

completing 114 watercolors.

that even in an absolutely soundproof

By the end of his life in 1992,

room he could hear two sounds: one

John Cage was a highly in-demand

high and one low. The engineers told

lecturer and composer and recipient of

him that it was the sound of his nervous

numerous awards, grants and honors

system and circulatory systems in

from many countries. He died at his

operation and that, as it occurred to

home in New York City in 1992 while

Cage, his body was making sound

preparing for yet another appearance

without his intention. This event, backed

weeks before his eightieth birthday.

no doubt by informal studies in Zen,
discussions with fellow artists and
composers, his experiences studying
with Schoenberg and his rejection of the

II: Cage's Attitudes Regarding

tendency of many experimental

Indeterminacy

composers in Europe at the time toward
total intentional control of all musical

In the late 40s I found out by experiment

parameters (i.e. serialism) led to his

(I went into the anechoic chamber of

work in non-intention: first in

Harvard University) that silence is not

compositions such as Concerto for

acoustic. It is a change of mind, a

Prepared Piano and Chamber Orchestra

turning around. I devoted my music to it.

(1951) in which he used a "magic

My work became an exploration of non-

square" to generate chance results, then

intention. To carry it out faithfully, I

more intensively using the I Ching Book

have developed a complicated

of Chinese Oracles in Music of Changes
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for piano (1951) and all compositions,

notation, Cage denied the role of his own

many lectures and most poetry and

ego: "I have decided that my task is to

artwork thereafter.

open up the personality; I also want to

What were Cage's "intentions" about

open up the work so that it may be

using such an all pervasive system and

interpreted in various ways" (Cage 1981,

what was he thinking? This is important

59).

in establishing a consistency of thought

Elimination of the ego meant that

and action over four decades that

his personality would not impose on

excludes any possibility that Cage's

anyone. In collaborating with others,

indeterminacy was merely a passing

such as with choreographer Merce

whim, or used for "shock value". On the

Cunningham, Cage's preferred method

contrary, Cage was quite explicit about

was to agree on a time limit, then work

the fundamental importance of chance to

out the music and dance moves

his music, his art, and life.

separately. The performance then took
place of both events simultaneously, the

Removal of Ego

"collaboration" being in the simultaneity
and agreement that neither would tell the

By the late 1940s Cage had

other what to do (Retallack 1996).

become aware that intentional

For the listener, "My position is

composition "imposed" one's will, tastes

not to impose a certain attitude on

and prejudices upon the music and

Western listeners, but to persuade them

others. This is at odds with the teachings

that there are sounds, and that those

of Japanese Zen as Cage came to

sounds, whatever they are, are worthy to

understand them while studying with Dr.

be heard" (Retallack 1996, 203).

Suzuki, who suggested that emotions are

Cage's intention as composer was

a wall that must be broken down: too

to be in the Zen Buddhist sense

much attachment to the self (i.e. "ego")

"detached" from any outcome, or in his

creates a disruptive society: "I am

words to have a sense to "nobility":

willing to have emotions, but without
being a slave to them" (Cage 1981, 56).

John Cage: 'Nobility' is an expression

Regarding the purpose of his ambiguous

that I take from the Buddhist tradition.
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Loss of the ego could benefit

To be 'noble' is to be detached, at every
instant, from the fact of loving and

listeners as well. In discussing whether

hating…We run the risk of falling into it

or not boredom set-in during a full

[this lack of nobility] each time we do no

performance of Erik Satie's Vexations

more than subject things to our likes and

(840 repetitions requiring eighteen hours

dislikes.

and forty minutes!) Cage said:

Daniel Charles: Every time, in short, that
we make a judgment based on taste.

…we are the ones who make ourselves
bored. In the experience of Vexations, as

John Cage: That's it. Every time we

in the works of Riley or La Monte

practice aesthetics! I write by using

Young, boredom takes over only if we

chance operations to liberate my music

arouse it in ourselves. That's why I said

from every kind of like and dislike

a while ago that we are no longer there.

(Retallack 1996, 201-202).

There is no more boredom as soon as
there is no more ego. Then everything is

Removal of the ego also meant

endlessly reborn. And there is no longer

that art is not the sole province of the

the slightest bit of boredom! (Cage 1981,

artist: art is everywhere if you only

49).

change your attitude:
He was also fond of this statement:
People frequently ask me if I'm faithful
to the answers, or if I change them

In Zen they say: If something is boring

because I want to. I don't change them

for two minutes, try it for four. If still

because I want to. When I find myself in

boring, try it for eight, sixteen, thirty-

the position of someone who would

two, and so on. Eventually one discovers

change something-at that point I don't

that it's not boring at all but very

change it. I change myself. It's for that

interesting (Cage 1961, 93).

reason I have said that instead of self(This Zen detachment of Cage's

expression, I'm involved in selfalteration (Nichols 2002, 111).

is a condition that has been noted as
existing in survivors of moments of
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extreme crisis. In the nationally

(i.e. sounds for sounds' sake) separate

broadcast radio talk show Coast-to-

from any other associations, musical or

Coast AM host George Noory discussed

otherwise:

with Lawrence Gonzales, author of Deep
Survival, the role of non-intention in

When you listen to sounds that share a

primal man's struggle for survival

periodic rhythm, what you hear is

(December 24, 2006). Many callers

necessarily something other than the

attested to the belief that civilized life

sounds-you hear the fact that the sounds

has deprived us of the ability to rely on

have been organized. Zen cultivates this

our "primal self" for survival. One caller

flowing back towards non-organization,

related a "Zen-like" state during a

that is, towards sounds as such, for and

personal brush with death. The host

in themselves (Cage 1961, 201).

expressed envy at the caller's experience
of spiritual one-ness. Phrases such as

I believe that I am able to draw from my

"beyond the realm of rationalization"

own experiences the idea that our

were used in describing this now rare

aesthetic attitude should become more

condition but which 50,000 to 100,000

and more open to whatever may happen

years ago, in the words of Gonzales,

(Cage 1981, 96).

"was a natural state." All this is to show
that Cage, in using non-intentional

My intention is to let things be

means of composing, was touching upon

themselves (Cage 1981, 232).

the condition of man's earliest
experiences in the landscape.)

Synchronicity

Aesthetics

Cage was strongly taken by Carl
Jung's concept of synchronicity as

In addition to a kind of Zen

related in the foreword of the Bollingen

detachment of the ego from his work,

series' Wilhelm/Baynes edition of the I

Cage used chance operations for

Ching. It was the one version Cage

aesthetic reasons, often to emphasize the

always recommended to people. In it,

unique qualities of individual sounds

Jung briefly explains, in Western,
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rational language, the concept behind

Cage, after all, was essentially a

how the I Ching works:

Western (i.e. rational) composer dealing
with a non-rational (i.e. chance) method

…whoever invented the I Ching was

of composing. It was important for him

convinced that the hexagram worked out

to be able to "justify" his method. He

in a certain moment coincided with the

had been using spiritual Taoist and Zen

latter in quality no less than in time. To

references for this purpose, and would

him the hexagram was the exponent of

continue to do so, but now in Jung Cage

the moment in which it was

had a Western, "rational", psychological

cast…inasmuch as the hexagram was

justification for using chance as a

understood to be an indicator of the

compositional method. (It is interesting

essential situation prevailing in the

to note that Arnold Schoenberg, Cage's

moment of its origin. This assumption

illustrious teacher, also faced the same

involves a certain curious principle that

situation. Having broken with the past

I have termed synchronicity, a concept

tradition of tonality through the use of

that formulates a point of view

extreme chromaticism and then free

diametrically opposed to that of

atonality, Schoenberg spent nine years

causality. Since the latter is a merely

(1914-1923), during which he published

statistical truth and not absolute, it is a

no music, formulating a guiding

sort of working hypothesis of how events

principle for writing atonal music. The

evolve one out of another, whereas

resultant "Method of Composing with

synchronicity takes the coincidence of

Twelve Tones Which are Related Only

events in space and time as meaning

with One Another" would lead Cage's

something more than mere chance,

generation of European academic

namely, a peculiar interdependence of

composers to the extreme of serialism

objective events among themselves as

wherein every note, rhythm, timbre, and

well as with the subjective (psychic)

structural element were rigorously

states of the observer or observers (Jung

determined by the composer. Cage,

in Wilhelm 1960, xxiv).

although initially writing "12-tone"
music under Schoenberg's guidance,
would come to reject it and the
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deterministic serialism.) Cage therefore

that each performance of such a piece of

had a scientific approach to the I Ching

music is unique, as interesting to its

which precluded his use of the actual

composer as to others listening. It is

oracle texts in his music and art: he used

easy to see again the parallel with

the I Ching almost exclusively as a

nature, for even with leaves of the same

random number generator. When a

tree, no two are exactly alike. The

computer program ("IC") became

parallel in art is the sculpture with

available in 1984, he found that to be

moving parts, the mobile (Cage 1961,

more efficient than throwing coins and

11).

so traveled everywhere with his

Cage enjoyed working separately

generated Supply sheets.

when "collaborating", especially with

Cage's attitudes about

the choreographer Merce Cunningham,

simultaneous but uncoordinated

because Cage (and Cunningham)

occurrences stem largely from Jung's

believed that the relationship between

synchronicity:

the dance and the music should not be
one of causality, but of synchronicity
(Retallack 1996).

Also it has been impossible with the

Finally, a quote from Cage used

playing of several separate tapes at once
to achieve perfect synchronization. This

above is here worth repeating: "There

fact has led some towards the

can be, there must be, several events

manufacture of multiple-tracked tapes

which unfold at once, or else

and machines with corresponding

successively, without connection" [my

numbers of heads; while others-those

emphasis] (Cage 1981, 45).

who have accepted the sounds they do
not intend-now realize that the score, the

III: Cage's Use of Chance

requiring that many parts be played in a

Operations in Music

particular togetherness, is not an
accurate representation of how things
are. These now compose parts but not

Cage used chance operations

scores, and the parts may be combined

(and other indeterminate procedures) in

in any unthought-of ways. This means

virtually every work: music, lecture,
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poetry, and graphic arts for the forty

unrelated tones in it. The general

years since 1951, and although he often

direction can be consciously guided

consulted the I Ching's charts to generate

although the final work is indeterminate.

chance outcomes, his use of this

Of course, what materials go into the

information as well as the use of other

initial charts can also be randomized: it

kinds of chance operations were quite

all depends on the artistic effect the

varied. Before going into specific

designer is after. In the end, however, it

compositional techniques some general

should be noted that the designer (e.g.

observations can be made that will shed

composer/artist etc.) makes decisions. In

light on Cage's compositional methods

a later section it shall be shown that even

and intents.

then the designer can play editor and
make decisions based on design

What is not commonly realized is

principles. The designer is not a slave to

that prior to actual composition by

indeterminacy. Indeterminacy is a tool of

chance operations, the composer must

the designer for specific artistic purpose.

set up charts of materials for each

(In Cage's view a "purposeful

musical parameter the composer wants

purposelessness"!)

to be randomly selected. What goes into
these charts has an effect on the

Music of Changes for piano (1951)

outcome, and is to some extent, an
"intention", although the final outcome

A description of Cage's

is not predictable. For example, in the

procedures followed in his first piece

case of painting whether a painter

created almost exclusively from his

creates a chart of 12 shades of red or

working with the I Ching will illustrate

twelve colors from the full spectrum will

the general principles described above.

affect the general outcome of the

Most of the musical parameters

painting even though the individual

of Music of Changes (Figure 8) (pitch,

colors are randomly selected. In this

harmony, rhythm, dynamics, tempo,

case, one outcome will be various shades

texture) were determined by consulting

of red, the other will be a more chaotic

the I Ching.

painting having a greater number of
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Figure 8 Music of Changes title page. The first composition to be nearly totally generated by the
I Ching. (Cage 1961, 1)

Pitch: Eight charts of sounds and

of selection would create an atonal,

silences were created, each chart with 8

highly chromatic effect. Had Cage

rows and 8 columns creating 64 cells

deliberately chosen only pentatonic scale

(one for each hexagram) of sounds and

pitches (e.g. the black keys of the piano),

silences (32 sounds and 32 silences)

any randomly selected group of pitches

(Figure 9). Cage predetermined,

would likely have sounded much more

intentionally, that each row and each

"harmonious". The sounds he put into

column would contain all the twelve

the charts also reflect a nearly full

possible pitches available in the Western

spectrum of all possibilities: single

music system, thus virtually

pitches, clusters, intervals, harmonics,

guaranteeing that any random outcome

direct manipulation of the strings and
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Figure 9 Sound chart 8 for Music of Changes. Sixty-four cells (32 of sounds, 32 of
silence) were prepared by Cage before selection by hexagram casts (Nicholls 2002, 204)

even noises (e.g. knocking on the piano

together, so possible durations range

case, etc.). Half of all the cells were left

from very short 32nd notes to very long

blank as silences that could be chosen.

combinations of quarter notes and whole

Rhythm: Length of events (e.g. pitches,

notes, etc.

clusters, silences) was determined by

Dynamics: Cage set the volume

consulting one of eight charts of

possibilities for unbelievably soft (pppp)

durations Cage compiled before tossing

to extremely loud (ffff) and all

any coins. Durations were created by

combinations in between, yet this still

adding increments of smaller values

left many cells empty. An empty cell
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chosen by chance meant that there were

determine which numbered hexagram to

no changes to volume.

consult. That numbered hexagram

Layers and Tempo: A single chart for

corresponded to a numbered musical

layers (i.e. texture, or simultaneous

element in his parameter chart which he

parts) 1-8, and one for tempo (i.e. speed

would choose to use at that point in the

of the beat) sufficed for those

composition. The second step was to

parameters.

compose each layer of the phrase

The formal structure was, in

determining each parameter, pitch,

accordance with his previous non-

rhythm, dynamic, etc. using the I Ching

indeterminate compositional methods, a

to answer each question of which out of

predetermined "square root form" where

many would be best. In accordance with

the macrostructure bears the same

his previous non-indeterminate

proportion to its sections as the phrases

compositional methods, the formal

of the microstructure bear to the number

structure was a predetermined

of bars in each phrase. For our purposes

proportional "square root form". (Each

it is sufficient to know that the whole is

phrase, unit and section, as well as the

divided into four sections.

relation of each part to the whole was in
the non-chance determined proportion of
3; 5:63/4; 63/4; 5:31/8). This procedure

Compositional procedure

continued until the whole work was
finished.

Once all the precompositional
homework was done, and it could get

Exceptions to the Rule

quite complex and absolutely
intentional, the putting together of the

In Cage's earlier, non-chance

elements in an indeterminate way could

compositions, he had been willing to

begin. The first step was to determine

break his own rules for musical purposes

the tempo and number of contrapuntal

(Nichols 2002), and it was no different

(i.e. simultaneous) layers of the first

using the different system of

phrase using coin tosses. Cage would

indeterminacy: "It's very clearly stated in

toss the three coins six times to

the I Ching that if you don't like the
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results of chance operations you have no

mercy of random elements that may

right to use them" (Retallack 1996, 214).

create a poor outcome: he can always

So, wherever Cage encountered

make a decision based on artistic

discrepancies or conflict, he stepped in

principles or functionality.

and made a decision. For example, when
determining by chance the pitches for

Other Modes of Indeterminacy

each simultaneous layer, he would
occasionally generate a preexisting

There are other techniques for

pitch, not possible to play if they both

creating indeterminate outcomes besides

existed in the same time and space.

tossing coins or dice. Cage sometimes

Cage's solution: he would erase one (see

composed music by observing

below for other examples).

imperfections in blank paper (e.g. Music

In other cases it was a matter of

for Piano, 1953-56) (Cage 1981). The

working around shortcomings in his

imperfections told him where to write

initial set up. For example, Cage was

notes. He also used paper with chance

disappointed by the static feeling in

determined punched holes to create

previous compositions (e.g. Concerto for

templates which he would place over

Prepared Piano and Chamber

other pages and write the notes through

Orchestra, 1950-51) that also used

the holes (e.g. Music for Carillon No.1,

limited chance operations. To solve this

1952). These templates, sometimes

in Music of Changes, he set up a new

transparencies of graphs, lines and dots,

rule: certain elements of the charts were

would be overlaid in chance determined

either "mobile" or "immobile"

ways to create patterns representing

(determined by chance). If immobile the

music (e.g. Fontana Mix, 1958). He used

element remained in the chart to be

star charts to determine notes in Atlas

reused next time through the cycle of

Eclipticalis (1961) and Music for

generating charts, but if mobile they

Carillon No. 4 (1961) (Cage 1981).

were replaced next time around by a new

Graphic scores and deliberately

element, thus guaranteeing a high degree

vague instructions also resulted in

of change (Nichols 2002). The lesson

performances whose outcomes could not

here is that the composer is not at the

be predicted and whose subsequent
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performances were never the same.

Thus for all his idealism

Variations IV (1963) has no printed

regarding indeterminacy, he realized

music but merely the instructions "for

there were limits to the practical use of

any number of players, any sounds or

chance operations and he knew when it

combination of sounds produced by any

was safer to rely on practicality:

means, with or without other activities."
In a university, in my music, in my
everyday life, I happen to use chance

Changes

operations. But I do not exclusively,
solely use chance operations!

Cage practiced indeterminacy

Recognizing chance's place does not

throughout his later life: he often

mean sacrificing everything to it (Cage

consulted the I Ching to decide whether

1981, 90).

or not to give an interview, but he was
not irresponsible. For example, he held

I believe we must not leave everything to

social ideas bordering on anarchy, but he

chance (Cage 1981, 145).

realized that necessary things such as
water and food supplies should be

Cage was no slave to his

controlled:

methods. He knew that certain methods
served his purposes for certain reasons

I only keep that amount of organization

and that if the outcome was

that is useful for survival. That means

unacceptable, either for artistic or

that I assign organization to the place

functional reasons, he was free to make

that it should have. Men generally act

the necessary alterations. Two examples

otherwise. They organize everything

follow:

endlessly! And in particular useless

In Europera 5 (1991), Cage used

things-music for example. Thus they

a grid of 64 squares overlaid on the

forego organizing what should, on the

performance stage. I Ching operations

other hand, be organized: the utilities

determined where performers stood and

(Cage 1981, 47).

where props and instruments were to be
situated. However, it became clear that
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chance could determine that the grand

subjectivity from their music (i.e.

piano be positioned in such a way that it

objectification of sound); both sought to

would fall off the stage. This, of course,

control all parameters of musical sound:

should not be allowed so Cage devised a

Boulez through serialism, Cage through

new rule that allowed for any one leg of

chance operations; both composers'

the piano to be positioned in the

music was generally dissonant and

determined square in cases where it

atonal; Boulez shared his techniques

would be impossible otherwise, thereby

with Cage via frequent letter writing:

allowing some flexibility in positioning

Boulez's charts are very similar in

(Cage 1981).

appearance to Cage's; Boulez praised

In Apartment House 1776 (1976)

Cage's music, especially the Sonatas and

Cage didn't like the results of his first

Interludes (1948) for its expansion of

attempts to create new harmony from

sound possibilities, something Boulez

preexisting colonial hymns: the music

was working on through the use of

wasn't "good", so he changed his method

microtones; and yet Boulez wrote in his

until the results, all chance derived,

article Alea ("Chance") of 1957 that

produced "good" music"(Cage 1981).

Cage's "overuse" of chance in his
compositions showed a "weakness" in
technique and that anyone using chance

Objections to Cage's Methods

…feels no responsibility for his work,

Sometimes the most violent

but out of unconfessed weakness and

objection and criticism comes from

confusion and the desire for temporary

those one is closest to in spirit and cause.

relief, simply throws himself into puerile

A case in point was the opposition to

mumbo-jumbo. In other words,

Cage's chance operations by his friend

everything just happens as it will,

and colleague Pierre Boulez (b. 1925).

without control (an intentional but not

Both composers had much in common:

meritorious omission, since there is no

both were working in the post WWII

alternative), BUT within a fixed network

aesthetics of "high modernism" (i.e.

of probabilities, since even chance must

autonomous, formalist, antirepresentational); both sought to remove
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have some sort of outcome (Boulez in

Crown Point was chance determined:

Nicholls 2002, 211).

which images to include on plates,
which plates to use, how many to use,

Nothing could be further from

plate shapes, locations, orientation,

the truth. Cage's precompositional

whether or not to ink the plate edges,

method after his discovery of chance

choice of colors, mix of colors,

was not essentially different from his

photographic variables, etc. Meticulous

prechance method: both involved highly

notes were recorded for each parameter

dedicated, intentional, "mechanistic"

in a "score" and plate locations and

procedures for the deliberate generation

details were traced onto "maps" as

of possible outcomes and the setting of

directions for the printers to follow.

parameters. These were things every

Interesting unexpected effects happened

serialist composer did, including Boulez.

as a result of these chance operations

As we will see, Cage carried this

(e.g. plates not fully appearing on the

creative integrity into his visual art as

master print, some "disappearing"

well.

altogether, etc.) but Cage held firm to
the results of his elaborate process, only
making changes when functionality

IV: Cage's Use of Chance

dictated (e.g. chemical process involving

Operations in Visual Art

a photographic step could not be left to
chance or it wouldn't work at all,

It is not surprising that when

etc.)(Brown 2000).

John Cage was invited by Kathan Brown
of Crown Point Press in 1977 to visit

Most people who believe that I'm

and make etchings that Cage used his I

interested in chance don't realize that I

Ching musical composition technique in

use it as a discipline. They think I use it--

making art. As Kathan Brown clearly

-I don't know---as a way of giving up

demonstrates in a special section of her

making choices. But my choices consist

book John Cage Visual Art: To Sober

in choosing what questions to ask

and Quiet the Mind (2000), virtually

(Brown 2000, 64).

every aspect of his creative process at
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It is also usually not realized that

Déreau (1982)

it is best to have as many potential
answers at the ready: the more prepared

All three of Cage's large series of

beforehand, the greater the

prints, Changes and Disappearances

indeterminacy. Cage apparently loved

(1979-1982), On the Surface (1980-

having a very large pool of potential

1982) and Déreau (1982), used similar

answers to the questions he would ask.

chance operational procedures, only the

An explanation of his process will show

details relevant to each work were

how his questioning the I Ching and his

different. In the case of Déreau (Figure

store of answers worked together in his

10), Cage created a series of 38 prints,

creative process.

divided by chance into ten groups, using

As it is Cage's use of the I Ching

images from Henry David Thoreau's

in his visual art that began my thinking

Journal as source material. The title is a

toward its use in landscape design, and

coined term combining "décor",

because my ultimate goal is to describe a

referring to Thoreau's images as set

procedure, a detailed description of this

"furnishings", and the name "Thoreau".

creative process now follows.

Incidentally, it was Thoreau's
individualistic, nature-loving and
uniquely American lifestyle and
philosophy that inspired many of Cage's
artworks, music and poetry. Each print
in the Déreau series consists of a
number of "fixed" images of Thoreau's
drawings: originally 24, then 28 with
duplicates. These images were
chemically burned into metal plates that
could be inked and pressed onto paper
using the printing press. Twelve of these

Figure 10 Déreau number 1. Each print in the
series features images that are "fixed" and images
that "change" position. (Brown 2000, 14)

were "lost" in the photographic process
resulting in 16 fixed images. These
images are always present in each print
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and in the same location having been

images was purely coincidental, or in the

fixed in place by use of a numbered grid

words of Jung, synchronistic.

and the I Ching. However, due to
printing parameters for each run and

Preparations

print, some of the images are faint or do
not appear. These fixed, immobile

Grid

images are the décor, the stage props
around which the other character images

Cage's art work is about

move and "dance" (Brown 2000).

"individual objects appearing together in

The twelve images that were lost

a space" with the relationships being to

during the chance-determined

the whole rather than to each other so

photographic process were replaced, or

locating each object was very important

"reincarnated" by Cage as various

(Brown 2000). To this end Cage used a

shapes on plates of the same size and

grid of 64 vertical and 64 horizontal

shape as the lost ones but the images on

lines (one for each of the 64 hexagrams

the plates are quite different from

of the I Ching) of the shape and size of

Thoreau's drawings and quite different

the print paper. With tracing paper

from each other. These images are

placed over the grid, Cage could easily

always present although they sometimes

locate objects using the I Ching and

don't "appear". In addition, they were

record their placements on these "maps".

free to move and change angle from

A protractor was also used to align a

print to print dictated by the use of the

chance-determined edge to a chance-

numbered grid and the I Ching. It is

determined angle. Cage also was known

interesting to note that there are stable

to use a small grid to locate images on

and moving lines in the hexagrams, as

each plate. With the exception of a

well, which can change a hexagram to its

cryptic remark at the top of the series

neighbor. As has been mentioned above,

score, he does not appear to have

each image or plate it is engraved on was

recorded his use of the smaller grid

placed in relation to the whole print

within the larger grid, but it is very

page, not to each other. Any

likely that he did, for this was his usual

relationships which developed between

habit.
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Equivalency tables

which group of the 40 equivalency
groups to now consult and a second of

Not every question Cage asked

the 1-64 I Ching hexagrams had to be

of the I Ching had 64 possible answers.

determined to find which of the five or

If a question required a simple yes or no,

six angles to choose from that group, this

Cage could easily translate a result of 1-

time consulting an equivalency chart

32 as "yes" and 33-64 as "no". However,

reducing the 64 hexagrams to five or six

as many other questions had any number

as the case may be. For example, a first

of possible answers, Cage had to prepare

determination resulted in the number 22.

"equivalency" tables which translated

In Cage's chart, (Equivalency Table for

the 64 answers of the I Ching into all

360) a 22 resulted in the group of angles

possible number choices. For example,

of 115-120 degrees. Taking this group of

to choose one of the 360 degrees of a

six numbers as a new starting point and

protractor using only the random

using the equivalency table for 64

numbers 1-64, he first divided 360 into

divided into six parts (Equivalency

64 groups. This resulted in 40 groups of

Table for 6), a chance determination of,

6 numbers and 24 groups of 5. These he

say, 10 would correspond to 115

deliberately arranged in his table with

degrees, the first of six degrees in this

the groups of 5 at the beginning and end

group. In this manner any number of

(he thought symmetry was good because

possible answers could be selected using

"it meant no bias" (Brown 2000, 66)). A

the 64 choices available to the I Ching.

1-64 result would therefore determine
Hexagram cast
22

Range of Degrees
115-120

Hexagram cast
54

Range of Degrees
306-310

Equivalency Table for 360 (excerpt). Each of the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching corresponds to a range of
degrees 1-360. This is because there are more degrees than hexagrams. A second procedure using another
equivalency table then narrows down the range to one specific degree choice.

No.

Hexagram cast

No.

Hexagram cast

1(AB)

1-11

4(DE)

33-42

Equivalency Table for 6 (excerpt). In this table because there are fewer answers sought than the 64 I
Ching hexagrams, a cast hexagram falling within a range determines one number answer, in this case, 1-6,
or one of the six degrees within the range of 115-120 (above).
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Test cases

plates. Individual scores were created for
each print and recorded predetermined

Before any of the parameters of a

chance-derived information such as the

particular project were set (e.g. how

color palette and location for each plate

many objects to use, what size objects

on the grid. Tracing paper placed over

were best, etc.), Cage would perform

the grid allowed Cage to record actual

"test cases" to see what limitations

positions of plates as he determined

would be acceptable; after all, should

them through the I Ching. In Déreau one

chance determine too many objects or

sheet was used for each print, but where

too few, an unacceptable outcome might

images overlapped by chance, a different

result. Once his parameters were

"run" was specified for that image. (In

determined by intentional design, Cage

Changes and Disappearances, separate

thereafter accepted whatever outcome

sheets of trace were used for each run of

chance determined. This is something

the press for each print.) These maps

that should not be overlooked: the

were used by the printers to properly

effectiveness of his "chance" results was

place each plate on the printing press

largely determined by his conscious,

bed.

intentional choices beforehand.
Procedures
Scores and maps
Plates
Cage used chance operations to
predetermine various parameters for

Copper plates with engraved or

each of the images and the plates they

acid etched lines which hold ink were

were to be engraved on. This

used to transfer images onto paper when

information was written onto a chart

placed into the printing press. Although

called a score. The series score recorded

a completely different and more I Ching

all of the pertinent information for the

dependent process was used in Changes

whole series. The printers used this score

and Disappearances to generate the

when photographing the images and

plate shapes, it appears that a much

chemically fixing them onto the copper

simpler and direct method was used in
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Déreau. When projecting the negative

total 64 would be chosen. In doing so, 4

images in the darkroom, Cage measured

of the images were chosen twice by

the widest distance, called "Diameter of

chance. Cage included these duplicate

Images" in the series score, and had a

images, labeling each in the pair A and

technician cut a piece of film to fit

B. This brought the total number of

(Brown 2000). When some of the

images in use to 28, with 24 being

images "disappeared" he used these film

different images.

cuttings as templates for substitute
plates. Because the technician did not
know that the film would be used this

The "fixed" images

way, the edges of the film were not
exactly straight. Where plate edges can

Negatives were created in the

be seen (e.g. print # 31,Brown 2000, 37),

darkroom from each chosen image using

they do not appear straight: one edge

chance-determined photographic

almost looks like a curve, even though

variables (see below for description of

Cage did not use dropped strings in

the series score). Cage, it should be

Déreau for plate edges.

pointed out, although involved in the
actual engraving of shapes and cutting of

Choosing material

metal plates, had to rely upon the
printers and other artists at Crown Point

Cage used the I Ching to help

for technical assistance in such matters

him choose 24 out of the hundreds of

as the photographic and chemical

drawings in Thoreau's Journal for use in

techniques necessary for the printing

Déreau. It is not recorded exactly how

process.

he did this, but he probably reduced the

Positive transparencies were then

total to a pool of 64, numbering each

made in order to transfer the images to

image 1-64. How many of these 64 to

the printing plates; however, due to

use was probably determined next by

chance determined photographic

asking the I Ching. In this case, 24 came

parameters, 12 of the images did not get

out of the query. The final step was to

photographed: they "disappeared". Cage

use the I Ching to see which 24 of the

later replaced these lost images with
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ones of equal size and shape based on

The "mobile" images

the originals but with different, new
markings. These were the "mobile"

These are the twelve replacement

images. However, the images that did

images for the Thoreau drawings that

remain, these "fixed" images, were

disappeared in the photographic process.

located onto plates using the I Ching and

They retain the same plate size and

a small grid and covered with a light-

shape and original ID number but the

sensitive, acid-resistant chemical

images are quite different, having been

solution that when exposed to a strong

created by Cage himself and not

light, strengthened the emulsion (Figure

Thoreau. (It is not recorded whether or

11). When the chemical from the image

not these particular images were chosen

area was washed away, the plate was

by chance, but how they were drawn

ready to be exposed to acid which would

was). This is a list of the twelve mobile

etch the image into the metal. What is

images:

important to know is that at this stage of
the photographic process Cage did not

Horizon line: this is a drypoint line

subject the light bath to chance because

created by Cage on a plate cut the width

the timing had to be exact or the process

of the print paper. It appears on every

would not work at all.

print in the series but moves up or down
determined by chance.
Circle: Cage created a new circle for
each of the ten groups of prints the work
is sub-divided into by chance. Actually,
there are only nine different circles, one
being repeated. It is not recorded why,
but probably is a result of chance, as
when determining the 24 original

Figure11 Key to Fixed Images. A Kathan Brown
compilation of all the non-moving images, some of
which "disappear" and therefore don't show in all of
the prints, in Cage's Déreau series. (Brown 2000,
72)

Thoreau images, four were repeated.
Cage usually accommodated chance
"mistakes".
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Bars: There are three bars for each

texture. One is transparent, the other is

group of ten prints which amounts to

solid.

thirty plates. The "bars" are actually

The shapes and changing

multiple parallel drypoint lines

positions of these mobile images

determined by chance and drawn by

contrast markedly with Thoreau's

Cage into the copper plate. Their

stationary, yet chameleon-like, images.

closeness together appears as a bar when
printed.

Locating the images

Strings: Cage draws upon Duchamp's
example when he uses dropped strings to

Position and orientation was very

create shapes. Although the dropping of

important in Cage's art work. To

strings is not by definition a "chance

accurately and systematically position

operation" the I Ching was consulted,

and orient each plate on the print paper,

however, as to where on each plate to do

Cage used a grid with 64 vertical and

the drop: a drop in the center results in a

horizontal lines as described above.

tighter formation but a drop near the

Using chance operations, Cage assigned

edge results in a more stretched out line.

each plate a corner labeled "A" then

The strings were 1 yard long, but it is not

proceeded to label the rest in a clockwise

clear whether the strings were dropped

direction. He then asked the I Ching for

vertically or horizontally. One can see,

two numbers and two successive letters.

however, that where the string leaves the

The numbers given by the I Ching were

plate edge and re-enters creating a

the grid coordinates of an anchor point;

multiple short string effect. Only five

the first letter of each pair was the corner

string plates were created, always being

of the polygon to be placed at that point.

re-used for every group of prints. This

The successive letters determined which

was probably also chance-determined.

edge was to be aligned with the chance

Aquatints: Two polygons of more or

determined angle of a protractor set on

less solid color (densities and evenness

the anchor point. Sometimes a plate

are chance determined) move across the

would be turned by chance so that it "fell

face of each print providing a change of

off" the paper. These disappearances
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were interesting to Cage and not usually

The series score

regarded as a mistake. A smaller grid
was sometimes used with the same

A detailed description of the

method to locate images on the plates,

scores will help illustrate to what

themselves. In Déreau, Cage does not

complex degree the I Ching was

appear to have recorded the results of

involved in this process. All of the

this.

following specifications were
determined by chance before the process
began. First is the series score (Figure
12):

Figure 12 Series score for Déreau. Cage's "scores" record all his hexagram cast results for each question
that needed answering. This master score shows answers relevant to all the prints in the series. Cage then
used the scores to place images onto "maps" in their proper positions and orientations. (Brown 2000, 75)
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Column 1: These are the ID numbers

which determines the amount of light

for the Thoreau drawings (out of 64

used.

probably). Four came up twice so there

Column 6: Labeled "Exposure"

are 28 lines. Repeats Cage labeled "B",

indicates the time in seconds that the

but did not always label the first of a

enlarger light exposed the negative

repeated pair "A".

image onto the film for a positive image

Column 2: This is what Kathan Brown

transparency. Most images with a pre-

writing eighteen years later calls the

determined f-stop of 16 or above

"mystery column" (Brown 2000, 74).

disappeared. This was an unforeseen

Even with the help of Lilah Toland, the

"mistake" that Cage accepted, but

printer on the job at the time, and Leo

subsequently rectified by creating the

Holub, a professional photographer,

mobile images.

Brown can not understand Cage's little

Column 7: This column labeled "Acid"

"infinity" symbols, "x" marks and dots

shows time in minutes that each image

and checks. Two images are labeled

was "bitten" in acid to etch it onto the

"Disappeared" but since twelve

plate. Length of time affected how

originally disappeared it is unclear why

deeply the image would be set. Note that

only two are marked. Were there

Cage specified timing even for images

instances of "special" disappearances?

that ultimately disappeared in a previous

Column 3: Here is recorded which of

step. This is because when Cage made

two lenses were determined by chance: a

this score, he did not know what the

50mm or a 150mm.

effect of these processes would be and

Column 4: These numbers refer to the

had not predicted the disappearances.

process with the photographic enlarger

(Just prior to this step, however, a "light-

used to capture negative images on film,

bath" had been subjected to each plate

possibly the distance in centimeters

covered in an emulsion designed to

between the negative and positive film,

harden the non-image areas against the

however, Brown and Holub are doubtful.

acid, so that the whole plate wouldn't be

Column 5: Headed "F-Stop" this

eaten away. It was at that previous step

column specifies the ratio between the

that Cage did not subject the light

camera focal length and its aperture size
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exposure to chance or the process would

the first of ten groups of prints which

not work at all.)

includes prints 1 through 4.

Column 8: "Diameter of Image" refers

Column 12: The top of this column

to a measurement made in the darkroom

indicates that the basic color palette for

across the widest part of the projected

this set of prints (1 through 4) should be

negative image. A technician then cut a

"Earth". There are also coordinates and

piece of film to fit the image. Cage later

size indications for the three bars and the

used these film cuttings as templates for

circle, all of which were created afresh

the images that disappeared.

for each group of prints

Column 9: "Substitution" names images

The phrase "Place small grid on

used to replace disappeared images.

paper-size grid at 16 * 16" may either

Column 10: This column contains

refer to Cage's use of the small grid to

information about the replacement

locate the mobile images on the print

mobile images.

page or the fixed images on their plates.

With the two aquatints, for example,

It is difficult to tell, but shows evidence

Cage subjected nearly every aspect of

that Cage did use a small grid in this

their creation to chance operations: how

work.

long before and after a fan is run that the
aquatints are left in a powdered rosin

The Color Palettes

dusting box, and how big the colored
rosin grains should be, fine, medium, or

Cage used chance operations to

coarse.

divide the 38 prints into 10 uneven

Column 11: This column shows on

groups and to assign each group a basic

which plate the fixed images were

color palette (Table 1).

located, plate 1, 2, 3 or 4. In addition, the

Group

Prints

Palette Color

1

1,2,3,4

Earth

2

5

Earth and Red

top line of this column shows that this
page of the series score pertains only to

Table 1 Color Palette for Déreau (excerpt).
Table shows prints put into uneven groups by
predominant color palette used.
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The 45 colored inks available at the time
at Crown Press were placed, by
intention, into the most appropriate of
the five basic color palettes: Black,
Yellow, Red, Blue and Earth. For each
print chance operations directed which
of the main color palettes should be
dominant, which should be a secondary
palette and which particular colors
should be applied for each line, image,
etc. within each print. Cage also asked
the I Ching whether or not colors outside
the chosen main palette should be used,
and if yes, which of the 45 to choose. In
addition, Cage asked whether white
should be added, and if so, in what
proportion. As can be seen, the color
schemes were rigorously controlled by

Figure 13 Individual score for print 7. Each
print in the series had its own specifications
recorded in an "individual score". This score
shows image numbers, assigned colors and
locations. (Brown 2000, 77)

chance.
By examining the individual
score for print 7 (Figure 13) and
comparing the notations to its map

ease of analysis shows us that image 59

(Figure 15) and final realization (Figure

is a "bug-like" image (Brown 2000, 76).

14), one can see how the color, images

The next image, number 39, a

and orientations were applied. For

gash-like line (Brown calls it a "swirl"

example, on the first line of the score, it

for some reason, p. 76) was colored with

can be seen that image 59 is cerulean

80 percent cerulean and 20 percent burnt

blue. There are no coordinates listed so it

sienna with 2/5 white. It is also a fixed

must be a fixed image. The "Key to

image. Image 5 is a moving object (it

Fixed Images" created by Brown for

has coordinates) and was printed in raw
umber. On the map it is identified as a
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images do not appear where one would
expect. It may be that Cage's
undocumented use of the small grid may
be the culprit.
It is interesting to note that the
complex art work of Cage with each
layer of image plates interacting
significantly although completely
independently (synchronistically)

Figure 14 Print 7 (reversed). This is a mirrorimage of the original print for easy
comparison with its "map". (Brown 2000, 77)

resembles the multi-meanings of text
layers added over time to the I Ching.
The more layers of interpretation seen
through each other's meanings adds
greater and greater depth of
interpretation to any reading. And yet,
these layers of interpretive text were
added quite independently from each
other and from widely diverse sources.

Brown elegantly sums up the

Figure 15 Map 7 showing "mobile" images.
Cage read the "scores" and placed images onto
"maps" in their correct locations and
orientations. Printers then read the "maps" to
create the prints under Cage's supervision.
(Brown 2000, 77)

purpose of Cage's life-long dedication to
his methods:

At last we are at the end of this Section
of Detail, this Book Within a Book. I
bar. Cage located it at coordinates 49

hope I have not disillusioned someone

vertical and 55 horizontal then rotated it

who loves John Cage because he was so

68 degrees against the protractor which

'free'! He was, in fact, free--free of petty

caused it to partly fall off the page. Most

judgments and discontents, free to see

of the images can be consistently located

unexpected things, and certainly free to

by Cage's markings, but occasionally

learn. If you made it through this section
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you learned something about discipline

Finally, what should be remembered is

and devotion, as I did in writing it. In all

that the designer (i.e. composer/artist,

time-honored traditions of spirituality,

etc.) is not at the mercy of

practitioners are asked not to add

"randomness", but in fact uses chance in

meaning to the practice, but instead to

very intentional ways to create

follow the letter of it (Brown 2000, 77).

aesthetically pleasing results. When
these do not happen, the creator must use

Summary

his/her artistic sensibilities to change the
conditions for quality art to emerge.

The previous section, in

Now in keeping with this thesis'

highlighting the life of a great artist,

goal I will apply Cage's method of

shows that chance can be a viable artistic

chance operations to a new landscape

method, with its own rules and methods.

design, in a real space previously

In the case of Cage, chance operations

designed--- twice--- using traditional

were a nearly life-long pursuit. In Cage's

deterministic means, and will conclude

methods, chance operations were

with a comparative evaluation of the

complex and sophisticated and indicated

results.

a high degree of artistic integrity.
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Part Three: Application of Indeterminacy
to a Specific Landscape

The University of Arizona Preexisting Design
MAIN PLAZA

Parking Garage

Development Issues:
Poorly developed and underused “front yard.”
Inadequate access to the Administration Building.
Lack of shade and seating.
Landscape does not reflect the ceremonial and
institutional importance of the Administration Building.
Poor functional/aesthetic relationship with the Main Mall.

Admin.
Building

New
Student
Union

Program Goals: A, B, C, D, E, F, H, I, J, K, M, N, O.

(under
construction)

Modern
Languages

Attachment 1

Krutch
Garden

Intergated
Learning
Center

Main Mall

(under the
Main Mall)

MALL REDEVELOPMENT & INTEGRATION
Koffler
Building

Science
Library

Development Issues:
Awkward circulation patterns.
Pedestrian and bicycle conflicts.
Need to integrate the area with Student Union and
Integrated Learning Center site development.
Area is “left over” from other projects.
Krutch Garden is a remnant of a grander cactus garden.
The Krutch Garden is not very usable in this location.

Bear Down
Gymnasium

North

Site Development Limits

Program Goals: A, C, D, F, G, H, I, J, N.

Alumni Plaza Site Map
University of Arizona

Campus & Facilities Planning

May 2001

Figure 16 Alumni Plaza site map. The original Alumni Plaza showing problems, suggested corrective
measures, and associated Program Goals. (Program Outline 2001, 4)
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"Academic Grove" as a reference to the

I: The University of Arizona

Hon. C.C. Stephens' line "its shaded

Alumni Plaza: Two

walks, its academic groves" in the

Deterministic Designs

Founder's Speech of 1886; 2). the
University Mission of Discover, Teach,

The University of Arizona

Serve, and Inspire; 3). reflection of

Alumni Plaza is situated at the south

University traditions such as

entrance to the Administration Building

Homecoming, the U.S.S. Arizona, and

and incorporates pedestrian corridors to

school songs; 4). reference to the

either side and the historic Krutch

University's history; 5). reflection of the

Garden, a desert island in the grassy

relationships between all generations of

Mall at the center of campus . Sponsored

students and alumni and the school; 6).

by The University of Arizona and

reflection of the "Arizona Experience"

Arizona Alumni Association and

as shared by all alumni of the University.

designed and implemented by the firm
Hargreaves Associates of San Francisco,
the project was finished by the end of

Program Goals/ Conceptual Design

summer, 2004. Conceived as a multi-use

Considerations

space with reference to the University's
history, the Plaza Project Program

In the Program Outline fifteen

Outline of June 2001 designated several

goals were expressed with the intention

"Themes" and ambitious design goals to

of solving the development issues of the

solve a number of "development issues"

old site and incorporating the themes of

with the preexisting design (Figure 16).

the new program. These goals, very
briefly, were: A). development of a

Plaza Themes

memorable outside multi-use space
which pays tribute to Alumni
contributions; B). development of a

In the Program Outline, six

usable "front porch" and "front yard"

"themes" were listed as important to the

concept; C). integration of open space

character of the Alumni Plaza: 1). an

with the Integrated Learning Center and
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the Student Union; D). promotion of a
more aesthetic, functional and active
open space on the Mall; E).

Overview of the current

redevelopment of the Administration

Alumni Plaza design

entrance to be accessible and pleasing to
look at; F). use of native plants to link to
the historic Krutch Garden and celebrate

The currently existing plaza

the Sonoran Desert; G). redevelopment

design (Figure 17), completed in 2004

of the Main Mall area of the plan for

and designed by Hargreaves Associates,

better pedestrian and bicycle circulation;

addresses most of the development

H). appropriate management of storm

issues of the preexisting design and

water drainage; I). incorporation of

incorporates most of the Themes and

imagery from past University activities;

Goals listed above. It has been and

J). "modest" use of water reflecting its

continues to be successfully used for

role in the Sonoran Desert and

rallies, school events and ceremonies

development of Tucson and the

and thousands of students, faculty, staff

University; K). consideration of

and visitors pass through or stop here

enclosed structures for exhibits; L).

every day.

consideration of shade trees south of
Modern Languages as an "Academic

Features

Grove"; M). infrastructure to
accommodate temporary tent(s); N).

Some of the main features of the

infrastructure for large plaza events (e.g.

design are Heritage Hill (Figure 18), a

water, lighting, etc.); and O).

large, grassy, sloped oval sited

accommodation for speakers and

conspicuously to the side of the open

concerts.

space south of the Administration

These goals and inclusion of themes will

building. Pedestrians pass through the

be used later to evaluate the relative

Alumni Gate, a canyon like corridor at

"success" of each of the three Alumni

grade, which bisects the Hill. Four

Plaza designs (e.g. existing, Studio III
design and new, indeterminate design).
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The University of Arizona Alumni Plaza Existing Design

Figure 17 Alumni Plaza plan (existing). The University of Arizona Alumni Plaza as it
exists now after design by Hargeaves Associates. (drawing by Morse, 2006)

Figure 18 "Heritage Hill". View north toward the Administration
building's south porch showing "Heritage Hill" in the existing
Alumni Plaza. The "Alumni Gate" is at extreme right.
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Overview of Alumni Plaza
Redesign: Design Studio III
Project
As part of Associate Professor
Lauri Macmillan Johnson's The
University of Arizona School of
Figure 19 "Mission Fountains". View northwest
toward the Student Union building showing the
"Mission Fountains" in the existing Alumni Plaza.

Landscape Architecture LAR 610
Design Studio III coursework, I had to
"redesign" the current University of
Arizona Alumni Plaza (Figure 20). The

rectangular fountains (Figure 19) are

design goals followed closely those of

grouped in alignment opposite Heritage

the original Program Outline with the

Hill. They represent the University

additional possibility of creating a

Mission of Discover, Educate (Teach),

"monumental" North entrance to the

Serve and Inspire. Numerous dedicatory

Administration Building but without

and commemorative plaques are located

necessarily including the "Academic

around the area as well as the names of

Grove" south of Modern Languages. The

donors engraved in the pavement.

resulting design was completed in

Especially noticeable are the school fight

September of 2004.

song lyrics to "All Hail, Arizona" in
large, bronze letters along the Alma

Features

Mater Steps.
The main features of this
alternative design are: a North Entrance
Cactus Garden and porch, riparian-like
drainage troughs along the east and west
pedestrian ways, a sunken amphitheater
with dedicated stage, and an expanded
Krutch Garden.
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The University of Arizona Alumni Plaza Redesign

Figure 20 Alumni Plaza redesign for Design Studio III. This hypothetical design of
the existing space shows expansion of the site to north of the Administration
Building expansion of the Krutch Garden. (Morse 2005)

Both the existing Plaza design by

following redesign of the same space,

Hargreaves Associates and my

the main point of this thesis, is an

alternative redesign project are

indeterminate design based on the

deterministic designs in that they use

techniques of "chance operations"

conscious, intentional design

developed and used so consistently by

considerations based on personal

John Cage. It will be my challenge to

experience and aesthetic choices. The

develop, by "chance", as functional and
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aesthetically pleasing Plaza design as

still leaving the results to chance,

much in accordance with the original

allowed for the careful consideration of

Program Outline as possible. Following

how the next step in the process might

the design methods described below, I

best take advantage of the previous

will include a brief evaluation of all

results. This is similar to geomancy

three designs using the Program Outline

where the diviner "reads" the existing

as a common guide.

landscape and makes a decision based on
the lay of the land.
Where multiple hexagrams were

II: The University of Arizona

generated resulting from "moving" or

Alumni Plaza: A New

"changing" lines, this method of waiting

Indeterministic Design

until all the results were in allowed the
consideration of all the possibilities and

As with Cage's chance

the best result in relation to previous

compositions and artwork described

outcomes. However, whereas in the

above, a chance-generated landscape

usual use of the I Ching whenever

must begin with preparations and the

hexagrams with multiple changing lines

organization of materials beforehand.

occur, all the lines change together

Most of the steps described below began

yielding just one alternate hexagram.

with experiments to determine the

Here, all the changing lines in a cast

acceptable parameters within which

hexagram were considered individually

chance would be allowed to operate, and

then in every possible combination. For

although all potential answers to the

example, after the originally cast

questions posed to the I Ching were

hexagram is recorded as one possible

recorded in charts before any coin

answer, the hexagram resulting from

tossing was begun, these preparations

only one changing line is noted. Then

were usually made only just at that stage

the hexagram resulting from only the

in the process, as opposed to Cage's

second changing line is noted and so on.

method of determining nearly everything

Then the variant hexagram resulting

long before the results could be seen or

from the first two changing lines both

heard. This step by step method, while

changing together is found, followed by
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the hexagram resulting from the first and

Some of these will be explained in

third changing lines both simultaneously

greater detail at the appropriate times:

changing, and so on. This yields a far
greater number of potential answers and
therefore more choices. It is analogous

Trace paper: used for overlays of the

to taking all the oracle readings layered

site and various grids that will not

on over the generations, esoteric

appear in the final graphic.

symbology of the hexagrams, the line

Notebook: used for recording

readings, etc. into consideration. This

procedure, design implications as they

most people do not do, but the option

arise, charts of parameters and coin toss

exists for gathering greater wisdom if

outcomes, etc.

they do. Nevertheless, the possibilities, it

Scratch paper: for recording

should be remembered, are still

temporarily each hexagram line as it is

determined by chance and subject to the

revealed.

answer charts prepared before the

I Ching coins: these should be the

casting of any coins. And like with

traditional round coins (3) with a square

Cage, once testing showed promising

hole in each and distinguishing

results and the charts were prepared, all I

characters or markings on each side for

Ching determined answers were

easy identification of 'heads' and 'tails'

accepted.

(Figure 21). Some local import shops
have sets of these coins, but heftier coins
are better for casting and so the ones

Preparations

used in this design were purchased from
an overseas distributor. A deep cup or

Materials

bowl should also be used to allow the
coins to be thoroughly shaken up then

In creating this design following

tossed onto a cloth covered surface to

Cage's methods as closely as possible, a

prevent any inadvertent interference

certain number of materials was

from hand contact with the coins (Figure

necessary as found in the following list.

22).
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Strings: various strings of different

Protractor: for use in determining

thickness and weight should be tested for

polygon angle .

creating chance determined curving

Other tools: the usual tools for hand-

lines; also, tape or "drafting dots" for

drawn landscape designs: pencils, rulers,

holding down the string ends while

straight edges, scales, etc.

snapping or dropping them.
Charts and Tables

Equivalency tables: tables for adapting
the 64 I Ching hexagram numbers into
any other useful number, such as the 360
degrees of the protractor. This design
used eighteen different equivalency
tables (see Appendix A). A number
smaller than 64 will divide 64 into

Figure 21 Three I Ching coins. The round
coin shape represents "Heaven" and the
square hole represents "Earth". Shown are
2 "heads" (yin) and 1 "tails" (yang).

groups of numbers. The I Ching
hexagram that is cast will fall within a
certain group of numbers: it converts to
whatever the number of that group is.
That is the answer. For example, an
equivalency table for 25 divides 64 into
25 groups. The count of numbers in each
group is uneven, however. In the
example used in this project, the first
five numbers each have two of the 64
hexagram numbers assigned; the next
fourteen number (6-19) each have three
hexagram numbers assigned; the last six
(20-25) each have two numbers assigned

Figure 22 Materials for casting for
hexagrams. Shown are the I Ching, Key for
Identifying the Hexagrams, I Ching coins
and cup for casting.

(Cage said that symmetry holds no bias).
If hexagram number 10 is generated, it
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converts to 5; if hexagram number 9 is

of the 64 hexagrams and their related

generated it also converts to 5, but if

numbers. A very useful reference is the

hexagram number 11 is generated, it

Key for Identifying the Hexagrams

coverts to 6. When the number of

found at the end of the

answers sought is much greater than 64,

Wilhelm/Bollingen (1950) edition of the

as in the 360 degrees of the protractor,

book (Figure 23). This will save a great

then the larger number is spread out in

deal of time and frustration in trying to

groups of ranges over the 64, and the

identify the hundreds of hexagrams that

cast hexagram determines a range of

will be generated.

answers. This range of answers must

Answer Charts: before any coin tosses

then be further converted using a

are made all the potential answers should

different equivalency table. For example,

be written out in a chart. These can be

the 360 degrees does not divide evenly

made just prior to the casting or well

into 64: obviously there are more

beforehand. Each answer should be

numbers than 64. So, each of the 64

numbered. The results can be converted

hexagram numbers is assigned a range of

using the equivalency tables.

numbers. Hexagram number 1 is
assigned 1 to 5 degrees, number 2 is 6 to
11 degrees, etc. Where a range needs to
be further reduced, another cast is made
and another table consulted. For
example, if the range of possible degrees
initially falls within 1-5, then the
equivalency table for adapting 5 to 64
answers is used: in this case if a 39 is
cast, then the fourth number in the range
of degrees (39 converting to 4 in the
equivalency table for 5) is the answer:
Figure 23 Key for Identifying the Hexagrams.
First identify the upper three lines of the
hexagram (read along top), then read down the
column to match the lower trigram. (Wilhelm
1950, insert)

the fourth number in the range being 4.
I Ching: Since the text readings were
not considered one merely needs a chart
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Early polygon testing was done

Phase I: Basic site plan

with sheets of 81/2" x 11" paper and
Part I: Testing

dice, for simplicity's sake. Just as Cage
cut polygons from a sheet of metal the

The initial stage of design would

size and shape of his canvas, the paper

involve the creation and placement of

sheet would represent the plaza plan and

polygons onto the plaza site for the

chance generated lines crisscrossing the

purpose of delineating zones, areas or

paper would represent the polygons to be

spaces with specific functions or

cut out. By throwing dice to determine a

appearances, and paths for circulation

starting edge and a numbered point and

into and through the plaza. Just how

other throws determining the receiving

these polygons and paths would appear

side and point, lines connecting the

and function would be of vital interest

points could be drawn. The first three

before anything was irretrievably drawn.

attempts were failures: one resulted in

To this end some preliminary testing was

the first two lines drawn lying on two of

done to determine, size, number, and

the edges, the next two dice throws

shapes of polygons and how to actually

resulted in two hourglass shapes (Figure

generate them using the I Ching. The

24) and the third attempt in polygons

creation of pathways by using dropped

that were extremely small or extremely

strings and how they would interact with

big and all with very acute angles and

polygons which might be elevated had to

therefore not desirable. In between each

be carefully tested.

attempt, changes were made in the
procedure, so that by attempt number
four some promising results occurred
(e.g. more right and obtuse angles)
however, the use of coins had not yet
been tested. The next test involved a grid
of 16 points per side and the procedure
of casting I Ching coins six times for
each hexagram then converting the 1-64

Figure 24 Polygon test number 2 showing
unacceptable figure eight patterns. These shapes
would not have led to usable polygons.

number into 1-16 for each side. The
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inclusion of the "changing" or "moving"

maintained a bell shape when pulled and

lines that come up by chance meant that

dropped; excessively long strings could

alternative hexagrams could be

loop back on themselves, thus creating

"consulted" and provided for some

too much "meander"; long strings could

choice. This flexibility, when it

"bulge" outward creating very wide

occurred, gave the best results for by

areas of the path, but strings that were

carefully considering all possible

too short created lines that were

outcomes of a coin toss, excessively

undesirably straight. It was always

sharp angles and undesirably small

thought that if a path crossed a polygon

polygons could be avoided. The

the path would cut the polygon abruptly

procedure now worked out, a few test

thus keeping the path on grade.

drawings were made to determine what a
minimum or maximum number of
polygons would look like and the
decision to use only 8 points per grid
side was made based on this test.
Wavy, meandering pedestrian
pathways were originally envisioned
crossing the plaza from side to side to
aid circulation into and through the area.
Figure 25 Testing for wavy pedestrian paths
showing unacceptable scale. This process also
revealed "bulges" that would not make for
proper human-scaled pathways.

A number of tests were made (9
actually) with dropped strings which
tried out different possibilities and
solutions to problems as they occurred
(Figure 25). One string was dropped

However, with a minimum width

twice from chance determined starting

enforcement of 8', the paths didn't look

and ending points to created the lines for

appealing going from an indeterminate

each side of a path. String thickness and

bulge of perhaps 12' to an apparent

length were tested as factors and the

bottleneck passing through a polygon

results were traced on paper. Some of

then widening again on the other side. A

the problems: very thick twine

10' width (that of the existing Alumni
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Gate) looked even more out of

Part II: Design

proportion. Multiple lines that swerved
in and out, however, over longer

Procedures

distances (e.g. diagonally across the
plaza) but which kept within a narrow

Site plan

margin looked interesting but were
inappropriate for pedestrian pathways.

The square immediately south of

Therefore, it was decided that the wavy

the Administration Building was chosen

pedestrian paths would not be created,

as the demonstration site for this thesis

but that a non-functional "materials"

project. It is bounded by the

path of swerving, crisscrossing lines

Administration Building on the north

should be used. As further justification,

(but includes the south porch), the

it was realized that it would be unlikely

Wildcat Walk to the east, the east-west

anyway that an entire plaza edge would

pedestrian sidewalk to the south and the

be hemmed in by raised polygons, and

north-south area between Administration

the use of straight, unobstructed

and the Student Union to the west. This

walkways directly connecting the

square was chosen because, as one

Administration Building with the

design included the Academic Grove to

pedestrian ways just off the site would

the east and the other doesn't and one

be adequate for circulation. Any other

includes the space north of the

open space created by chance would also

Administration Building and the other

function as circulation. These problems

doesn't, it is common ground between

were discovered and the solutions

both previous designs.

understood only through the pretesting

Once a site plan at a new scale

process.

was created (from 1:20 to 1:10), a layer
of tracing paper was placed over the site
and eight evenly spaced points were
drawn per side ready for polygon
generation. Also, on a separate sheet of
trace a grid of 64 vertical and 64
horizontal lines was drawn for later use

64

in locating and orienting polygons and

points there were three hexagram casts,

other elements.

six coin throws each.

Polygon generation

First cast: "Which of the 8 starting points
on side A is the first of the three?"

As Cage observed, creating is a
process of asking the right questions and

Throws were made resulting in

the I Ching is essentially about asking

Hexagram 59 with the top two lines

questions and getting suggestions in

being "moving" or "changing" lines.

return. With this in mind, here are the

This means that each line can change to

questions asked of the I Ching, its

its opposite resulting in a completely

answers and the resulting interpretations.

different hexagram. In using the I Ching
for divination, one should consult
resulting alternate hexagrams as well:
the added layers of meaning give the

"How many starting points for side A?"

questioner more insight into the
As the coins were tossed six

problem. In this case, the designer has

times, this question was asked. The

more choices. With the changing lines

answer: Hexagram 22, which translates

and the original hexagram the result is

as 3 using the equivalency table for 8

Hexagrams 4, 7, 29 and 59 which

(there are 8 starting points per side).

translate into points 1, (1 again), 4 and 8,

Therefore, there were three starting

so the first point can begin at 1, 4 or 8

points on side A. For each of these

(Table 2).

Starting Point
to
SIDE A = 3 (number of starting points)
1. 8 (1, 4)

End Side

End Point

1

5

Table 2 Results of casting for polygons (excerpt). The first line of the table showing determinations for the
first of three points on Side A. Original Hexagrams 4, 7, 29 and 59 are not shown, only their translations
using an equivalency table: 1, 4 and 8. These are three of eight possible starting points along side A of the
8x8 grid. Ultimately, point 1(bold type) was chosen. The first (side B) of the other three sides (End Side)
was chosen to receive the line at point 5 (End Point). Original hexagram numbers were not recorded in this
table, only the translations using equivalency charts.
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Second cast: "Which of the other three

of the immediate problem at that

sides will receive a line drawn from that

moment. With this allowance there were

point?"

three choices available: a line drawn
from point 8 to 5 (which would result in
The answer was Hexagram 18,

a very acute angle, not safe for a

translating into 1 using the equivalency

potentially raised polygon that people

table for three (three remaining sides)

could trip over), 4 to 5 (which is good in

meaning that side B (counting clockwise

that there were no sharp angles), but a

from side A) was to be the receiving

line from 1 to 5 was deemed the best as

side.

it created the largest polygon (large
polygons will inevitably get bisected by

Third cast: "Which of the eight points on

future lines, so it is better to start big).

side B would receive a line drawn from a

This is the casting and thinking process

point on side A?"

used for the remainder of this step in the
process.

The answer: Hexagram 34,

One interesting note illustrating

which translates into 5 using the

even more clearly the amount of choice

equivalency table for 8. Therefore, point

potentially generated by the chance

5 on side B would be the endpoint for a

elements of the I Ching: when requesting

line drawn from either point 1, 4 or 8.

the end point on side 3 (C) for the

With all the information

second point Hexagram 40 came out

determined for the first starting point a

with four of its six lines "changing"

decision had to be made: which line to

(Figure 26). This resulted in the

draw? Since the I Ching does not tell

"suggestion" that Hexagrams 5, 7, 11,

people the answer to their query but

19, 28, 29, 32, 34, 43, 46, 47, 48, 54, 58,

merely suggests new ways of thinking

and 60 also be "consulted"! (Figure 27).

about a solution, a certain amount of free

When these casts were converted from

will exists. In the case of this design

1-64 answers to 1-8 answers, the results

process, alternative suggestions born of

were points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8: any

chance imply this same amount of free

point was available, the implication

will in interpreting the answers in light

being that at that moment for that
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question there was insight in each

Making the polygons

answer. It would have been unwise not
to at least consider each possibility and

To make the polygons into

that is what was done, with the line

objects that could be moved and rotated

drawn creating the most advantageous

on the plan while considering the best

polygon.

location for placement, the trace sheet
was first glued to a sheet of card stock.

After this process was conducted for

When dry, the polygons were cut out and

each of the four sides of the site and

numbered in no particular order.

their resulting points, 50 polygons were
created (Figure 28).

Choosing the number of polygons to use

Before using chance operations
to determine the number of polygons to
use, the lower and upper limits have to
be set, after all, too many or too few
even if chosen by chance may result in a
Figure 26 Hexagram
40. Dots indicate the
four "changing" lines.

poor design. To this end, all 50 of the

Figure 27 All the combinations of upper and lower trigrams for Hexagram 40.
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Figure 28 8x8 grid with the 50 polygons. Starting and ending points of
lines were determined by hexagram casts as well as how many lines
should start from each side.

polygons were spread out on

seemed too many five were randomly

the 64 x 64 line grid, which was

removed. This process continued until a

measured to fit the area of the site

total of twenty of the fifty original

(Figure 29). Purely by observation,

polygons had been removed leaving

decisions were made regarding the

thirty which seemed to be the maximum

appropriate maximum and minimum

acceptable number, were they all to be

number of polygons that should be

used.

allowed to be considered for inclusion in

The process of removing polygons at

the design.

random and considering the results was

As all fifty was clearly too many, ten

then extended until only six polygons

were removed at random. These forty

were left. This seemed to be the minimal

were massed on the edges and spread out

acceptable number of polygons that

in the center to simulate various

would be allowed.

potentialities, but as this number still
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Figure 29 The 50 polygons spread out on the 64x64 grid and site plan. This was
obviously too many polygons to work with and so they were removed one by one
at random until an acceptable maximum number was reached.

For determining how many of the 30

numbers of the I Ching. Another rule

polygons would be used, an equivalency

was made stating that any polygon

table for 25 was created. Since there are

chosen twice, or more, would be used

25 numbers between 6 (the minimum)

over, but that it would count as a

and 30 (the maximum) an equivalency

different polygon. Once 50 had been

table for 25 was made and the rule to

chosen, the casting of coins would stop.

add 5 to any hexagram number that
came up was established. Since 6 is the

"How many polygons should be used?"

minimum number allowed but counting
doesn't start at 6, a hexagram cast of 1

This question was asked as the

should really be 6.

coins were tossed. Hexagram 12 with

An equivalency table for 50 was

three moving lines was the answer.

also made so that 30 of the 50 polygons

These moving/changing lines led to the

could be selected using the 1-64

hexagram variations of 20, 23, 33, 35,
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52, 53, and 56 which, when adapted to

or very small polygons could be avoided

the 25 equivalency table and 5 was

and an interesting selection of shapes

added, resulted in 11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24,

could be collected.

25 and 26 possible polygons. Since
either 18 or 19 were in the middle and

Locating and orienting the polygons

seemed to be reasonable results, which
to choose was left to a hexagram cast

First, the polygons needed to

where 1-32= 18 and 33-64=19. The

have their corners labeled. To do this,

resulting hexagram of 49 determined

the corners were temporarily randomly

that 19 polygons would therefore be

numbered so that it could be determined

used.

using the I Ching which corner to label
"A". The other corners would then be

"Which 19 of the 50 polygons would be

labeled "B", "C', etc. clockwise from

used?"

there.

The 50 equivalency table was

"Which corner shall be labeled 'A'?"

used to convert 1-64 hexagram numbers
to the 1-50 numbered polygons. The

Hexagram variations were not

resulting polygons in order chosen by I

accepted as casting took place since

Ching coin tossing were 16, 14, 36, 5,

there were no design implications from

37, 15, 26, 38, 18(A), 3, 20, 18(B), 2, 4,

any particular corner being labeled "A"

45, 28, 23, 49 and 1. Notice that polygon

or not. A later operation which would

number 18 was chosen twice. These

select a corner as a pivot point for

polygons fell into three convenient

rotation would make any such

groups: 10 were quadrilaterals, 6 were

determination at this step meaningless

triangles and 2 were pentagons (1

anyway. This brings up an interesting

quadrilateral was reused). This pattern

idea that there must be questions for

was the result of hexagram variations

which an answer has no particular design

which allowed for some conscious

implication such as "Which day would

selection of shapes, wherever chance

be best for casting the polygon

would allow. This meant that very large

hexagrams?" Such answers are arbitrary
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and have no bearing on design. For such

vertical coordinate line; the second

questions, either no coin cast is made (as

determined a horizontal coordinate line

with numbering the polygon corners

and the third named two consecutively

first), or the numerous variations are not

lettered corners (Table 3). The

considered (as in determining the

coordinates were for locating the

polygon corner to be labeled "A".)

polygon at a specific point, and the
letters an edge that would lie along a
chance determined angle, with the first

"Where will each polygon be located?"

of the indicated letters being the pivot
With the 64 x 64 line grid placed

point. The two letters are found by using

under the site plan sheet drawn on

an equivalency table for 3, 4 or 5

tracing paper so the grid shows through,

(triangle, quadrilateral, etc.) with letter

three coin casts were made for each of

pairs instead of numerals assigned to

the 19 polygons in the order they were

ranges of numbers 1-64 (e.g. hexagrams

selected. The first cast determined a

1-21= AB, 22-43=BC, and 44-64=CA).

Polygon
16

Coordinates
V: 5, 11, 46, 48
H: 4, 7, 19, 41

Edge
BC

Angle
51-55; 127-130; 139-144; 229-234

Table 3 Location and orientation of polygons (excerpt). Casts for Polygon 16 where V= vertical coordinate,
H= horizontal coordinate, BC is the edge used with the protractor when aligning angle, the last column
showing ranges of degrees. Bold type numbers are the final chosen answers. All numbers are translations
using equivalency tables of the original cast hexagrams.
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in the way the subconscious mind shines

"How shall the polygon be oriented?"

through the multi-layered meanings of
To determine angle, a hexagram

the hexagram oracles. It is only natural

cast is performed and the equivalency

and wise that one should take advantage

table which converts 1-64 hexagram

of these choices and design implications

numbers to 360 degrees is consulted. For

revealed through the I Ching.

example, Hexagram 20 yields a range of

Therefore, in considering all the

degrees from 103-108 degrees. A second

options of location and rotation a

cast is done using a table converting 1-

number of conscious intentions emerged:

64 to 1-5 or 1-6 in order to pinpoint

it would be interesting to group polygons

which in the range of several degrees

along the edge of the plaza where

should be chosen. In this example the

possible, leaving open space in the

table for 6 numbers is used (there are 6

middle; it would make structural sense to

numbers in the range 103-108) with a

use polygons to link diverse elements

hexagram cast of 44 which coverts to 5.

and areas (e.g. connect Wildcat Walk to

Therefore the degree is the fifth in the

the plaza, the south porch to the plaza,

range or 107 degrees. It will be noted

east-west walkway to the plaza, etc.);

that this is almost an arbitrary step as the

and, where possible, place polygons with

difference of a couple degrees is

an eye toward balance, rhythm and

virtually insignificant at this scale.

movement, etc.

However, a five degree difference is

These considerations are determinate

significant.

upon where the other polygons are

With all the various possible

located and oriented as well creating

location points, pivot points and angles

another layer of chance. This "reading"

due to alternative hexagrams generated

of the existing landscape and orienting

from the moving/changing lines a great

new structures in relation to them for the

deal of choice is often available and is

benefit of one's society (in this case the

not at all out of character with the

alumni and current university

supposed "chance" nature of this

population) is an essential element of

process. This choice allowed traditional

geomancy. This design process is

design concepts to shine through much

basically using a shamanistic divination
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technique (I Ching) to create a

Wavy material path

geomantic landscape.
It will be remembered that all of

It was intentionally determined

the options available to the designer

that one "wavy materials path" would

come about through chance operations.

add contrast to the angular polygons,

As a final emphasis, note that in casting

represent the river aspect of Tucson as

the hexagram for the horizontal

outlined in the Goals above, and provide

coordinate for polygon number 26

a showcase for minerals mined in

(Appendix B, Table 3), Hexagram 59

Arizona which could be used in the

resulted with 5 changing lines yielding

paving. Since it would be at grade and

32 possibilities just for the horizontal

visual only, the path would not interfere

positioning!

with pedestrian traffic, and would not

Finally, alignment of the

need to cut through elevated polygons. It

polygons was achieved by placing the

could also be proportionate to the plaza

protractor origin at the corner of the first

without hampering functionality. Cage

of the two letters chosen by chance and

also obviously made several intentional

the edge designated by the first and

decisions in regards to his art work. The

second letters is aligned with the chosen

"floating" images in his Déreau series,

angle (Figure 30). The polygon is then

for example, were only created after

traced onto the paper. (All the casts and

several original images "disappeared" in

results are compiled in Appendix B,

the darkroom due to unforeseen results.

Table 3).

There is no record of how he chose
circles, bars, strings and horizon line to
replace the missing images, whether
there was chance or not, but the fact that
he did replace the missing images with
shapes completely at variance with the
fixed images suggests a purpose.
Nevertheless, dropped strings and their
grid locations would be chance

Figure 30 Polygon being aligned on the 64x64 grid
using a protractor. Coordinates, pivot corner and
angle were determined by coin casts.

determined.
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The testing done earlier showed

Shade tree line

that strings too long or too short were
not desirable and that four drops would

One last major line that needed to

be just right. Also to maintain a proper

be drawn at this stage of design was a

sense of proportion on the small plaza,

wavy line for large shade trees in the

the twisting lines should cross the entire

event that none appear in the polygons,

plaza from one side to another.

shade and "groves" being essential

Coins were thrown to determine

elements of the Alumni Plaza as

a starting side and point and a receiving

specified in the Goals above. The start

side and point. A large number of

and end sides were determined as before,

possibilities resulted and after looking

except that in this case side A (1) the

them all over it was decided that the

north edge was off limits, the reason

twisty path should leave from the

being that to maximize shade, the trees

Administration south entrance, cross the

should run roughly east to west. After

porch and exit the plaza at the far south

asking the I Ching the appropriate

west corner. In this way, the entrance to

questions, a row was determined using

Administration could be symbolically

an especially long thread (18"+2"+half

and graphically linked to the Mall,

its own length again=29") dropped, not

another Goal listed above. The angle of

snapped, for extra waviness. The

this path also "just happens" to

position of the row is partly a result of

compliment the angle of polygons in the

chance and partly the intent (as much as

south east corner. The length of this path

chance allowed) to keep the row off the

on the site plan was 19". Therefore,

open space in the center of the plaza and

keeping the optimal formula worked out

to compliment the wavy materials path

in testing, the thread should be 19"+2"

by its oblique angle. Trees, if later

(to allow for anchoring on each end with

deemed necessary, can be located along

drafting dots) + 2" (to allow for

this line using the grid coordinates and

movement)=23". The string was taped

coin tosses.

down, stretched and dropped four times,

With all of the main structural

each drop being traced.

elements placed, the first phase of design
is complete (Figure 31). The next phases
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involve determining increasing levels of
detail within the elements just placed.

Figure 31 Plan showing all lines drawn on the 64x64 grid. Administration Building south porch
(top), polygons, wavy materials path (lower left to top center) and wavy tree row line (lower left to
middle right). Dotted lines indicate where polygons remain at grade level when intersecting
pedestrian ways.
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Polygon elevation and steps

Phase II: Elevations

Once the basic plan has been

The next question was how high

established with polygons, wavy lines

or low should a polygon be? At once it

and fixed structures (e.g. Administration

was decided that the maximum for

south porch, walkways, etc.) placed and

height should be 8 feet (about the height

traced using the 64 x 64 grid, prepared

of Heritage Hill now on the plaza). It is

charts, protractor, etc. work can begin on

also a divisor of 64. Sunken, however,

designing the elevations, or topography,

was more challenging first because of

within the plan. That is the objective of

the potential danger of people rushing

Phase II.

across the plaza and falling into a
relatively small polygon, and second

Part I: Testing

how a number of steps spaced at safe
intervals might spread out and eat up the

It was determined early on that

limited open space available. How many

polygons (except where they intersect

steps would it take to reach the bottom

walkways) could be either (1) at grade,

and how far out might the margin be?

(2) elevated or (3) sunken below grade.

Tests were done (sections in

It was also decided that a first throw of

scale Figure 32) and it was determined

the coins should be made for 1-32 =at

that if too much margin were allowed for

grade and 33-64=elevated/ sunken. This

stair cases, the circulation between

50% advantage for 'at grade' is

Polygon 5 and the south porch could be

analogous to Cage's sound charts which

pinched. Therefore long "risers" (see

grant a 50% chance to "silence". Here

below) were not allowed for sunken

"at grade"="silence", empty or negative

polygons and the depth of sunken

space. It is, after all, a plaza where

polygons should be limited to -4 feet.

people will need to circulate.

Even with 6" x 12" steps (the minimum
allowed by Time Saver Standards,
Harris, Dines) the buffer would be 8 feet
which would allow circulation through
the pinch point.
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Figure 32 Test sheet for heights and depths and
"riser" distances. Such sketches were important
in visualizing acceptable parameters before any
hexagram casting was begun.

Figure 33 The working out of stair margin
relationship to polygon depth. This process
led to a useable formula for determining
safe stair distances.

Since all steps were to be 6",

Risers

evenly divisible into a polygon height, a
chart was made for all possible tread

Raised polygons, it was thought,

widths (width of a step front to back)

could have "steps" narrower than the

and scale sections made for reference

safety minimum of 12" (2:1) which

(Figure 33). A formula was also devised

could be climbed but perhaps not walked

to make calculations simple: stair margin

up or down. Tests were done to see how

= the polygon depth multiplied by the

these might look and charts were made

ratio of the step rise to tread. For

dividing the height of the polygon into

example, a 3-foot deep polygon with

different divisions of "risers". One early

steps of 4:1 (e.g. 24" x 6") would require

problem was one of scale (Figure 34).

a stairway of 12 feet (i.e. 3x4=12). All

Would it be acceptable for a 12-inch

widths of step tread could be

high polygon to have 6 2-inch high

accommodated and planned for with this

risers? In the sketch they were clearly

method.

out of scale. Other queries and problems
were tested. Finally it was decided after
consulting with a thesis committee
member that the riser idea should be
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avoided because of the scale issue. Thus,

Testing for merging angles

the riser problem was settled.
Margins on the "inside" of

What would happen at corners

polygons (toward the open space in the

with stairs extending out on one side and

center of the plaza) were a worry since if

a flat wall on an adjacent side? Would

tread

high

the stairs be allowed to "stick out"?

polygons' steps could eat into the plaza

Could someone conceivably trip over

space. Therefore it was decided that the

such an arrangement? A few sketches

distance of margins on the interior sides

showed that while neighboring stairs and

of polygons would be limited to the

walls should meet at the corners even if

height of the polygon in question,

one side had to stretch, no formula or

resorting to steps at 2:1 proportions if

all-encompassing rule could be devised.

necessary. On the outside margins,

It was therefore allowed that each case

however, treads could expand as long as

could be handled individually with

they didn't override the pedestrian walks.

details left to the designer's choice. As

(As it turned out, this option was only

can be seen from the Elevations Master

used once, on Polygon 37).

Plan (Figure 38) a great variety of

was

not

limited,

very

solutions was indeed used at corners and
intersections of stairs, inclines and walls.
Improvisation

is

itself a

form of

indeterminacy!

Surface angle tests

As it was decided early on that
some polygon top surfaces could be
Figure 34 "Riser" sketches showing problems with
scale. Complications with scale and safety concerns
led to the abandonment of the "riser" concept.

angled (inspired by Heritage Hill) testing
had to be conducted to see how this
would work (Figure 35). One system
attempted

depended

on

a

chance

determination of a starting point on the
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polygon's "hinge" side and a chance

Testing

problems

determined "dipping" point, or low side.

overlapping polygons

arising

from

Due to a number of variables such as
polygon height and length some angles

Continued thinking about how

while effective on one polygon would

overlapping polygons and the resulting

cause dipping below grade on another.

composite polygons at different heights

No pattern could be found. Then it was

might interact led to more testing and the

discovered that if the far side of the

discovery of unforeseen problems and

polygon opposite the hinge point were

their solutions (Figure 36). For example,

divided

height

it was soon discovered that stairs rising

increments, an equivalency chart with

from a sunken polygon might not meet

the same number of hexagram ranges as

up with the next level in time, or that the

the vertical divisions could be used to

stairs down from a higher polygon might

determine how far down to drop a

run out and suddenly drop someone into

surface to create an angle that would

a deep pit. How to handle this? Two

never dip below the ground.

rules were devised. Rule 1 says that a

vertically

in

6"

chance determination of 1-21=steps, 2243=seatwall, 44-64=wall decides what
feature will be used for any given
polygon side. If steps (at 2:1 minimum)
will not "fit" due to proper space then
they convert automatically to the next
feature in the sequence, a seatwall. If a
seatwall will not do, then the polygon
Figure 35 Sketches working out the surface angle
procedure. This sketch revealed the possibility of
a lowered polygon side going "under ground".
Such a result would have resulted in an unsafe
walking surface. A limit of 6" above grade was
therefore set for the lowest point of a lowered
polygon side.

side becomes a simple vertical wall. This
gives seatwalls a better than 33% chance
in sunken polygons since stairs are
unlikely to work in many cases despite
the initial coin casts and will be forced to
become seatwalls in some situations.
Rule 2 solves the second
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Figure 36 Test sketches showing the need for and derivation of Rules 1 and 2. Although this is a hypothetical
design, real-world concerns for safety and structural limitations had to be considered.

problem where descending stairs drop

whenever a stair or seatwall would not

suddenly into a pit by requiring all

fit it would not automatically change to

staircases to have a minimum 5-foot

the next feature on the list, but would

landing (this is required anyway by the

become a wall in every case. This

Time Saver Standards). If there is no

somewhat simplified the process while

room for stairs because of this restriction

giving a greater chance for walls

then Rule 1 takes over and the stairs

appearing.

become a seatwall. These situations
occurred very frequently where the
smallest polygons were concerned and
these rules, with only a small alteration,
were very useful. The alteration was that
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Part II: Design
Hexagrams were cast for each
With the testing of all

original polygon and subsequent

foreseeable problems and considerations

overlapping, or composite polygon

complete it was time to generate

(labeled with Roman numerals) to find

information useful for design. As with

the answer to the question of elevation

Phase I Site Plan the determination of

(Tables 4A and 4B). The answers were

elevation and other related aspects of the

found depending upon how the

polygons would begin with asking

hexagram revealed itself: 1-32 indicated

questions, then throwing the coins,

an at grade, or no change response or 33-

consulting charts and predetermined

64 being an elevated/ sunken response. It

rules for the answers then recording the

was decided, however, that because the

results on the site plan and in other

polygon elevations held design

charts for later analysis.

implications that changing hexagrams
should be taken into consideration, thus

Casting for elevation

skewing the straight 50-50 chance that
the first rule above implies.

"What should the elevation be?"

Polygon
First cast
1
2
14, 21, 30, 38
16

Results
Second cast
3
4
11, 19
-

H/D
5
-4

Third cast
6

4, 8, 18, 26,
41, 57, 59, 61
Table 4A Casting for elevations (original polygons) (excerpt). The first line of the table for Polygon 16 shows
in Column 2 that the polygon would be either sunken or elevated, the hexagram chosen (38) being greater than
32. Column 4 shows the second cast which determined that the polygon would be sunken, indicated in Column
3 with a minus sign (-). A third cast recorded in Column 6 determined that the polygon would be sunken by 4
feet (Column 5). All numbers are original hexagram numbers and are not translations.
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Polygon First cast
1
2
31
I

Results
3
0

Second cast
4

H/D
5

Third cast
6

Table 4B Casting for polygon elevations (composite polygons) (excerpt). Composite polygons formed
from overlapping original polygons were subject to the same procedures as in Table 4A. Here, however,
because the initial cast (Column 2) resulted in a determination that Polygon I would remain at grade
(Column 3 being a "0"), no further coin casts were necessary for that polygon.

"Which polygons should be elevated and

intentionally chosen for it to better

which sunken?"

balance the topological relationships
among the polygons on the right side of

Once all polygons were cast for

the plaza. For example, a cross section

in the previous round, a second round of

from the lower left to the upper right

coin throwing was to find out among the

(Polygons 28 to 45) would show floor

non-grade polygons which would be

levels rising from subgrade to grade to

elevated and which would be sunken.

above grade then back to grade and

Again a basic 50-50 chance existed but

subgrade.

multiple hexagram variations due to
changing lines were taken into account

"How high or low should each polygon

allowing for some conscious design

be?"

choices. For example, Polygon XII
would look better as an elevated polygon

A third round of coin casting was

in keeping with Polygons 15 and XIII

done for each elevated/ sunken polygon

and would further help to define the

to determine height or depth in feet. A

entry way to the Administration

1-8 Equivalency table was used to

Building so the choice to keep it

convert hexagram numbers for elevated

elevated was taken. Also, as determined

polygons and the 1-4 table was used for

by the I Ching, Polygon 45 had to be

the sunken areas. Answers were

sunken, but with Polygon 28 there was a

recorded on the plan and in charts.

choice. The subgrade condition was

Again, wherever possible, conscious
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decisions were made in part to avoid

"Should a corner or a side be lowered to

potential problems like stairway

create slope?"

margins.
As described above in the testing
Casting for surface angles

part of this phase, slope would most
conveniently be created by lowering

The top sides of polygons need

some part of a polygon rather than

not be perfectly horizontal. In fact,

raising an opposite part. Since lowering

angled surfaces like that of the Heritage

a corner and lowering a straight side

Hill in the current Alumni Plaza are not

would create different effects both

only interesting but provide for easier

options were included but had to be

access and greater options in how the

determined using chance operations

space can be used. In the case of

where 1-32= corner and 33-64= side.

Heritage Hill it is a prime spot for

This is initially a straight 50-50 chance

sunning and lounging. Therefore the first

situation with hexagram variations being

question to be asked is

considered because of the design
implications inherent in the different
effects of lowered corners and lowered

"Should the polygon surface be angled?"

sides. However, since it could not be
Only raised polygons (Table 5)

easily foreseen just what these

were considered for this effect because

implications were, it was decided to

of the impediment to normal pedestrian

leave even that choice to chance and

circulation for spaces at grade level and

choose the corner/ side answer based on

potential danger to someone descending

majority rule. In other words, in the

steps onto a surface that tilts

event of multiple hexagram variations,

unexpectedly. Once yes or no answers

corner or side would be chosen based on

were achieved for the appropriate

the larger number of hexagram

polygons, all raised/lowered polygons

variations between 1-32 or 33-64. Where

had their corners labeled on the plan in

a tie occurred, a tie-breaker hexagram

preparation for the next step.

was thrown ignoring any changing lines.
The multiple changing hexagrams were
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used because there were design

sides "AB" as 1, "BC" as 2, etc. Some

implications, but because these could not

charts from previous steps could still be

be inferred the final decision was left to

used. However, with the overlapping of

pure chance. It is interesting to note by

polygons, new shapes have emerged

looking at the "Casting for Surface

(e.g. Polygon 38 now has 14 sides) and

Angles" chart (Appendix B, Table 5)

therefore new letter designations had to

that the results reflect a natural 50-50

be assigned to corners and sides. This

chance determination (4 corners, 5 sides)

was done at random and proceeding

unfavored by any designer intervention.

clockwise around each polygon. Coin
casts determined hexagrams that could
be considered for the best possible

"Which corner/side should be chosen?"

effects.
Equivalency charts were used
counting corners from "A" as 1, etc. and

Polygon First cast
Result Second cast Result Third cast
1
2
3
4
5
6
1,10,13,17,25,43,49,58
5
---

1,5,9,11,13,14,22 CA
,26,30,34,36,37,4
3,49 55,63
Table 5 Casting for surface angles I (excerpt). This table is only for the elevated polygons determined
in a previous step. The first cast (Column 2) was a straight 50/50% chance, but could be intentionally
chosen where multiple hexagrams allowed. Column 3 shows Polygon 5 was not angled (---) so no
further casts were necessary. The second cast (Column 4) was to determine if a side or corner should
be lowered to create the angle. In the case of Polygon 15 it was a side ("S"). The third cast (Column
6) determined that Polygon 15 should lower Side CA. Where multiple hexagram variations exist, the
designer has conscious choice. These are all untranslated, original hexagram numbers.

15

6, 44, 57, 59

A

17, 45, 47, 58

Result
7
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S

"How far down to drop the selected

generated hexagram numbers could be

corner or side?"

used to answer the question of drop
distance. For example, in a polygon of 2-

To make the slope and not result

feet high, there are three possible

in the low edge dropping below grade,

positions a corner or side could be

the low edge or corner had to be lowered

lowered by: 1= -6"; 2=-12"; 3=-18" (the

by chance determined degrees (Table 6).

full -24" is not allowed by the above

These degrees were 6-inch increments

rules). Therefore a simple equivalency

with the minimum allowed height of the

chart translating 64 numbers to 3 was

lowered corner/ side being 6" above

used to tell how far down to drop the

grade (like a curb). This was all arranged

corner/ side in question. Surface angle

in the testing part of this process. The

sketches were then used to get a better

number of 6-inch increments in the total

visual idea of the results and to help

polygon height would determine which

determine surface angle in degrees and

equivalency chart to use so that

slope percent (Figure 37).

Polygon

Hexagram cast

1

2

15

13, 33

Result

Low Point Angle

3

4

3

1.5'

5

Grade
6

13 degrees 12.5%

Table 6 Casting for surface angles II (excerpt). This table only concerns polygons with angles surfaces.
Column 2 casts were used to determine how many 6" increments the previously selected side (see Table
5) or corner should be lowered by, the chosen hexagram translation appearing in Column 3. The
resulting height at the lowest point is shown in Column 4. Also shown is the angle in degrees and grade
in percent percent.
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wall (Tables 7A, 7B). By "incline" what
is meant is a sloping wall whose base is
angled away some chance determined
distance from the polygon. These are not
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)
accessible, nor are they meant to be
(space limitations preclude such low
angled slopes). They are, however, an
Figure 37 Sketches showing angled polygon
surfaces. All angled polygons were sketched
in scale to get a visual understanding of the
spatial relationships.

additional variation on siding. Seatwalls
are steps much wider and taller than
normal steps and are human
proportioned to be comfortable for
sitting on. Walls are defined as being 90

Casting for polygon sides

degrees perpendicular. The "risers" idea
of the earlier testing stage was
abandoned as being too complicated to

"What should each side be?"

even define, for having potential safety
Now that some polygons were 3-

problems and for improper scale issues.

dimensional objects, being either raised

It will also be remembered that if a

or lowered shapes on the plan, it became

feature (especially stairs) cannot fit due

necessary to ask what happens along

to lack of space, since stairs must spread

each side. Heritage Hill, for example,

out laterally as well as vertically and

has a steep seatwall along the sidewalk

include the 5-foot landing for safety,

passing through it and sloping concrete

then that feature automatically becomes

walls around the outer sides. For such

a wall. This happened quite frequently in

variety it was decided that a hexagram

the process of assigning polygon side

cast of 1-16 would be an incline; 17-32

features.

would be stairs; 33-48 would be a
seatwall; and 49-64 would be a vertical
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Polygon Cast for Each Polygon Side
1
2
AB-21;
BC-43,58; CA-4,7,19,38,40,41,
16

Conversions to R, S, SW, W
3
AB=S; BC=SW,W; CA=R,S,SW,W

54,64
Table 7A Casting for polygon side features (original polygons) (excerpt). Hexagram casts were made for
each polygon side (Column 2) then translated where S= stairs, SW= seatwall, R= ramp (incline), and W=
wall.

Polygon
Cast for Each Polygon Side
1
2
AB-2,16,24,51; BC---; CD-43,58; DE-5,11,
II

Conversions to R, S, SW, W
3

AB=R,S,W; BC=(S); CD=SW,W;
28,32,34,43,46,48; EF-34,43,54,58;
DE=R,S,SW; EF=SW,W; FA=R,S,SW
FA-12,31,33,45
Table 7B Casting for polygon side features (composite polygons) (excerpt). The first line of this chart
shows that sometimes a side either fell within a walkway or, as in this case, has already been determined
by adjacency to another polygon. In both cases a dash (----) indicates no need to cast coins. Column 3,
however, shows that side BC was already determined to be stairs (S).

Adding the new features to the site plan

Step margins distances on
the interior sides of

At this stage a new "clean" site

polygons are limited to

plan was drawn, one without the clutter

the height of the polygon

of the numbers and letters used to

(always using 2:1)

designate polygons, corners, elevation

Steps on exterior sides

heights, depths, etc. On this new site

can have longer treads to

plan, containing only the polygon

be chance determined,

outlines, the new structural features of

except where they might

stairs, ramps and seatwalls could be

interfere with pedestrian

drawn keeping in mind the following

paths, in which case the

rules:

treads should be the next
useable size down
1. steps

Steps should have a 5-

All steps are 6" deep

foot landing at top and

(front to back "tread")

bottom, otherwise they
become walls
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2. seatwalls

based on the polygon the

will follow the rules set

incline is attached to

out in a chart (Table 8)

Any incline that cannot

devised after much

be implemented because

testing and thinking. The

of lack of space becomes

rises (heights) and tread

a wall

(depth) of seatwalls fall
within the standards set

Exactly what happens at corners

forth in the Time Savers

where diverse elements meet would be

Standards book.

determined by intentional design on a

Any seatwalls that cannot

case by case basis. One thing that would

fit for lack of space will

not happen: stretching a stairway, for

become regular walls

example, to meet a longer stairway at a

Elevations lower than 2'

corner. This would create potentially

will not become

hazardous narrow steps on one end while

seatwalls; elevations at 2'

at the other end stairs become

are by default seatwalls

unpredictably wide. Only once did
something like this happen (on the south
side of Polygon 37), but the narrow end
of the fanning stairs were kept at the 12"

3. inclines

minimum tread.

Because inclines are not

One area in particular where the

necessarily meant to be
walked up/down they do

rule changing a non-fitting stair to a wall

not need to have landings

was deliberately broken was in

Incline angle would not

placement of the stairway on the east

directly be determined

side of Polygon 16. Chance determined

but would be a result of

that that side should be stairs and

establishing length of

necessity dictated that they need be

incline (through chance)

given 8 feet. Not enough room existed,

and its starting height

however, without blocking the
circulation corridor between Polygon 16
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and Polygon 5. As Cage had stated in

Determination of side features

relation to his work (and even society as
a whole) the utilities must function, that

A detailed listing of each specific

is, it is always desirable that certain

procedure and decision and

things work. For this plaza design it was

measurement of ramps, stairs, seatwalls

imperative that pedestrian circulation not

and walls and their interactions for every

be impeded; not only for the previously

polygon corner and side at this point

mentioned corridor but also through

would not be very instructive. What

Polygon 16 itself. Pedestrians wanting to

would be useful would be a short

cross the plaza and being coaxed in by

description of some general procedures.

the inviting stairway on the outer edge
would become trapped if the sunken

1. Stairs, where called for, were

polygon had no way out on the other

determined in the way previously

side into the plaza. For these reasons the

described: height of polygon was

stairs were not converted to a wall, nor

considered and length of stairway

was the corridor at grade above allowed

margin figured to be twice the height

to be blocked. Instead, the stairs were

(e.g. a 3-foot high polygon needs a

pulled into the polygon space somewhat

minimum, at 2:1, of 6 feet horizontal

solving all problems at once but

distance [actually 5.5 feet] plus a 5-foot

requiring the intervention of the

space at top and bottom to function

designer. A few other minor "tweaking"

properly). Many stairs disappeared

of the strict rules and procedures

because of lack of adequate space.

occurred but never because the chance

2. Seatwalls were determined in a

results were not agreeable to the

similar way to stairs regarding the need

designer. They happened to avoid

for allowable horizontal space; however,

unnecessary clutter and confusion over

landings were not required. Number and

details on a plan at 1:10 scale and as

width of seatwalls, however, were

they were few and far between need not

determined in a more laborious way. The

be of concern at this point.

seatwall chart (Table 8) developed
during testing specifies only two or three
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(for high polygons) possible

24"). With seatwall widths (tread) also

arrangements of seatwalls because (1)

limited (also 16-24") the number of

the heights (rise) must divide evenly into

combinations are few. Nevertheless,

the total polygon height and (2) the

there are combinations and that means

height distances are themselves limited

using chance operations to determine

by comfortable human proportions as

them.

spelled out in Time Saver Standards (16-

Polygon elevation

Seatwall height

2'

1@24"

Width of margin ("buffer")
minimum
maximum
0
0

3'

2@18"

18" (1.5')

24” (2')

Table 8 Seatwall determinants (excerpt). Seatwall heights and depths (tread) must conform to
construction standards and therefore are limited to between 16" and 24" and for drawing purposes only
multiples of 6" were used for tread (e.g.18" and 24"). These real-world limitations greatly simplified the
process of seatwall determination. Buffer refers to the distance extending out from a polygon side to
accommodate one or more seatwall tiers.
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Step one whenever calculating

This became the length of the incline in

the seatwalls was to ask "Should the

feet. Later, slope percent and angle were

seatwalls (for this given polygon height)

determined using sketches drawn to

be 2@24" high or 3@16" high?" for

scale (Figure 37). How the incline

example. A cast for a 50-50 was

interacted with the polygon it was

performed, but all hexagon variables

attached to or especially when it

were looked at. Step two was to ask

penetrated the volume of a polygon

"Should the seatwall widths be 18" or

(Polygon X) was an arbitrary decision on

24"?" Again a hexagram cast and all the

the designer's part. Sometimes edges

possibilities considered before taking an

were left intact where safety might be an

answer.

issue (Polygon X); sometimes the whole

3. Inclines were created by first

wall tilts from edge to edge (Polygon V).

measuring the amount of potential space

As features were added to

available. Usually the maximum chosen

polygons, especially ones already very

was arbitrarily taken at around 5 feet

small and sunken, the spaces defined by

even though much more space was

the polygons: (e.g. boxes, platforms,

available. This was to prevent eating up

trenches, monoliths, etc.) began to take

too much flat, open plaza space for

on new definition and character (Figure

circulation. As was mentioned before,

38). It will be the task of the next design

since inclines were not intended to be

phase, Phase III: Design Elements, to

ADA compliant, inclines could be short

complete the process.

and very steep. As with Heritage Hill
these inclines are more like steeply
angled walls. In some cases the rule to
limit margins on interior sides to no
more than the height of the polygon was
used. Step two was to throw the coins
and consult an equivalency table for the
length of incline where a potential 5-foot
ramp used the Equivalency table for 5,
translating hexagram numbers to 1-5.
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Figure 38 Site Plan at end of Design Phase II. Plan shows polygon outlines with stairs, seatwalls, and
inclines. Arrows indicate direction of slope down inclines.

choosing and placing materials on

Phase III: Design Elements

surfaces and in spaces previously
This last purely design phase (as

determined through chance operations in

distinct from rendering, perspective

Phases I and II. This phase as well

drawing, etc.) completed the

continued the technique of Cage's

Indeterminate Alumni Plaza Redesign by

chance operations by utilizing
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preestablished charts of potential
answers, establishing rules and
parameters and finally by throwing the
coins, consulting the I Ching and making
chance determined selections from the
materials charts.

Part I: Preparations

Figure 39 Plaza detail around Polygons II, III
and V. This computer model was invaluable in
the determination of surface material
possibilities.

3D Model

Although no testing was required

Materials Charts

for this design phase, a number of
preparations had to be made. The first,

Charts of potential materials (e.g.

was to create a 3D model to help in

plants, paving, etc.) to be placed on and

visualizing the unusual spatial

inside polygons had to be established

relationships of this very complex

next. Since there were several kinds of

topography. Google SketchUp was used

surfaces each with its own use and

to create a very simple simulation of the

limitations (e.g. steep sloping surfaces

new space which aided greatly in

cannot be patios, polygons protruding

making materials choices, (when chance

into walkways cannot be surfaced with

permitted), especially for the small

rough cut rock pavers, etc.) a chart for

spaces around Polygons II, III and V

each category of surface had to be

(Figure 39). Once the model was

created. In all, there were 5 charts: 1: for

completed and studied, the creation of

at grade polygons; 2A: for steps and

materials charts began.

polygons which intersect walkways; 2B:
for wall surfaces and ramps, including
polygon top surfaces with slope over
25°; 2C: for sunken (below grade)
polygon surfaces; and 3: for polygon
surfaces with less than 25° slope and
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seatwalls (Appendix D, Tables 9, 10,

For example, because Materials Chart 1

and 11).

had 20 items, hexagrams thrown had to

Some charts held many items in

be converted using the equivalency table

common (e.g. Table 10 Materials Charts

for 20. 2A had 10 items, 2B had 12, 2C

2A, 2B and 2C) but because each

had 19 (Table 10) and Materials Chart 3

contained a different number of items,

had 44 possible materials for use. Also,

each required the use of a different

equivalency tables not yet created in

equivalency table to translate the 1-64

Phase I or II had to be created at this

hexagram casts into useable numbers.

step.

Table 10: Materials Charts 2A, 2B and 2C (excerpts)

Materials Chart 2A: for at grade polygons within pathways; also for stairs

1

Concrete in-situ

2

Concrete pavers

3

Brick masonry

4

Tile

Materials Chart 2B: for walls and ramps use Chart 2A above plus 11 and 12 below

11

Water (trickle)

12

Rough cut rock

Materials Chart 2C: for sunken polygon surfaces use Chart 2A above plus 11-19
below

11

Water (fountain)

12

Water (pool)

13

Sculpture area
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Materials

Rules

Some materials listed above in

As with previous design stages

the charts were chosen for specific

rules had to be established to cover

associations with the University of

potential conflicts or questions. Since

Arizona as suggested in the Program

none of these was particularly complex,

Goals. For example, the red and blue

actual testing did not have to occur:

painted concrete entries are the school

simply envisioning possible problems

colors. As text and images with

beforehand was sufficient.

reference to the University, its alumni

One obvious question occurred however:

and activities were requested, these were

If trees are selected for a polygon, what

made a part of the materials lists.

happens at the ground level? Should

Specific examples were not, however,

another cast be made for that? To answer

identified for this conceptual design.

this problem it was determined that

However, a few suggestions will

should a surface type material occur as a

illustrate the intention and possibilities.

hexagram variation in the same cast as

Text, for example can be anything from

the tree, then that surface material

the Founder's speech to published

should be used as the understory. The

excerpts from distinguished faculty and

same rule covered text, images and

alumni, including poetry, prose and

water wall ("trickle") features. If no

technical writing and critical reviews

acceptable understory or surfacing

about someone. Images can be

materials appeared in the same cast then

photographs, carvings, etchings and

a "default" material would result: packed

reliefs about personalities and events on

earth for plants, concrete slabs for text,

campus. A number of processes for

images and trickle walls.

attaching photographic information onto

A second rule occurred during

stone may be available but these were

the casting of hexagrams to solve

not researched for this project.

problems not foreseen in creating the
materials charts: if, for some reason,
despite careful preplanning of the
materials charts, a material chosen by
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chance will not function properly for the

choice where provided by multiple

current space, then that space would be

hexagrams.

subject to the default "concrete slab"

Tables 12-17 in Appendix B

material. This happened only twice: once

record all the polygons, hexagram casts,

when a "patio" was determined for

translations and materials chosen.

Polygon 23 (which had a slope of 11°)
but no alternate hexagram had been cast,

Wavy Materials Path

and also for Polygon II's seatwall EF
which was much too small for any of the

It will be remembered that the

plant materials that were offered by

"wavy materials path" was created by

chance. In both cases concrete was the

dropping

solution. It should be remembered that in

operation" by Cage's definition, yet still

Cage's work emptiness or silence was

a procedure of indeterminacy. This path

often the "default' solution in instances

of four intertwining lines connects the

of conflict. Here, plain concrete slabs are

Administration south entrance with the

analogous to "silence".

southwest corner of the plaza. Because

strings:

not

a

"chance

this path had a distinctive character, it
Part II: Design

also had its own materials chart. These
materials were meant to reflect Arizona's

Polygons

mining history by being native stone
products of Arizona (e.g. granites,

The determination of materials

sandstones, limestones), metals (copper

for each polygon surface, wall, stairs,

and silver in the form of ore) and semi-

seatwall and incline now followed.

precious minerals and gems (small, non-

Procedures remained the same as in

commercially viable samples scattered

previous steps: for each design feature

as aggregate in concrete). In addition,

the coins were cast, hexagrams were

fossils

found then translated using the

associated with Arizona's geology, could

appropriate equivalency table, then a

also be used, either as real material or in

material or materials were chosen from

imitation. These materials are here listed

the correct Materials Chart, using free

(Table 18) only as general suggestions
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and

petrified

wood,

long

and not meant to be understood as
"set in stone."

Wavy Path Materials

1

Granite

2

Sandstone 1 (light color)

3

Sandstone 2 (dark color)

4

Quartzite

5

Limestone

6

Fossils (real or imitation)

7

Petrified wood (real or imitation)

8

Turquoise (in aggregate)

9

Copper (ore)

10

Silver (ore)

11

Semi-precious gems/minerals (in aggregate)

12

Slate

13

Text

14

Images

15

Arizona Moss rock

Table 18 Wavy path materials. Fifteen materials chosen from among Arizona's rock and mineral assets
were made available for the wavy materials path's paving. An equivalency table for 15 was used when
casting hexagrams for each wavy path area.
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Areas created by chance in the wavy

cast would be assigned the default

path were next numbered and hexagrams

ground of concrete.

cast for each (Table 19), translated using
the equivalency table for 15 numbers,
then materials chosen from the above
chart (Table 18). As before, text and
images with no alternative ground plane
material generated from that hexagram
Area
1

Hexagrams cast
2

Conversions

Material

3

4

1

35, 56

9, 13

text on copper

2

16, 17, 45, 51

4, 11, 12

slate

3

13, 21, 45, 30

3, 5, 6, 7

fossils

4

37, 42

9, 10

silver

5

20, 42

5, 10

limestone

6

1, 13, 14, 30

1, 3, 4, 7

granite

7

39, 48

9, 12

slate

8

4, 23, 27, 41

1, 6, 7, 10

petrified wood

Table 19 Wavy path (excerpt). First eight lines showing materials assignments to Areas 1-8.
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Steps not taken

interesting idea, this project did not go
into such detail.

It should be noted that an
additional level of determination could

Tree Numbers and Placement

have been made at this stage with regard
to paving materials but was not. It was

Seven polygons required trees.

decided that further detail would not add

Species deliberately chosen to be

greater understanding to this process and

included in the materials charts were

unnecessarily complicate the design.

Texas Olive---Cordia boissieri, Blue

However, questions which remain

Palo Verde---Cercidium floridum,

unanswered: should brick or pavers be

Velvet Mesquite---Prosopis velutina,

used? If brick, what pattern should be

and Chinese Elm---Ulmus parvifolia.

used? If pavers, which shapes and

All of these currently exist in and around

patterns should be used?

the Alumni Plaza in association with

With regards to the semi-precious stones

reflective heat and direct sun, so their

used in the wavy materials path: what

general characteristics are appropriate.

percentage of stones to aggregate should

However, as with the wavy materials

there be? Which gemstones should be

path, these species are merely

used? Should there be one gemstone per

suggestions for the purpose of

area or mixed? Such questions of detail

demonstrating a design process and

which must be asked when designing for

other trees could easily be substituted.

something that will actually be built, can

Numbers of trees per polygon

go on and on, but for the purposes of this

were first determined by eye, judging

project are here left unanswered.

from how many circles of the relative

Text, too, could have been

canopy sizes could be fit into the

subject to chance. Randomly chosen

polygon areas. From this a minimum and

words from a text could have been

maximum acceptable range of tree

subjected to changes in font size, for

numbers for each polygon was

example, which might reveal hidden

established. This range of trees

meanings through chance associations

determines which equivalency table to

(i.e. synchronicity). While this is an

use when translating hexagram casts. For
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example, for Polygon 5 a range of
between four and seven trees was
determined by eye giving four possible
answers: 1=4 trees, 2=5 trees, 3=6 trees
and 4= 7 trees. The equivalency table for
four was therefore used to translate the
1-64 hexagram numbers to more useable
form. The following table (Table 20)
shows the results:

Polygon

Range

1

2

5

4 min.-7 max.

Hexagrams cast E. table used Conversions
3
1, 14

No. of Trees

4

5

6

4

1

4 trees

Table 20 Numbers of trees per polygon (excerpt). This table is only for those few polygons already
determined to have trees in them. This first line of the table shows results for Polygon 5. The first step
(Column 2) was done "by eye", that is, circles of the correct tree diameter were placed inside the polygon to
determine what the maximum and minimum acceptable number of trees would be. Then coins were cast
(Column 3) to determine which number within the acceptable range would be chosen.

Placement

Because of the relatively small

have been employed. In his visual art,

size of each polygon and relatively

wherever Cage had to place an engraved

limited space for trees, chance

image on a metal plate he used a smaller

determination of location would have

grid to locate the image on the plate. In

been largely meaningless. Therefore,

this design, had Polygon 5 been more

tree placement (and all other plantings

spacious, a small grid would have been

and the boulders) were placed more or

placed over the polygon and hexagrams

less randomly, but at the discretion of

cast for coordinates to place each tree

the designer. Had there been more

(shrub or boulder).

leeway in spacing Cage's method would
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Shade Tree Row

One last step regarding trees

Placement of the trees involved

involved the wavy indeterminate line

superimposing the 64 x 64 grid one last

drawn by dropping a single string across

time and using hexagram casts to select

the lower part of the plan. This line was

horizontal grid numbers. Trees were

to determine a potential row of shade

placed where these grid lines intersected

trees. The species chosen was the Texas

the wavy tree row line. Where trees were

Honey Mesquite---Prosopis glandulosa

selected to be too close together or

which also grows on campus in similar

where they fell into a dedicated walkway

environments to the plaza and which has

(the main path to the Administration

a wide crown suitable for shade in the

south entrance) they were eliminated

desert. Using a 25' circle (at scale) it was

("disappeared" as in Cage's art). Table

determined that between 6 and 13 trees

21 (Appendix B) shows the results. As

would be acceptable. Coins were cast

can be seen, out of twelve initial trees,

and Hexagrams 56 and 62 resulted

six were eliminated.

which when translated using the
equivalency table for 8 resulted in 7 (12
trees) and 8 (13 trees). The slightly more
modest number of 12 trees was selected.

Tree
12

Hexagram cast (placement on wavy line along 1-64 grid)
2,3,4,6,7,8,10,12,16,17,19,20,21,23,24,25,27,29,35,38,40,41,42,45,47,51,54,58,59,60,61,64
(tree eliminated)

Table 21 Shade tree row placement (excerpt). Many interesting "synchronicities" (i.e. "happy accidents")
happened during the indeterminate design process. The greatest irony occurred for the very last coin throw
of the entire design process. The results of casting hexagrams for the placement of the last shade tree
(Tree 12) show that 32 hexagrams were formed from the several moving lines (31 hexagram variations
plus original hexagram). Each new hexagram was meticulously found through the mind-boggling
combinations of every possible trigram only to discover that in the end the tree "disappeared": every one
of the 32 locations along the wavy line was an impossibility!
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All materials were recorded onto

have: different rendering materials and

a sheet of trace placed over the previous

techniques such as colored pencil, ink

design layer. Figure 40 shows these

markers, photo image collage and

materials recorded for all polygons

computer assisted drawing (CAD) would

(elevated and sunken), walls, ramps,

have resulted in an interesting, but

stairs and seatwalls as well as placement

probably confusing plan. As it was a

of trees. (Smaller plants and boulders

priority that a clear design result be

will be added at will during the

presented for comparative analysis and

rendering phase). Existing basic

study, chance operations were not

materials and colors of the

applied. Figures 42 and 43 show

Administration south porch will not be

perspective renderings possible only

altered; however, coloration of the

after the SketchUp computer model was

existing concrete block paving of the

created and materials assigned. Figure

plaza will be changed to a "natural"

44 shows the final hand rendered master

concrete color to better provide a neutral

plan.

backdrop for the new design materials.

Design Phases I, II, and III
demonstrated using the I Ching as a tool
applied to the design of a landscape
architecture project. With only a few
small modifications this process is
essentially Cage's own indeterminate
technique of chance operations that he
used to create music compositions and
visual art for nearly forty years.
The remaining design phase
(rendering the plan and drawing
perspectives and sections) did not use
chance operations, although it could
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Figure 40 Plan showing all materials and plantings. Trees (circles) in polygons were placed where they
would fit, although the number of trees were chosen by chance within a range of acceptable minimum
and maximum numbers. Trees on the shade tree line (large circles) were placed using chance
determined coordinates. Where there was a conflict, the trees "disappeared". Six of the twelve shade
trees were eliminated this way.
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Figure 41 Detail of Materials Plan. Double lines in the Wavy Path are the result of two superimposed
layers of tracing paper not being perfectly aligned. Materials assignments for the very small Polygons
VII, VI, and IV were sketched out in the empty space available (center).
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Figure 42 Hand rendered perspective of pool around Polygons 18, VIII and IX.

Figure 43 Computer rendered view toward Administration south entrance. The red
and blue are concrete painted with school colors and the orange in the foreground
represents tile.
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Figure 44 Final rendered plan. Deep shadows show sunken or elevated polygons. Many surfaces
contain images and text reflective of Alumni contributions and school history. Wavy materials path
shows a great variety of diverse materials associated with the geological and mineralogical history
of Arizona.
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design elements and principles such as

III: A Comparative Analysis

line, color, balance, and contrast. Form

of the Three Designs

is consciously derived from such items
as topography, climate, and circulation,

It was decided early in the thesis

or how people move through a space.

process that an evaluation of the

Patterns for arrangement such as the

effectiveness of the indeterminate design

grid, mass and void, and curvilinear

should be conducted to see if this novel

shapes can be observed, taught, and

process were potentially useful. Since

absorbed becoming ingrained and nearly

the indeterminate design would be a

reflexive in response to design questions.

"redesign" of an existing plaza (the

Finally, designers in the traditional

Alumni Plaza of The University of

"deterministic" vein must fit their

Arizona designed by Hargreaves

designs to the existing site conditions

Associates), it followed that the new

and program goals and objectives, which

indeterminate "redesign" should be

are usually dictated by a client, making

compared to the existing plaza. In

conscious choices of what works and

addition, another redesign of the same

what is inappropriate. Almost no design

space from a prior studio project existed,

element is left to "chance": every object,

this one also using the more traditional

every design choice, every material must

"deterministic" techniques (the Studio III

be justified to the client. The final design

project).

is often only achieved after many

All three projects could therefore be

deliberate experiments, alternative

compared using the Plaza Project

designs and being subjected to rigorous

Program Outline goals of June 2001.

critique. This is a highly "rational" or

It should be said that the

"scientific" approach to design

Hargreaves design process is not known;

necessitating designer intent.

however, being a professional project,

All three designs, however, had

some kind of traditional, i.e.

different bounds. The existing design,

"determinate" design process must have

for example, was initially intended,

been used. Such processes usually

among other things, to integrate open

involve established "archetypes" of

space with the Integrated Learning
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Center and the Student Union (Plaza

Comparative evaluation process

Project program goal C), and to promote
"a more aesthetic, functional and active

The relevant program goals and

open space on the Mall" (goal D). The

themes were formulated into 15 simple

Studio III redesign, by contrast, was not

questions which retained as much of the

required to link to the Mall and ILC to

original language as possible. Each

the south, but could, instead, reflect the

question was to be answered for each of

Krutch Garden at the Administration

the three designs labeled A, B, and C

Building's north entrance, well out of the

with 0= Not at all, 1=Fair, 2=Good, and

scope of the original program goals. The

3=Excellent. Point values could then be

final thesis indeterminate design, meant

easily tallied with higher points

only as a demonstration model, was the

representing "more effective". The

most restrictive being limited to the

questions asked were:

square plaza space immediately south of
the Administration Building. The only
common area among the three designs

1. To what extent would you describe

being this square, with no design

this space as a "memorable and

implications beyond, it was decided that

meaningful exterior space imbued with

all three plans would be evaluated on

tradition"?

their effectiveness within this square

2. How well would the space support a

only and therefore program goals C, D,

variety of campus community activities

G, H, and L were rejected outright as

and daily use both active and passive?

being irrelevant. In addition, most of the

3. How well does the space recognize the

six "Themes" identified at the beginning

contributions of the Alumni to the

of the Program Outline were eliminated

University?

as being redundant, the others being

4. To what extent does the space

incorporated into the evaluation

"activate" this prime central campus

interview questions. Only one evaluation

location?

question was newly created: #15: "How

5. How useable is this space as a "front

visually appealing is the design?"

porch" or "front yard" to the
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Administration Building to

electricity, sound systems) for

accommodate diverse activities?

supporting large campus events?

6. To what extent would you describe the

14. How well does the design provide

Administration Building entrance as

space(s) to accommodate speakers and

being accessible in an "elegant" and

bands?

"understated" way?

15. How visually appealing is the

7. To what extent is indigenous plant

design?

material used to celebrate the
These questions and the three

University's Sonoran Desert location
and reflect the spirit of the historic

plans (Figure 45) were presented to two

Krutch Garden?

professional landscape architects and

8. How well does imagery represent

one professional architect with different

people and events of the University's

backgrounds and who were unaffiliated

past?

with this thesis. In a two-hour interview

9. To what extent does the use of water

session point values were assigned. The

in this design celebrate its special role in

responses from each evaluator and the

the Sonoran Desert and the development

totals for each question are indicated in

of Tucson and the history of the

the charts in Appendix E.

University?
10. How well has this design explored
the possibilities of structured exhibit
spaces?
11. How well has this design
incorporated an "Academic Grove" as a
bosque of shade trees?
12. To what extent does the design utilize
infrastructure for supporting temporary
pavilion tents?
13. How well does the design indicate
utilities (e.g. drinking water, lighting,
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Plan A

Plan B

Plan C

Figure 45 The three plans for comparative analysis. The three plans were presented at the same scale,
with the same site boundaries and without titles. Each, however, had extensive descriptive captions
(not shown here) to best describe unfamiliar features to the three guest evaluators.

Results

couple of instances, opinions, as judged
by how the questions were ranked and
All points tallied awarded Plan A

by discussion following the rankings,

(existing Hargreaves design) with 52

were diametrically opposed. If a purely

points, Plan B (Studio III redesign) with

objective result could not have been

76 points and Plan C (thesis

reached and the values tallied remain

indeterminate redesign) with the most

open to debate what then is the worth of

points, 84.

this comparative evaluation? It is this:

It would not be accurate to

the comparative evaluation's value lies in

assume too much from these results as

its confirmation that the indeterminate

the test was not highly scientific. For

process used in the thesis design was at

example, each participant had some prior

least as effective as the more traditional,

knowledge of the plans and thesis design

determinate design results. What is

process, although no one had all the

significant is that the evaluation did not

information. Furthermore, the program

show the indeterminate design to be a

goal questions were considerably

total failure.

ambiguous and subject to interpretation.
The interview process brought this out.
Certain phrases held vastly different
meaning for some participants, and in a
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The trick is to ask the right questions.

Final Remarks

This thesis raised questions and their
answers revealed themselves to me and
Questions

my committee members during the
chance operations process. In the spirit

"If you work with chance operations,

of John Cage and the I Ching, let me at

you're basically shifting the

least ask these questions of the reader

responsibility to choose to the

now, since that is my responsibility.

responsibility to ask" (Cage in Nicholls

Perhaps through the reader's own chance

2002, 111).

operations design process the answers
will become known:

This thesis set out to demonstrate
that chance operations, the use of the I

What is the role of asking questions in

Ching, which embody an indeterminate

the design process? Are there right

process of composer John Cage, could

questions and wrong questions to ask?

lead to an effective landscape

How do you know which is which?

architecture project design. The
comparative evaluation results show that

What is the role of setting and following

this process can be at least as effective as

rules early in the design process? Are

more traditional design processes. This

rules restrictive or liberating?

thesis also traced the connections among
primal man's experience of landscape,

What about limitations? Should they be

the I Ching and John Cage. To these

avoided or welcomed? What is the effect

extents I think this thesis has been

of self-imposed limitations?

successful.
It is not, however, my

Is there any room in traditional design

responsibility to choose for the reader

processes for real involvement of the

the many ways this design process can

client? Is this important to the designer?

be of use. Far more interesting and

What about the client?

practical applications can be arrived at
by professional designers and educators.
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What is the value of extremist views?

offer. This process, however, may be a

Can the avant-garde shed any light on

key to unlock the unconscious creative

traditional design processes?

forces repressed by the conscious design
traditions in all of us.

How often do designers let design ideas
and techniques from other fields

As for the question of what influence

influence their methods? Is this useful?

this process will have on landscape

Can designers learn anything from the

architecture or other fields in the future,

study of other fields?

the answer is for now …indeterminate.

Asking the right questions with a
real need to know will yield far more
relevant answers than anything I could
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Appendix A: Equivalency Tables
3
No.
1(AB)
2(BC)
3(CA)

Hexagram cast
1-21
22-43
44-64

4
No.
1(AB)
2(BC)
3(CD)
4(DA)

Hexagram cast
1-16
17-32
33-48
49-64

5
No.
1(AB)
2(BC)
3(CD)
4(DE)
5(EA)

Hexagram cast
1-13
14-26
27-38
39-51
52-64

6
No.
1(AB)
2(BC)
3(CD)

Hexagram cast
1-11
12-22
23-32

7
No.
1
2
3
4

Hexagram cast
1-9
10-18
19-27
28-37

No.
4(DE)
5(EF)
6(FA)

No.
5
6
7

Hexagram cast
33-42
43-53
54-64

Hexagram cast
38-46
47-55
56-64
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8
No.
1
2
3
4

Hexagram cast
1-8
9-16
17-24
25-32

No.
5
6
7
8

Hexagram cast
33-40
41-48
49-56
57-64

9
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Hexagram cast
1-7
8-14
15-21
22-28
28-36

No.
6
7
8
9

Hexagram cast
37-43
44-50
51-57
58-64

10
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Hexagram cast
1-8
9-14
15-20
21-26
27-32

No.
6
7
8
9
10

Hexagram cast
33-38
39-44
45-50
51-56
57-64

11
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Hexagram cast
1-6
7-12
13-18
19-24
25-30
31-34

No.
7
8
9
10
11

Hexagram cast
35-40
41-46
47-52
53-58
59-64

12
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Hexagram cast
1-7
8-12
13-17
18-22
23-27
28-32

No.
7
8
9
10
11
12

Hexagram cast
33-37
38-42
43-47
48-52
53-57
58-64
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13
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Hexagram cast
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-34

15
No.
1(AB)
2(BC)
3(CD)
4(DE)
5(EF)
6(FG)
7(GH)
8(HI)

Hexagram cast
1-5
6-9
10-13
14-17
18-22
23-26
27-30
31-34

No.
8
9
10
11
12
13

Hexagram cast
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

No.
9 (IJ)
10(JK)
11(KL)
12(LM)
13(MN)
14(NO)
15(OA)

Hexagram cast
35-39
40-43
44-47
48-51
52-56
57-60
61-64

16
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Hexagram cast
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-24
25-28
29-32

No.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Hexagram cast
33-36
37-40
41-44
45-48
49-52
53-56
57-60
61-64

19
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hexagram cast
1-5
6-8
9-11
12-14
15-17
18-20
21-23
24-26
27-30
31-35

No.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Hexagram cast
36-38
39-41
42-44
45-47
48-50
51-53
54-56
57-59
60-64
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20
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hexagram cast
1-5
6-8
9-11
12-14
15-17
18-20
21-23
24-26
27-29
30-32

No.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Hexagram cast
33-35
36-38
39-41
42-44
45-47
48-50
51-53
54-56
57-59
60-64

25
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Hexagram cast
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-13
14-16
17-19
20-22
23-25
26-28
29-31
32-34

No.
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Hexagram cast
35-37
38-40
41-43
44-46
47-49
50-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64

44
No. Hexagram cast

No.

Hexagram cast

No. Hexagram cast

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

12
13-14
15-16
17-18
19-20
21-22
23-24
25-26
27-28
29-30
31-32

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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33-34
35-36
37-38
39-40
41-42
43-44
45-46
47-48
49-50
51-52
53

No. Hex.
cast
34 54
35 55
36 56
37 57
38 58
39 59
40 60
41 61
42 62
43 63
44 64

50
No. Hexagram cast
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12
13-14
15
16
17
18
19
20

No.

Hexagram cast

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
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No. Hexagram
cast
26 33
27 34
28 35
29 36
30 37
31 38
32 39
33 40
34 41
35 42
36 43
37 44
38 45

No.
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Hex.
cast
46
47
48
49
50
51-52
53-54
55-56
57-58
59-60
61-62
63-64

360
Hexagram cast

Range of Degrees

Hexagram cast

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-66
67-72
73-78
79-84
85-90
91-96
97-102
103-108
109-114
115-120
121-126
127-132
133-138
139-144
145-150
151-156
157-162
163-168
169-174
175-180

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
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Range of
Degrees
181-186
187-192
193-198
199-204
205-210
211-216
217-222
223-228
229-234
235-240
241-246
247-252
253-258
259-264
265-270
271-276
277-282
283-288
289-294
295-300
301-305
306-310
311-315
316-320
321-325
326-330
331-335
336-340
341-345
346-350
351-355
356-360

Appendix B: Hexagram Cast Tables
Table 2: Results of Casting for Polygons

Starting Point
to
SIDE A = 3 (number of starting points)
1. 1, 4, 8
2. 1, 5, 2
3. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

End Side

End Point

1
3
1

5
1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
2

1, 3
3
1, 2, 3

3
1, 3, 5 , 8
5

1, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 3
1
1, 2, 3
1
2, 3

3, 6, 8
4, 5
7
2, 5
3, 4 , 7
3
2, 5

2
1
1, 3
1, 2

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
1, 6
3, 4, 6, 7
1, 2, 6, 7

SIDE B= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1. 2, 3, 4
2. 1, 6
3. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8
SIDE C= 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3, 7
3, 4
2, 3, 4, 8
7
2, 4
1, 2, 3, 5 , 8
5, 7

SIDE D =3 (4, 6)
1.
2.
3.
4.

4
2, 4, 6, 8
1, 3, 8
1, 3, 6

Numbers crossed out are rejected results; all numbers are translations, using
equivalency tables, of the original hexagram numbers; End Sides are numbered
clockwise from Starting Sides A, B, C, D and are therefore relative to starting
point.
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Table 3: Location and Orientation of Polygons
Polygon
Coordinates
Edge
16
14
36
5
37
15
26

38
18A
3
20
18B
2
4
45
28
23
49
1

V: 5, 11, 46, 48
H: 4, 7, 19, 41
V: 1, 9
H: 2, 7
V: 21
H: 31
V: 8, 20
H: 16, 40
V: 22
H: 18, 22, 26, 52
V: 34, 51, 54, 55
H: 61
V: 52, 56
H: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 16, 17,
19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 35,
38, 40, 41, 42, 45, 47, 51, 54, 58,
59, 60, 61, 64
V: 17
H: 4, 9, 18, 26, 27, 57, 59, 61
V: 13, 17, 25, 49
H: 40, 54
V: 2, 16, 24, 51
H: 7, 46
V: 40, 47
H: 2, 8, 15, 39
V: 3, 17, 19, 24, 51, 54, 58, 60
H: 16, 28, 31, 32, 40, 45, 47, 62
V: 13, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 37, 42
H: 4, 18, 22, 23, 26, 27, 41, 52
V: 34
H: 10, 61
V: 5, 11, 19, 60
H: 11, 15, 36, 46
V: 35, 50, 56, 64
H: 5, 9, 60, 61
V: 31, 33
H: 4, 18, 20, 23, 52, 53, 57, 59
V: 17, 31, 45, 49
H: 5, 48
V: 22, 24, 27, 36
H: 28, 43, 47, 58

Angle

BC

51-55; 127-130; 139-144; 229-234

CA

21-25; 51-55; 199-204; 351-355 (352)

BC

67-72; 283-288; 211-216; 356-360

AB, CD,
DA
BC

103-108 (107); 235-240

BC, CD,
DE
BC, DA

157-162; 265-270; 331-335 (334)

AB, BC,
CD,DE,EA

61-66 (65); 163-168; 181-186; 316-320

AB, BC,
CD
AB, CD
DA
AB,BC,
CD, DA
BC

151-156; 247-252; 271-276; 321-325;

BC

46-50; 211-216; 229-234; 341-345

AB, BC
CA
BC, CA

41-45

CA

163-168; 316-320

AB, BC,
CA
BC, DA

46-50 (49); 133-138; 235-240; 341-345

AB, BC

151-156 (152); 241-246

122

193-198; 316-320 (319)

211-216; 356-360

6-11; 73-78
6-11; 36-40; 73-78; 217-222
1-5 (3); 61-66; 67-72; 163-168

91-96 (93); 321-325

16-20; 26-30; 157-162; 223-228; 331335

Table 4A: Casting for Elevation (Original Polygons)
Polygon
First cast
1
2
14, 21, 30, 38
16

Results
Second cast
3
4
-

14
36
5
37
15
26
38
18A
3
20
18B
2
4
45

-----27
2, 3, 7, 8, 19, 24 ,29, 60
4, 9, 18, 26, 41, 57, 59, 61
9, 20, 37, 42, 57, 59, 61
28
6, 8, 12, 20, 29, 45, 47, 59
4, 23, 35, 64
30, 55, 56, 62
-----2, 7, 15, 16, 32, 40, 46, 62
2, 15, 24, 36
-----17, 45, 47, 58

0
0
+
+
0
+
+
0
+
0
0
-

28
23
49
1

33
3, 17, 19, 24, 51, 54,58,60
12, 13, 17, 25,31,33,45,49
4, 18, 23, 35, 50, 52,56,64

+
+
+

H/D
5

Third cast
6

11, 19

-4

4, 8, 18, 26,
41, 57, 59, 61

28, 32, 44, 50
2,16,21,23, 24,27,35,51
50, 56

3
-4
3

20
4, 56
19, 24

30, 55
9, 23, 26, 37
6,12,20,31,33,44,45,47

7
-2
3

34, 55
21, 30, 51, 55
3, 17, 58, 60

16,32,34,40,54,55,62

2

12, 20, 25, 42

4

-4

5, 63
29, 47, 58, 60
4, 41
37, 42

-2
2
1
2

2, 15, 16, 23,
35, 52,56,62
23, 35, 52, 56
12, 33
6
15, 52, 56, 62

Column 2 casts determine if polygon is at grade or not; Column 4 casts to determine whether nongrade polygons are elevated (+) or sunken (-); Column 3 shows combined results; Column 6 casts
are to determine height or depth in feet (numbers are original hexagram numbers and have not been
translated with equivalency tables); Column 5 shows resultant height or depth in feet of non-grade
polygons after accepted hexagram numbers have been translated using equivalency tables. Numbers
in bold are the accepted hexagram numbers, crossed out numbers are rejected results.
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Table 4B: Casting for Elevations (Composite Polygons)
Polygon First cast
1
2
31
I
2, 3, 7, 8, 19, 24, 29, 60
II
18, 22, 26, 52
III
13, 37
IV
11,14,18,26,32,34,46,50
V
1,5,9,11,14,15,22,26,30,34
VI

Results
3
0
+
+
+
-

Second cast
4
28, 32, 44, 50
2, 8
45
37, 63
28

H/D
5
2
-1
3
4
-2

Third cast
6

16, 45
13,17,21,25,31,33,45,49
21, 27, 38, 41
12,16,17,21,25,35,45,51
28, 31, 32, 62

36,37,55, 63
2, 4, 7, 19, 23, 24, 27, 41
21, 35
+
1 3, 42, 60, 61
8, 12, 20, 45
44, 57
+
2 10
13, 21, 25, 30
0
35, 56
28, 31, 43, 49
+
6 4, 41
7, 40
3
-1 11, 18, 26, 46
52
9, 57
+
6 11, 46
7, 19, 29, 40, 47, 54, 58,60 +
50, 56
2 16
4, 18
0
18, 28, 32, 44, 46,48,50,57 +
11, 32, 34, 46
7 51
11, 36
19,
24
-1 12,20,21,23,25,27,35,42
38
49
+
7 51, 55
13, 33
17,
49,
51,
55
+
5 15,22,36,37,39,52,53,63
22
0
33, 52, 53, 56
18, 50
+
8 17, 58
2, 7, 15, 16, 32, 40,46,62
0
Column 2 casts determine if polygon is at grade or not; Column 4 casts to determine whether nongrade polygons are elevated (+) or sunken (-); Column 3 shows combined results; Column 6 casts
are to determine height or depth in feet (numbers are original hexagram numbers and have not been
translated with equivalency tables); Column 5 shows resultant height or depth in feet of non-grade
polygons after accepted hexagram numbers have been translated using equivalency tables. Numbers
in bold are the accepted hexagram numbers, crossed out numbers are rejected results.

VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV
XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIV
XX
XXI
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Table 5: Casting for Surface Angles I
Polygon First cast
Result Second cast
Result
1
2
3
4
1,10,13,17,25,43,49,58 --5
6, 44, 57, 59
15
A 17, 45, 47, 58

Result Third cast
5

6

7

38

28, 31

A

3,5,17,43,49,58,60,63

S

1,5,9,11,13,14,22,26,
30, 34,36,37,43,49
55,63
29, 59

3
18B
23

35, 64
14, 50
2, 3, 7, 8, 19, 24, 29,60

----A

20,23,52,53 35TB

S

9, 18, 26, 57

C
A

49
1
II
IV
V
VII
VIII
X

4, 20, 23, 59
58, 60
1, 9, 10, 61
6, 44, 57, 59
7, 29, 40, 47
1, 10, 43, 58
39, 48
18, 44, 50, 57,

--------------A

33, 53

S

32, 34, 40, 54

XII
XIII
XV

19, 41
28
4, 41, 59, 61

A
A
A

C
C
C

18, 41
3, 42
13, 33, 37, 53

XVII 3, 8, 39, 63
XVIII 3, 17, 49, 63

A
A

12,31,33,45 18TB
22, 30
3,8,17,29,45,47,58,60
10TB
14,18,22,23,30,50,52,56
12, 33 41TB

E
A
B
B
A

C
S

5,9,29,48,57,59,60,61
2,19,36,49,55,63

S

45
--Column 1 polygons are only elevated polygons; Column 2 hexagram casts are to determine if a
polygon surface should be angled;1-32=yes, 33-64=no; Column 3 A=angled surface; Column 4
second cast is for determining if a corner (C) 1-32 or side (S) 33-64 is to be lowered to create the
surface angle; where hexagram results are equal, a tie breaker (TB) hexagram was cast; Column 6
third cast is to determine which side or corner is to be angled down; letters are found using
equivalency tables. Hexagrams are original, untranslated numbers and are not listed in the order
cast.

XX
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C
A
G
H

A
B
C

Table 6: Casting for Surface Angles II
Polygon
1
15
38
23
X
XII

Hexagram cast
2

Result
3

Low Point Angle
4
5
1.5'
13 degrees
6"
20 degrees
6"
7 degrees
4'
7 degrees
2'
39 degrees

Grade
6
12.5%
17%
11%
11%
80%

13, 33
3
33, 56
7
2, 3, 4, 35, 64
3
2, 24
4
5,9,11,15,18,22,26,36,37
8
39,46,48,52,53,57,63
21, 30, 51, 55
3
XIII
6"
7 degrees 12.5%
33, 44
9
XV
2.5'
26 degrees 47%
1, 28, 43, 44
9
XVII
2.5'
55 degrees 150%
20,
23
2
XVIII
4'
7 degrees 12.5%
Column 1 polygons are only those with angled surfaces; Column 2 casts are to determine how
many 6" increments the selected side or corner will be lowered by; Column 3 are the chosen
hexagrams from Column 1 translated to show number of 6" increments a side or corner will be
lowered by; Column 4 is the resulting height at low point; Column 5 is the angle in degrees and
Column 6 is the grade (slope).
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Table 7A: Casting for Polygon Side Features (Original Polygons)
Polygon Cast for Each Polygon Side
1
2
AB-21;
BC-43,58; CA-4,7,19,38,40,41,
16
5
37

15
38

18A
3
18B

54,64
AB-10,38,41,61; BC-28; CD-3,5,60,63;
DE-18,52; EF-28,43; FA-6,47
AB-40,47,54,58; BC-9,57,59,61; CD-24;
DE-1,6,10,12,13,14,21,25,30,33,35,38,44,
50,56,64; EA-2,3,5,7,8,16,19,24,29,40,51
54,60
AB-11,19; BC-49,63; CA- 8,29
AB-26; BC-28,31,32,62; CD-45; DE-11;
EF-34; FG-2,16,23,35; GH-4,38,41,64;
HI-24,51; IJ-11,46; JK-4,59; KL-12,33;
LM-60; MN-19,21,24,27,38,41,51,54;
NO-64; OA-14,22,26,30,38,41
AB-52; BC-4,64; CD-12,13,21,25,30,33,
35,36; DE-10,56,58; EF-8,20,39,53;
FA-22,36
AB---; BC---;CD---; DE-20,53,57,59;
EA-17,51,54,58
AB-27,41; BC-16,35; CD-2,16; DE-4,41;
EF-19,41,60,61; FG-1,28,43,44; GH-17;
HA-4,41

Conversions to R, S, SW, W
3
AB=S; BC=SW,W; CA=R,S,SW,W
AB=R,SW,W; BC=S; CD=R,W;
DE=S,W; EF=S,SW; FA=R,SW
AB=SW,W; BC=R,W; CD=S;
DE=R,S,SW,W; EA=R,S,SW,W

AB=R,S; BC=W; CA=R,S
AB=S; BC=S,W; CD=SW; DE=R;
EF=SW;
FG=R,S,SW; GH=R,SW,W; HI=S,W;
IJ=R,SW; JK=R,W; KL=R,SW; LM=W;
MN=S,SW,W; NO=W; OA=R,S,SW
AB=W; BC=R,W; CD=R,S,SW,W;
DE=R,W; EF=R,S,SW,W; FA=S,SW
AB=(W); BC=(SW); CD=(W); DE=S,W;
EA=S,W
AB=S,SW; BC=R,SW; CD=R;
DE=R,SW;
EF=S,SW,W; FG=R,S,SW; GH=S;
HA=R,SW
AB=R,S,W; BC=W; CD=W; DE=SW,W;
EF=SW,W; FA=R
AB=SW; BC=R,S; CD=R,S,SW,W;
DE=R,S; EF=R,S,SW; FG-R; GH=R,S;
HA=R,SW,W

AB-9,18,26,57; BC-50,56; CD-59,61;
DE-38,40,54,64; EF-33,44,53,57; FA-10
AB-33; BC-10,25; CD-14,32,34,38,40,50,
28
54,64; DE-4,18; EF-14,30,35,38; FG-4;
GH-1,14,28,32,34,43,44,50; HA-5,11,36,
63
AB-1,3,5,10,13,25,60,63; BC-1,6,10,13,14, AB=R,S,W; BC=R,S,SW,W; CA--23
30,38,64; CA--AB-21,23,27,35; BC-19,38,41,54; CD-26;
AB=S,SW; BC=S,SW,W; CD=S;
49
DE-11,14,18,26,32,34,46,50; EF-4,9,18,20, DE=R,S,SW; EF=R,S,SW,W; FG=R,SW;
22,23,26,27,37,41,42,52,53,57,59,61;
GH=R,S,W; HI=S,W;IJ=S; JK=S,SW;
FG-6,47; GH-14,18,26,50; HI-21,51; IJ-32, KA=S
46;JK-32,46; KA-21,25
AB-34,43; BC----; CD-30,55,56,62;
AB=SW; BC---; CD=S,W;
1
DA-4,6,10,21,25,27,38,41,42,59,61,64
DA=R,S,SW,W
Column 1 shows elevated or sunken polygons; Column 2: Double letters represent sides of
polygons; one cast was made for each polygon side; for simplicity only one hexagram number is
selected in bold even if several fall within the same category range; Column 3 shows hexagram
casts converted where 1-16=Ramp (R), 17-32=Steps (S), 33-48= Seat wall (SW), 49-64=Wall (W).
Bold numbers and letters are selected hexagrams, crossed out numbers and letters are rejected
hexagrams. Letter pairs followed by dashed lines but no numbers or conversion symbol indicate
sides that do not need a hexagram cast because the sides lie along a pedestrian path or the side has
already been determined by an adjacent polygon. Conversion symbols in ( ) indicate a previously
determined solution for an adjacent polygon.

45
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Table 7B: Casting for Polygon Side Features (Composite Polygons)
Polygon
Cast for Each Polygon Side
1
2
AB-2,16,24,51; BC---; CD-43,58; DE-5,11,
II

VI

28,32,34,43,46,48; EF-34,43,54,58;
FA-12,31,33,45
AB---; BC-47,58; CA-58,60
AB-1,14,28,32,34,43,44,50; BC-5,43;
CD---; DA--AB-41; BC-8,20,29,59; CD-39,53; DA-27

VII
VIII
X

AB---; BC-14,26; CA--AB---; BC---; CD-16,62; DA--AB---; BC---; CD---; DE---; EA---

IV
V

Conversions to R, S, SW, W
3
AB=R,S,W; BC=(S); CD=SW,W;
DE=R,S,SW; EF=SW,W; FA=R,S,SW
AB= (S); BC=SW,W; CA=W
AB=R,S,SW,W; BC=R,SW; CD=(R);
DA=(W)
AB=SW; BC=R,S,W; CD=SW,W;
DA=S
AB=(W); BC=R,S; CA=SW
AB=(SW); BC=(W); CD=R,W; DA=(S)
AB=(W); BC=(R); CD=(S); DE=(S);
EA=(R)
AB=(S); BC=(W); CA=(SW)
AB=S,SW; BC=R,S,SW,W; CA---

AB---; BC---; CA--AB-17,45,47; BC-14,30,32,34,55,56,62;
CA--AB-2,4,7,15,18,23,32,40,46,50,52,56,62,64; AB=R,S,SW,W; BC=---; CA--XIII
BC---; CA--AB---; BC-8,29,39,48; CD-5,28,43,48;
AB=(S); BC=R,S,SW; CD=R,S,SW;
XV
DA--DA=(S)
AB---; BC-2; CA--AB=(S); BC=R; CA=(S)
XVI
AB---;
BC---;
CA--AB=(W); BC=(SW); CA=(SW)
XVIII
AB-1; BC-12,31,33,45; CD---; DA--AB=R; BC=R,S,SW; CD---; DA--XX
Column 1 shows elevated or sunken polygons; Column 2: Double letters represent sides of
polygons; one cast was made for each polygon side; for simplicity only one hexagram number is
selected in bold even if several fall within the same category range; Column 3 shows hexagram
casts converted where 1-16=Ramp (R), 17-32=Steps (S), 33-48= Seat wall (SW), 49-64=Wall (W).
Bold numbers and letters are selected hexagrams, crossed out numbers and letters are rejected
hexagrams. Letter pairs followed by dashed lines but no numbers or conversion symbol indicate
sides that do not need a hexagram cast because the sides lie along a pedestrian path or the side has
already been determined by an adjacent polygon. Conversion symbols in ( ) indicate a previously
determined solution for an adjacent polygon.

XI
XII
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Table 12: Polygon Materials for Original Polygons I
Polygon
Material
1

Table
2

Hexagrams cast

Conversions

3

4

5

16
60
19
boulders
2C
stairs
28,
31
5
tile
2A
CA
stairs
2,7,8,16,29,40,45,47
1,3,5,7,8
stone pavers
2A
AB
s.wall
58, 60
38,40
Regal Mist
3
BC
14
3, 42, 60, 61
1, 7, 10
images
2A
36
9,
37
3,
12
con. pavers
1
5
3, 24, 36, 63
3, 18, 24, 43
Ch. Elm/c.pvr
3
s.wall
3, 9, 48, 53, 57
26, 30, 33, 37
Tr. Lantana
3
AB
ramp
2, 4, 7, 8, 20, 23, 29, 59
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 12
con. pavers
2B
CD
wall BC 2B
2
1
con. in-situ
stairs
50
8
blue con.
2A
DE
wall EF 2B
3, 5, 60, 63
1, 12
rough rock
wall FA 2B
34, 43
7, 9
red con.
37
58
18
Olive trees/e
2C
s.wall
11, 14, 19, 26, 34, 38, 41, 54
11,13,16,19,23,25,27,34
images/gran.
3
AB
ramp
4, 7
1
con. in-situ
2B
BC
wall CD 2B
31
6
gran. slab
stairs
31
5
stone pavers
2A
DE
s.wall
51
32
Germander
3
EA
stairs
9, 57
2, 10
images/con
2A
EA
15
6, 12
6, 12
Turf grass
3
wall AB 2B
10, 28, 32, 38, 44, 50, 54, 58
2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Trickle/gr.slab
stairs
15, 36
3, 6
gran. slab
2A
AB
wall BC 2B
36, 55
7, 11
red con.
wall CA 2B
9, 20, 37, 42, 53, 57, 59
2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12
blue con
26
2, 15, 23, 52
1, 5, 7, 17
text/gr.slab
1
Column 1: Polygons and their sides; Column 2: materials charts used; Column 3: original
hexagrams cast; Column 4: translations of hexagrams using equivalency tables; Column 5:
materials chosen from charts (in Col. 2) by chance hexagrams (in Col. 4) ; bold numbers are chosen
numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected numbers.
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Table 13: Polygon Materials for Original Polygons II
Polygon Table Hexagrams cast
1
2
3
38
31,
39,
49, 63
3
wall
16, 35, 40, 64
2B
AB
wall
BC
s.wall
CD
ramp
DE
wall
EF
wall
FG
ramp
GH
wall
HI
wall IJ
ramp
JK
ramp
KL
wall
LM
wall
MN
wall
NO
wall
OA
18A
wall
AB
ramp
BC
wall
CD
wall
DE
s.wall
EF
wall
FA
3
20
18B
stairs
AB

Conversions
4

Material
5

22, 26, 31, 43
3, 7, 8, 12

Jojoba/earth
rough rock

2B

1, 9

1, 2

con. In-situ

3

22, 27, 37, 42

17, 20, 25, 27

trickle/con.slab

2B

18

4

tile

2B

20, 42

4, 8

tile

2B

20, 53

4, 11

trickle/tile

2B

1, 9, 14, 26

1, 2, 3, 5

con. pavers

2B

18, 46

4, 9

tile

2B

1,2,3,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

con. in-situ

2B

5,11,15,28,31,32,34,36,39,43,46,48,
49,55,62,63
5, 60

1, 12

rough rock

2B

3, 8

1, 2

con. in-situ

2B

15, 32, 46, 62

3, 6, 9, 12

rough rock

2B

10, 38

3, 8

brick

2B

21

4

tile

2B

34

7

red con.

2C
2B

4, 41, 59, 61
2, 7, 8, 16, 29, 40, 45, 47

1, 12, 18, 19
1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9

pool
con. pavers

2B

55

11

trickle

2B

3

1

con. in-situ

2B

34

7

red con.

3

34, 54

23, 34

fountain/gr.slab

2B

48

10

images

3
2A
3
2A

18
30, 56
23, 35, 52, 56
10

15
5, 9
18, 24, 32, 36
2

blue con.
text
Ch. Elm
con. pavers
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Column 1: Polygons and their sides; Column 2: materials charts used; Column 3: original
hexagrams cast; Column 4: translations of hexagrams using equivalency tables; Column 5:
materials chosen from charts (in Col. 2) by chance hexagrams (in Col. 4) ; bold numbers are chosen
numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected numbers.
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Table 14: Polygon Materials for Original Polygons III
Polygon Table Hexagrams cast
1
2
3
ramp
26
2B
BC
ramp
CD
wall
DE
wall
EF
wall
FG
wall
GH
s.wall
HA
2
wall
AB
wall
BC
stairs
CA
4
45
stairs
AB
wall
BC
wall
CD
s.wall
DE
s.wall
EF
ramp
FA
28
wall
AB
wall
BC
wall
CD
wall
DE
wall
EF
ramp
FG

Conversions
4

Material
5

5

stone pavers

2B

1, 9, 13, 37

1, 2, 3, 7

con. pavers

2B

12, 13, 20, 25, 33, 37, 42, 53

2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11

con. pavers

2B

34, 51, 54, 55

7, 10, 11

trickle

2B

13

3

brick

2B

19

4

tile

2B

11, 14, 19, 26, 34, 38, 41, 54

2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11

tile

1
2B

26
52

8
10

D.G.
images/con.slab

2B

17, 21, 25, 51

3, 4, 5, 10

images/tile

2A

39, 53

7, 9

text/con.slab

2A
2C
2A

33, 53
14
1, 6, 9, 10, 44, 57, 59, 61

6, 9
4
1, 2, 7, 10

text/gran.slab
tile
con. pavers

2B

28, 31, 33, 39, 44, 48, 53, 57

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

trickle/gran.slab

2B

18, 50, 52, 56

4, 10, 11

trickle/tile

3

2, 15, 16, 24, 36, 51, 55, 62

2, 14, 18, 24, 32, 35, 42

Deer grass

3

10, 61

10, 41

Red yucca

2B

28, 44, 48, 57

6, 9, 10, 11

text/gran.slab

2C
2B

58
36, 55

18
7, 11

Olive tree/earth
red con.

2B

13, 22, 30, 37

3, 4, 6, 7

brick

2B

1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11,12

brick

2B

1,13,14,28,30,31,32,33,34,43,
44,49,
50,55,56,62
5, 43

1, 9

text/con.slab

2B

32, 34

6, 7

red con.

2B

7, 19

1, 4

con. in-situ

132

wall
8, 20, 29, 59
2, 4, 6, 12
gran. slab
2B
GH
wall
28, 31, 45, 47
6, 9
text/gran.slab
2B
HA
Column 1: Polygons and their sides; Column 2: materials charts used; Column 3: original
hexagrams cast; Column 4: translations of hexagrams using equivalency tables; Column 5:
materials chosen from charts (in Col. 2) by chance hexagrams (in Col. 4) ; bold numbers are chosen
numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected numbers.
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Table 15: Polygon Materials for Original Polygons IV
Polygon Table Hexagrams cast
1
2
3
23
46
"patio
not viable---default"
3
wall
50, 64
2B
AB
wall
BC
wall
CA
49
stairs
AB
stairs
BC
stairs
CD
stairs
DE
wall FG
wall
GH
wall HI
wall IJ
wall JK

Conversions
4

Material
5

--10, 12

con. in-situ
rough rock

2B

33, 53

7, 11

red con.

2B

1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12

blue con.

3
2A

5,9,11,15,18,22,26,36,37,39,46,
48,52,53,57,63
23
54, 58

18
9, 10

2A

20

3

Ch. Elm
text/con.sla
b
brick

2A

53

9

2A

22, 26

4

2B
2B

33
25, 42

6
5, 8

2B
2B
2B

12
49, 63
9, 57

2
10, 12
2, 11

stairs
KA
1
wall
AB
wall
BC
wall
DA

2A

32, 34, 55, 62

5, 6, 9, 10

3
2B

40
10, 58

26
2, 12

2B

28, 47

6, 9

2B

8, 39

2, 8

I
II

1
3

5, 48
23, 35, 52, 56

1, 16
18, 24, 32, 36

stairs
AB
wall
CD
s.wall
DE
s.wall
EF

2A

31, 62

5, 10

2B

11, 22, 26, 36

2, 4, 5, 7

3

11, 22, 26, 36

11, 17, 19, 24

3

35, 50, 56, 64 (no room)

24, 31, 36, 44
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text/con.sla
b
tile
gran. slab
stone
pavers
con. pavers
images
trickle/con.
pvrs
text/gran.sl
ab
Jojoba
rough rock
text/gran.sl
ab
con. pavers

V. mes/con.
Ch.
Elm/earth
stone
pavers
con. pavers
text/gran.sl
ab
con.
(Default)

Table 16: Polygon Materials for Composite Polygons
Polygon Table Hexagrams cast
Conversions
1
2
3
4
XI
37, 39, 53, 63
11, 12, 16, 19
2C
XII
8, 29
2, 6
2B
s.wall
12, 17, 25, 45
12, 15, 19, 29
3
AB
s.wall
BC
wall
CA
XIII

Material
5
fountain
gran. slab
images/con.

3

14, 30, 32, 34, 50, 55, 56, 62

13, 21, 22, 23, 31, 35, 36, 42

red con.

2B

32

6

gran. slab

3

5,11,14,20,22,23,24,26,28,29,
30,31,35,42,43
2, 5

Deer grass

wall
AB
wall
BC
wall
CA
XIV

2B

5,11,15,28,31,32,34,36,39,43,46,
48,49,55,62,63
9, 26

2B

11

2

con. pavers

2B

30

6

gran. slab

1

62

20

XV

2B

28, 48

6, 10

s.wall
CD
wall
BC
XVI
ramp
BC
XVII
wall
BC
XVIII
XIX
XX

3

1, 10, 14, 38

1, 10, 13, 25

Olive
tree/e.
images/gra
n.
con. in-situ

2B

9, 57

2, 11

2C
2B

2, 7, 8, 16, 29, 40, 45, 47
37, 63

1, 2, 5, 9, 12, 14, 15
7, 12

trickle/con.
pvrs
pool
rough rock

2B
2B

6, 10, 38, 64
32

1, 2, 8, 12
6

blue con.
gran. slab

3
1
3

17, 51
8, 45
9, 37

15, 32
2, 15
9, 25

Germander
boulders
stone
pavers
images/con.

con. pavers

ramp
52, 56
10, 11
2B
AB
s.wall
11, 15, 36, 46
11, 14, 24, 29
gran. slab
3
BC
wall
1, 14
1, 3
brick
2B
CD
wall
11, 34
2, 7
con. pavers
2B
DA
XXI
1, 13
1, 4
con. in-situ
1
Column 1: Polygons and their sides; Column 2: materials charts used; Column 3: original
hexagrams cast; Column 4: translations of hexagrams using equivalency tables; Column 5:
materials chosen from charts (in Col. 2) by chance hexagrams (in Col. 4) ; bold numbers are chosen
numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected numbers.
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Table 17: Polygon Materials for Parts of Polygons Lying Within Walkways

Polygon Table Hexagrams cast
1
2
3
A
38
2A
B
8, 20
2A
C
1, 6, 10, 14, 38, 44, 50, 64
2A
D
29, 48
2A
E
3, 17, 21, 24, 42, 51
2A
F
48, 57
2A

Conversions
4

Material
5

6
1, 3
1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 10
5, 8
1, 3, 4, 7, 9
8, 10

gran.slab
brick
con. pavers
stone pavers
text/on tile
images/con.s
lab
G
2,3,4,7,8,19,20,23,24,29,41,42
1,
3,
4,
5,
7,
10
images/ on
2A
tile
H
7,
11,
19,
32,
34,
40,
46,
54
1,
2,
3,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9
text/con.slab
2A
Column 1: Parts of polygons lying within walkways ; Column 2: materials charts used; Column 3:
original hexagrams cast; Column 4: translations of hexagrams using equivalency tables; Column 5:
materials chosen from charts (in Col. 2) by chance hexagrams (in Col. 4) ; bold numbers are chosen
numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected numbers.

Table 19: Wavy Path
Area
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Hexagrams cast
2

Conversions
3

35, 56
16, 17, 45, 51
13, 21, 45, 30
37, 42
20, 42
1, 13, 14, 30
39, 48
4, 23, 27, 41
14, 30, 34, 55
38, 40, 54, 64
24, 25
2
2, 3, 8, 24

9, 13
4, 11, 12
3, 5, 6, 7
9, 10
5, 10
1, 3, 4, 7
9, 12
1, 6, 7, 10
4, 7, 8, 13
9, 10, 13, 15
6
1
1, 2, 6

28, 32
3
19, 24, 27, 41
2,11,14,15,16,21,22,23,24,26,27,30
34,35,36,51,52,55,56,62
6, 47

7, 8
1
5, 6, 7, 10
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15
2, 11
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Material
4
text on copper
slate
fossils
silver
limestone
granite
slate
petrified wood
text on quartzite
Moss rock
fossils
granite
sandstone 1
(light)
turquoise
granite
limestone
copper
semi-precious
gems

(Table 19 con't)
20, 42
19
32, 46
20
7, 19
21

5, 10
8, 11
2, 5

limestone
turquoise
sandstone 1
(light)
24, 46
6, 11
fossils
22
1, 9, 13, 37
1, 2, 3, 9
granite
23
17,
58
4,
14
quartzite
24
5, 48
1, 12
slate
25
34,
54
8,
13
text on concrete
26
2, 3, 8, 24
1, 2, 6
sandstone 1
27
(light)
55, 62
13, 15
text on Moss
28
rock
1,5,11,18,26,32,34,44,46,48
1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12
sandstone 2
29
(dark)
1,
9,
11,
14,
26,
34,
43
1,
2,
3,
4,
6,
8,
10
silver
30
11, 46
3, 11
semi-precious
31
gems
21, 24, 27, 51
5, 6, 7, 12
slate
32
30
7
petrified wood
33
18, 52, 53, 57
5, 13, 14
limestone
34
5, 9, 11, 19, 26, 41, 60, 61
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 14, 15
images on
35
sandstone
11,
34
3,
8
turquoise
36
15,18,22,30,32,36,46,50,52,55,56,62 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15
text on quartzite
37
15, 28, 31, 32, 39, 46, 48
4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12
copper
38
2,
15,
23,
52
1,
4,
6,
13
fossils
39
20
5
limestone
40
20,
24
5,
6
fossils
41
13, 33
3, 8
turquoise
42
23, 35
6, 9
copper
43
40,
47
10,
11
semi-precious
44
gems
2, 8, 16, 45
1, 2, 4, 11
granite
45
Column 1: Areas within the wavy materials path; Column 2: original hexagrams cast;
Column 3: translations of hexagrams using equivalency table 15 (there are 15 materials); Column
4: materials chosen ; bold numbers are chosen numbers, strikethrough numbers are rejected
numbers.
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Table 20: Numbers of Trees per Polygon
Polygon Range
1
2
4
min.-7
max.
5
1 or 2
II
3 min.-5 max.
49
18B 2 or 3
1 or 2
I
2 min.-4 max.
37
1 or 2
28
Row 6 min.-13 max.

Hexagrams cast
3

E. table used
4

Convs.
5

No. of Trees
6

1, 14
4
1
4 trees
59
50/50
--2 trees
57, 59
3
3
5 trees
51
50/50
--3 trees
22
50/50
--1 tree
17, 51, 54, 58
3
1, 3
4 trees
5
50/50
--1 tree
56, 62
8
7, 8
12 trees
Column 1: Polygons which have trees; "Row" is the wavy line drawn for shade trees; Column 2:
minimum and maximum numbers of trees (determined by eye) that could reasonably fit in the
polygon/row; Column 3: hexagrams cast; Column 4: Equivalency tables used to translate 1-64
hexagram numbers to number of possible trees (Col. 2) (e.g. 4-7 trees =4 choices therefore E. table 4
was used where 1=4 trees, 2=5 trees, etc.); "50/50" refers to a straight 1-32=lower number choice,
33-64=higher number choice, no hex variations used; Column 5: 50/50 needs no conversion.

Table 21: Shade Tree Row Placement
Tree
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Hexagram cast (placement on wavy line along 1-64 grid)
2

2, 23, 24, 27
17, 22, 27, 49
3, 5, 11, 19, 24, 36, 60, 63
28, 47
2, 7
28, 31 (tree eliminated)
58 (tree eliminated0
30, 36, 37, 49, 63 (tree eliminated)
9, 57
20 (tree eliminated)
6, 10, 12, 25 (tree eliminated)
2,3,4,6,7,8,10,12,16,17,19,20,21,23,27,24,25,29,35,38,40,41,51,42,45,47,54,58,59,60,61,64
(tree eliminated)
Column 1: The 12 shade trees used in the "Row"; Column 2: Hexagrams represent horizontal grid
numbers; Trees are placed where grid lines cross the wavy tree row line; where trees were too close
together or where they fell within pedestrian ways, trees were eliminated, thus out of 12 original trees,
only 6 were placed.
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Appendix C: Miscellaneous Charts
Table 1 Color Palette for Déreau
Group

Prints

Palette Color

1
2

1,2,3,4
5

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6,7,8,9,10,11
12,13,14
15
16
17,18,19,20,21,22
23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30
31
32,33,34,35,36,37,38

Earth
Earth and Red
Earth and Blue
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Earth and Blue
Yellow
Black and Yellow
Earth and Blue

Table 8: Seatwall Determinants
Polygon elevation

Seatwall height

2'

1@24"

Width of margin ("buffer")
minimum
maximum
0
0

3'

2@18"

18" (1.5')

24” (2')

4'

2@24"
3@16"

18" (1.5')
36" (3')

24" (2')
48" (4')

5'

3@20"

36" (3')

48" (4')

6'

3@24"
4@18"

36" (3')
54" (4.5')

48" (4')
72" (6')

7'

3@28"
4@21"

36" (3')
54" (4.5')

48" (4')
72" (6')

8'

4@24"
6@16"

54" (4.5')
90" (7.5')

72" (6')
120" (10')

Proper seatwall heights (rise) are established as 16-24" and seatwall depths (tread) as 16-24"; for
simplicity of drawing on a plan at 1:10 scale, only multiples of 6" are used are used for tread (e.g.
18" and 24"); "Margin" and "buffer" refer to the distance extending out from the side of a polygon
needed to accommodate one or more seatwall tiers.
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Appendix D: Materials Charts
Table 9: Materials Chart 1: for polygons at grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Open (concrete in-situ)
Boulders
Open (concrete pavers)
Fine gravel (chippings)
Open (brick masonry)
Medium gravel
Open (tile)
D.G. (decomposed granite)
Open (stone pavers)
Earth (open)
Open (granite slabs)
Turf grass
Open (red painted concrete)
Tree (Blue Palo Verde)
Open (blue painted concrete)
Tree (Velvet Mesquite)
Open (text)
Tree (Chinese Elm)
Open (images)
Tree (Olive)

Where a secondary surface must be determined (e.g. ground plane for trees, text, etc.) use a variant
hexagram from that cast; if no appropriate variant is available then the default ground plane for
plants is packed earth, and for text, images and trickle walls it is concrete slabs.
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Table 10: Materials Charts 2A, 2B and 2C
Materials Chart 2A: for at grade polygons within pathways; also for stairs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Concrete in-situ
Concrete pavers
Brick masonry
Tile
Stone pavers
Granite slab
Red painted concrete
Blue painted concrete
Text
Images

Materials Chart 2B: for walls and inclines use Chart 2A above plus 11 and 12
below
11
12

Water (trickle)
Rough cut rock

Materials Chart 2C: for sunken polygon surfaces use Chart 2A above plus 11-19
below
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Water (fountain)
Water (pool)
Sculpture area
Patio (moveable café tables, chairs and ramada/shade structures)
Tree (Blue Palo Verde)
Tree (Velvet Mesquite)
Tree (Chinese Elm)
Tree (Olive)
Boulders
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Table 11: Materials Chart 3: for polygons with slope less than 25° slope and seatwalls
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Open (concrete in-situ)
Boulders
Open (concrete pavers)
Fine gravel (chippings)
Open (brick masonry)
Medium gravel
Open (tile)
D.G. (decomposed granite)
Open (stone pavers)
Open (packed earth)
Open (granite slabs)
Turf grass
Open (red painted concrete)
Tree (Blue Palo Verde---Cercidium floridum)
Open (blue painted concrete)
Tree (Velvet Mesquite---Prosopis velutina)
Open (text)
Tree (Chinese Elm---Ulmus parvifolia)
Open (images)
Tree (Texas Olive---Cordia boissieri)
River rock
Shrub (Little Leaf Cordia---Cordia parvifolia)
Water (fountain)
Shrub (Texas Sage---Leucophyllum frutescens)
Water (trickle)
Shrub (Jojoba---Simmondsia chinensis)
Water (pool: only where level)
Groundcover (Trailing Dalea---Dalea greggii)
Patio (moveable café tables and chairs w/ armadas/shade structures)
Groundcover (Trailing Lantana--- Lantana montevidensis)
Sculpture area
Groundcover (Germander--Teucrium chamaedrys)
Cactus (Golden Barrel---Echinocactus grusonii)
Succulent (Parry's Agave---Agave parryi)
Ornamental grasses (Deer Grass---Muhlenbergia rigens)
Cactus (Engelman's Prickly Pear---Opuntia engelmannii)
Succulent (Aloe---Aloe vera)
Ornamental grasses (Regal Mist Muhly---Muhlenbergia c. 'Regal Mist')
Cactus (Argentine Hedgehog---Trichocereus huascha)
Succulent (Desert Spoon---Dasylirion wheeleri)
Succulent (Red Yucca---Hesperaloe parviflora)
Perenniels (Chaparral Sage---Salvia clevelandii)
Perenniels (Globe Mallow---Sphaeralcea ambigua)
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(Table 11 con't)
44
Perennials (Moss Verbena---Verbena pulchella)
Polygons with surface angles greater than 25° are considered as "inclines" and use
Chart 2B.

Table 18: Wavy Path Materials
Wavy Path Materials
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Granite
Sandstone 1 (light color)
Sandstone 2 (dark color)
Quartzite
Limestone
Fossils (real or imitation)
Petrified wood (real or imitation)
Turquoise (in aggregate)
Copper (ore)
Silver (ore)
Semi-precious gems/minerals (in aggregate)
Slate
Text
Images
Arizona Moss rock
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Appendix E: Comparative Evaluation Chart
A. Evaluator #1
Please give one response to each question for each of the three Plans where 0= Not at
all; 1=Fair; 2=Good; 3=Excellent
Plan A Plan B Plan C
1. To what extent would you describe this space as a "memorable and
meaningful exterior space imbued with tradition"?
2. How well would the space support a variety of campus community
activities and daily use both active and passive?
3. How well does the space recognize the contributions of the Alumni to
the University?
4. To what extent does the space "activate" this prime central campus
location?
5. How useable is this space as a "front porch" or "front yard" to the
Administration Building to accommodate diverse activities?
6. To what extent would you describe the Administration Building entrance
as being accessible in an "elegant" and "understated" way?
7. To what extent is indigenous plant material used to celebrate the
University's Sonoran Desert location and reflect the spirit of the historic
Krutch Garden?
8. How well does imagery represent people and events of the University's
past?
9. To what extent does the use of water in this design celebrate its special
role in the Sonoran Desert and the development of Tucson and the
history of the University?
10. How well has this design explored the possibilities of structured exhibit
spaces?
11. How well has this design incorporated an "Academic Grove" as a
bosque of shade trees?
12. To what extent does the design utilize infrastructure for supporting
temporary pavilion tents?
13. How well does the design indicate utilities (e.g. drinking water,
lighting, electricity, sound systems) for supporting large campus events?
14. How well does the design provide space(s) to accommodate speakers
and bands?
15. How visually appealing is the design?
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1
1
3
0
0
0
1

2
3
0
3
3
2
0

3
3
3
2
2
3
2

0
0

0
3

3
2

3
1
0
0
1
0

2
1
3
2
3
2

3
2
3
0
3
3

B. Evaluator #2
Please give one response to each question for each of the three Plans where 0= Not at
all; 1=Fair; 2=Good; 3=Excellent
Plan A Plan B Plan C
1. To what extent would you describe this space as a "memorable and
meaningful exterior space imbued with tradition"?
2. How well would the space support a variety of campus community
activities and daily use both active and passive?
3. How well does the space recognize the contributions of the Alumni to
the University?
4. To what extent does the space "activate" this prime central campus
location?
5. How useable is this space as a "front porch" or "front yard" to the
Administration Building to accommodate diverse activities?
6. To what extent would you describe the Administration Building entrance
as being accessible in an "elegant" and "understated" way?
7. To what extent is indigenous plant material used to celebrate the
University's Sonoran Desert location and reflect the spirit of the historic
Krutch Garden?
8. How well does imagery represent people and events of the University's
past?
9. To what extent does the use of water in this design celebrate its special
role in the Sonoran Desert and the development of Tucson and the
history of the University?
10. How well has this design explored the possibilities of structured exhibit
spaces?
11. How well has this design incorporated an "Academic Grove" as a
bosque of shade trees?
12. To what extent does the design utilize infrastructure for supporting
temporary pavilion tents?
13. How well does the design indicate utilities (e.g. drinking water,
lighting, electricity, sound systems) for supporting large campus events?
14. How well does the design provide space(s) to accommodate speakers
and bands?
15. How visually appealing is the design?
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2
1
2
2
2
0
1

0
2
0
2
1
2
0

1
1
1
0
2
1
2

1
1

0
2

3
1

1
0
2
0
1
2

2
2
0
1
3
2

0
2
1
0
2
0

C. Evaluator #3
Please give one response to each question for each of the three Plans where 0= Not at
all; 1=Fair; 2=Good; 3=Excellent
Plan A Plan B Plan C
1. To what extent would you describe this space as a "memorable and
meaningful exterior space imbued with tradition"?
2. How well would the space support a variety of campus community
activities and daily use both active and passive?
3. How well does the space recognize the contributions of the Alumni to
the University?
4. To what extent does the space "activate" this prime central campus
location?
5. How useable is this space as a "front porch" or "front yard" to the
Administration Building to accommodate diverse activities?
6. To what extent would you describe the Administration Building entrance
as being accessible in an "elegant" and "understated"way?
7. To what extent is indigenous plant material used to celebrate the
University's Sonoran Desert location and reflect the spirit of the historic
Krutch Garden?
8. How well does imagery represent people and events of the University's
past?
9. To what extent does the use of water in this design celebrate its special
role in the Sonoran Desert and the development of Tucson and the
history of the University?
10. How well has this design explored the possibilities of structured exhibit
spaces?
11. How well has this design incorporated an "Academic Grove" as a
bosque of shade trees?
12. To what extent does the design utilize infrastructure for supporting
temporary pavilion tents?
13. How well does the design indicate utilities (e.g. drinking water,
lighting, electricity, sound systems) for supporting large campus events?
14. How well does the design provide space(s) to accommodate speakers
and bands?
15. How visually appealing is the design?
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1
3
2
2
2
0
1

1
3
0
3
3
1
0

3
2
3
3
3
0
2

0
1

1
3

2
1

2
2
3
0
2
2

3
3
2
1
1
3

2
2
3
0
3
1

D. Totals
Please give one response to each question for each of the three Plans where 0= Not at
all; 1=Fair; 2=Good; 3=Excellent
Plan A Plan B Plan C
1. To what extent would you describe this space as a "memorable and
meaningful exterior space imbued with tradition"?
2. How well would the space support a variety of campus community
activities and daily use both active and passive?
3. How well does the space recognize the contributions of the Alumni to
the University?
4. To what extent does the space "activate" this prime central campus
location?
5. How useable is this space as a "front porch" or "front yard" to the
Administration Building to accommodate diverse activities?
6. To what extent would you describe the Administration Building entrance
as being accessible in an "elegant" and "understated"way?
7. To what extent is indigenous plant material used to celebrate the
University's Sonoran Desert location and reflect the spirit of the historic
Krutch Garden?
8. How well does imagery represent people and events of the University's
past?
9. To what extent does the use of water in this design celebrate its special
role in the Sonoran Desert and the development of Tucson and the
history of the University?
10. How well has this design explored the possibilities of structured exhibit
spaces?
11. How well has this design incorporated an "Academic Grove" as a
bosque of shade trees?
12. To what extent does the design utilize infrastructure for supporting
temporary pavilion tents?
13. How well does the design indicate utilities (e.g. drinking water,
lighting, electricity, sound systems) for supporting large campus events?
14. How well does the design provide space(s) to accommodate speakers
and bands?
15. How visually appealing is the design?

4
5
7
4
4
0
3

3
8
0
8
7
5
0

7
6
7
5
7
4
6

1
2

1
8

8
4

7
6
5
4
7
7
76

5
6
7
0
8
4
84

6
3
5
0
4
4
Combined Totals: 52
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Appendix F: Design Process Statistics
I. Questions asked during design process (exclusive of testing phases) with number
of hexagrams cast
Creating polygons
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of hexagrams cast

How many starting points?
Which starting point?
Which side to receive?
Which point to receive?

4
17
17
17

Choosing polygons
5.
6.
7.
8.

How many polygons to use?
What is the maximum acceptable number of polygons?
What is the minimum acceptable number of polygons?
Which of the polygons to use?

1
NA*
NA*
19

Location and orientation of polygons
9. Which corner to label "A"?
10. Where will the polygon be located? (2 co-ordinates)
11. Which corner should be used to locate polygon?
12. What angle?
13. Which angle within a range should be used?

19
38
19
19
19

Wavy path
14. Which start side?
15. Which start point?
16. Which receiving side?
17. Which receiving point?

1
1
1
1

Shade tree row
18. Which start side?
19. Which start point?
20. Which receiving side?
21. Which receiving point?

1
1
1
1
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Elevations
22. Is the polygon at grade or not?
23. Non-at-grade polygons elevated or sunken?
24. How high/low are non-at-grade polygons?

40
29
29

Angles
25. Should a surface be angled?
26. Should a corner or side be lowered?
27. Which corner/side should be chosen?
28. How far down to drop corner/side?

20
9
9
9

Polygon sides
29. What should each polygon side be?
30. How far out should exterior stairs extend?
31. For seatwalls: how many tiers?
32. For seatwalls: which width?
33. For inclines: what length to use?

99
1
11
13
12

Surface materials
34. What material to use for each polygon surface/side?
35. What material to use for each wavy path area?

139
45

Trees
36. What is the minimum acceptable number of trees allowed?
37. What is the maximum acceptable number of trees allowed?
38. How many trees to place?
39. For tree row: what is the minimum acceptable number of trees allowed?
40. For tree row: what is the maximum acceptable number of trees allowed?
41. How many trees in the tree row?
42. Where should trees in the row be placed?
*(NA refers to questions asked not requiring hexagrams to answer)
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NA*
NA*
7
NA*
NA*
1
12

II. Statistics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Total number of different questions asked:
Total number of polygons first created:
Total number of original polygons used:
Total number of polygons on plan (original and composite):
Total number of different polygon sides to be determined:
Total number of original hexagrams cast:
Total number of coin casts:
Hexagrams (variations plus original) due to changing lines:
a. 1 changing line yields
b. 2 changing lines yield
c. 3 changing lines yield
d. 4 changing lines yield
e. 5 changing lines yield
f. 6 changing lines yield

42
50
19*
40
99
682
4,092**

2 hexagrams
4 hexagrams
8 hexagrams
16 hexagrams
32 hexagrams
64 hexagrams

*18 with 1 used twice
**not including mis-casts
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Appendix G: Additional Images
I. The current Alumni Plaza

View east toward "Heritage Hill", a popular location
for sunbathing.

View west toward historic Krutch Cactus garden on the
Mall south of the Alumni Plaza.

Views of paving and plant materials
used on the Alumni Plaza.
Administration Building south porch steps showing fight
song lyrics.
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II. Computer drawn images
View of sunken polygon on
west side of plaza. Shade
structures have been added
in keeping with original
Program Goal to explore
possible use of temporary
pavilions.

View of pool and complex
of small spaces near center
of plaza. Such intimate
spaces were the result of
multiple "simultaneity" of
overlapping polygons and
elevations due to chance.

This chance generated
polygon would make the
perfect outdoor
amphitheater in keeping
with the original 2001
Program Goals to provide
performance spaces. In
addition, the trees make
for the perfect "Academic
Grove", another Program
Goal.
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